Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  P. Dunlop
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Name (please print) F. E. Grimshaw
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print): P.G. SUMMERS

Address: 30, LM. 12.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) Jane Bleasdale
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) S McCulloch
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]  Date: 28/4/12  Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print):

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) T. J. Bruce
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature

Addressee

Name (please print) E. Fielding
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

LEAVE GAS WHERE IT IS
UNDER THE SEA.

PUMP INTO GAS GRID WHEN REQD.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) R. FIELDING

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preshall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preshall Salt  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **☑**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- **☑** Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- **☑** Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:-**

Sincerely,

Carol Wagner
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print)  D. Wagner

Address
Dear Sirs

P preschool Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presel Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  Ann Lewis
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

**Presteall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presteall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Paul Lewis
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) ___________

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preenull Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenull Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Name (please print): [Name]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Mrs J. Woods
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

Signed: Name (please print) C. A. FYALL
Address:...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) J. Holliday

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ (please print) R Holley
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: [Blank space for signature]
Name (please print): [Blank space for name]
Address: [Blank space for address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of
their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to
store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address:

Name (please print)  MELODY STEPHEN

Date: 30th April 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print) E Noble

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preselll Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Keep our countryside safe

Signed:______________
Name (please print) ERIC HEWITT
Address:______________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We do not want gas stored in our countryside.

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) ___________________________

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHAT PART OF "NO" - PREVIOUS RESULTS DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND

All MPs MEP are against this
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"We've told these people enough times, we just don't want it. It's so straightforward as that, they are like a dog with a bone, what would get up earlier than at seven o'clock?"

Name (please print)   AVril WHITE

Signed

Address
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- yet another attempt to get round previous objections. hopefully this will be the last.

Signed: Anthony Coombes
Name (please print): Anthony Coombes
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IF GAS STORAGE FACILITIES ARE NEEDED IT SHOULD BE BUILT AWAY FROM HABITATED AREAS. SAFETY TO THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE NO. 1. THIS PROJECT IS A POTENTIAL DISASTER.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): James Powell
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If gas storage is needed, it should be built away from towns, up hill or on land. And should there be an accident, where there is more than one road out to evacuate people, should this same gas be stored along with the Gas drilling on the foreshore, Properties will be worthless.

Signed: 

Address: 

Date: 30/4/12

MRS JOSEPH POWELL
Dear Sirs,

Prescass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescass Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
This would be a terrible disaster
for the whole Clyde. It muse not happen.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) 11-19 March
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A DEFINATE No TO THIS MAD AND DANGEROUS: SCHEME

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) Cwyneth Hooker

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Apart from the reasons above, the location is totally inappropriate. It might have escaped your notice but the main road out of Wyre has already had quite a few fatal accident recordings traffic every day of the year.

Signed: Me (please print) WHINSEY

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

In addition I am extremely concerned that the go-ahead has been given for "fracking" not too far away from the storage site. It is accepted that "fracking" is to probe cause recent earth tremors which could possibly also destabilize the geology of the Storage sites.

Signed: [Name redacted]

Address: [Address redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I consider the proposal as a damn cheek, putting an unexploded bomb in my back yard, and with no proposal of compensation for rental of my environment. Let those that make money from it have it under their homes.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I was Site Foreman at Hillhouse and was very aware of the problems with the brine wells as it was a part of my department

Signed: G. Stephen

Address: 46

Date: 30 April 2012
Dear Sirs

Presttlea Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presttlea Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

WE DO NOT WANT THIS TO HAPPEN.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) CHRISTINE LAMBIE

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DO NOT WANT THIS TO HAPPEN.

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print): David Lambie
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My objection need to Protect and my Family children and Grand children for the long term future. So how many more time's do we have to say no.

Signed: E. Duncah

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Don't want the underground gas storage, the risk is great, protect my family and grand children.

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print): HR R DUNCALF
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Can Txx have already been refused permission. What's in a name change?

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): JOHN SMALL
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Let Holite Energy dump their rubbish in their own backyard. We certainly don't want this happening here. We must all stand firm and see this through together. They must not be allowed to get away with this. I can't think why the Council have even thought about it.

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) **MYRA TAYLOR**

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: What is the Wyre Council doing about it. They should not allow them to apply for this dangerous storage of gas. I object to this one hundred per cent. We must not let happen.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Joe Taylor
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This proposal has been refused
I see no reason why a new proposal is acceptable.

Signed by: [Signature]
Name (please print): ROBERT HOOVER
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- It is absolutely disgraceful that people can make life such a worry for people desvale our properties and make life unbreable for many. Do hope for all our sake this is not passed again

Signed: Name (please print) Mrs. B. A. ESHE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Life is hard enough these days without all this worry, just so that an American Company can make money they would consider possibly thousands of deaths as acceptable losses?

Signed:
Name (please print) MR G. ISLES
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

**This is too great a risk to the people and environment of this area.**

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"How many times have we got to say "NO".

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): M SMITH
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Which MP this time is getting a back hander? [Censored] last time.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

They wouldn't agree to the proposal if it was relevent to where they live.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): M E S P A N N
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not acceptable having gas underground

Signed Name: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"No again"

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): M. McCormick
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do we have to say 'No' to this proposal? The whole idea is unacceptable near any populated area.

Signed:  

[Signature]

Address:  

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Far more research needs to be done before doing something so dangerous.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) Scott Wagner

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DON'T WANT YOU HERE
WE DON'T NEED YOU HERE

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

For all of the reasons above, we the people that lives around these areas (DO NOT WANT YOU HERE), For our sake, our children and children's children.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - **For the whole area there is a health and safety risk. Not to mention the devastating effect on the environment. This scheme will put lives at risk, our lives.**

Signed: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeceall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeceall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- All of the above are of great concern to all of us who live in this area. We have repeatedly rejected this proposal. Why is it possible for this firm to keep over-riding the interests of the residents? We live here - they don't.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

There are too many risks!

Signed: C. A. B. 
Name (please print) C. A. B.
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DEFINITELY NOT NO FURTHER DISCUSSION

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): M. P. TARRY
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- When we attended the forum at Fleetwood, the geologist said the cement would only be for 20yrs. Giving me the impression that was the cement lifespan, I would like to know why only 20yrs, does it mean they are no longer safe after, or is that when the leakage is noticed?

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DANGER TO THE ENVIRONMENT
ENOUGH POLUTION AROUND THIS AREA

Name (please print) K. ALLEN

Address: ____________________________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*A risk to danger to the area we dont want this near our homes.*

Signed: R.T. Allen

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"Not in my Back yard. Please"

Signed: Name (please print) Jean Abbott-Hall

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- CAN'T YOU TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER

Name (please print): ROBERT ABBOTT-HILL
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Decisions approached to gaining permission - we believe (cavity) = Halite can not be trusted with safety, profit will be the driving force.

Signed: [blank]

Name (please print) Michael Rice

Address: [blank]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Definitely a new concern over house insurance - we can just imagine companies leaping at the chance to 'up' insurance.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

To pursue this idea and risk the lives of thousands of people and the destruction of the countryside in the name of Gas Storage will be on the conscience of whoever voted this through.

Signed: Edward Bradbury (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A company that continues making planning applications after having THREE turned down must be drawn by sheer greed. Is it a joke that they change their name to try a fourth time. The area which would be affected by an accident would affect 2 to 3 hundred thousand people.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print): M.E. GREACOTT
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The whole idea is too dangerous and it is not why I moved from Kent to Lovely Cleveleys. This should not have been allowed to be apply when so many do not want it.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) Pamela Shirley
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This idea spoils our ideals of peace in the world. We spent millions to fight 2 World Wars. What next millions to face a World War against terrorists.

Signed: Name (please print) Mr. A. S. H. M. Address:
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*WHY DON'T YOU RESPECT THE VIEWS OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY - THE ONES THAT HAVE TO TOLERATE THIS*

[Signature]
[Name (please print)]
[Address]
Dear Sirs

Presale Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presale Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: WHAT RIGHT HAVE THOSE WHO MAKE DECISIONS OVER THOSE WHO LIVE IN THE AREA AFFECTED
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am concerned that “Gas Storage” a “Fracking” will mix.

What effect will Fracking have on the underground gas storage in Wyre? Am incident waiting to happen.

Signed:

[Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Now that fracking is starting up again I am concerned that small tremors could affect the safety of the underground salt caverns.

Signed: P. Wylie

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I objected when this scheme first surfaced & I still feel the same, this is so dangerous by

[Signature]

D.M. Taylor
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Because of the dangers, I am totally against this project.

[Signatures and addresses are redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) B. JONES

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) J. Raiton
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) ________________
Address: __________________________  __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Sign]
Name (please print) S. Hughes
Address: [Address]
Date: 28/4/2012
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) E.V. Hughes

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestersall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestersall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

[Signature]

Address:

[Address]

Name (please print): [Name]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) B. TOWERS
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]  Date: 10512

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestes Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestes Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presteall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presteall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HOW MANY TIMES DO WE AND THE GOVERNMENT INSPECTORS HAVE TO SAY NO BEFORE CANATXX N/K/A HALITE TAKE NOTICE?

Name (please print) Irene Horner

Sign and Date
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

THese OBJECTIONS (12000 +) COST THE TAXPAYERS BILLIONS - HALITE (CAVATXX) NEEDS TO NOTE THAT NO MEANS JUST THAT - NO, NO, NO.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]

Date: 2/5/12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It's not safe in my opinion, look what happened in America.

Not worth risk for amount of jobs there will be.

Signed: [Handwritten Name]

Address:

Date: 2/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many more times can they reply

Signed: [signature]

Name (please print): [signature]

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO SHOULD MEAN NO

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): R J Ainsworth
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

P reesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I don't know anyone who wants to live on a time bomb.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) Sheila Gre...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print)  ALAN GREGS

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The positive reasons outlined above.

Name (please print)  [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

WHY ARE THESE COMPANIES ALLOWED TO KEEP APPLYING TO DO THIS AFTER LOSING THEIR PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS?

HOPE THIS IS THE LAST TIME—NO! NO! NO!

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- You would think that after previous applications have failed it is a clear indication that residents in this area object to this crazy scheme.

Signed:______________________
Name (please print) ______________
Address:______________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Since first meeting was dead against this idea, think the whole idea is too dangerous and much to near to peoples property also a blight on the whole area.

Signed: Name (please print) P. Mitchell
Address:
Dear Sirs,

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE HOLIDAY PLACE FOR R AND R. THIS IS ABSOLUTELY A NO FOR THIS. IT WOULD BE AN END TO VISITORS IF THEY SAW THIS FORM*

Signed: Patricia Bowler  
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I DO NOT WANT GAS NEAR MY HOUSE IT'S TOO DANGEROUS.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) MILDRED MITCHELL

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

Would be like living on top of a very big bomb.

**Signature:**

Name (please print) **Leslie Bower**

Address:

Date: **May 1st 2012**
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J. Thompson
Address: 123 Street, Town, Country
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) MR. J. THOMPSON

Address:  

Date: 25/12.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Sirs, please take note of the concerns of the residents safety issues and not the profits of Halite Energy.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am very concerned that the fracking and the gas storage could be a recipe for disaster for us along the Fylde Coast.

And what about the valuation of our homes, not to mention not being able to get insurance.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) SY Nelson
Address: [Address]

Date: 3/5/2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My concerns are the same as my wife. We are too old to be able to start again if this all goes wrong and the disturbance do what little we have left of our open spaces.

Signed: [Block text]

Address: [Block text]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Stacking and gas storage are not a good combination in my view

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): Bryan Lansdowne

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: How many times will this company - in whatever name it is trading in - continue to submit the same fundamentally flawed plans? Still unlined caverns in an area ripe with faults, with the potential to cause massive and irreversible damage, death and destruction? Last year this area had at least 2 earthquakes - what happens if there is an earthquake around the site of these caverns? Say no, mean no!

Signed: ________________________  Name (please print)  DEEARE

Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THEY ARE ALSO RESTARTING FRACURING AT Poulton WITH THE KNOWLEDGE THAT THIS WILL CAUSE EARTHQUAKES - THESE COULD CAUSE GAS LEAKS.

Signed: SDV Beare

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

HAVING WORKED FOR ICI FOR
THIRTY YEARS, I HAVE SEEN THE EFFECTS OR GAS ON PEOPLE AND IT IS NOT PLEASANT ALSO THERE HAS NOT BEEN ONE PLUS IN THE ARGUMENT BY THE COMPANY, FOR THE COMMUNITY.

Signed: A. Griffiths

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My worry is that the go ahead has already been decided.

[Signature]

Name (please print): James Henry

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No one in the area likes the idea of the gas storage. It must be stopped.

Signed: [Handwritten name]

Name (please print) [Handwritten name]

Address: [Handwritten name]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Stop trying to make us accept this unsafe scheme. We don't want or need it. You are playing with our lives.

Signed: [name redacted]

Name (please print) MRS M ADAMS

Address [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestwick Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting that your Protect Wyre Group present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwick Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: L Sloane
Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preeasss Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasss Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) A THORPE

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]

Date: [Date]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Mrs D McGoughlin
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ............................
Name (please print) ............................
Address: ............................
Date: 2nd May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print)  __________________________
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________
Name (please print): E. Griffiths

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): FRED A HEAP
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 
Name (please print) MRS. A. WRIGHT
Address:  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) Graham Lindsay
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________________________
Signature

__________________________________________
Name (please print)  SUSAN LINDSAY
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed Name (please print) [signature]
Address [address]
Dear Sirs,

Pream saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pream Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [John Oates]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
Signature

Address

Name (please print)  MIRAEL JAMESON
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ ✓ ✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
✓ ✓ ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ ✓ ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ ✓ ✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Large blackened area]

Name (please print) SEAN JAMESON

Address [Large blackened area]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print):  

Address: 

Date: 04.05.12
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) M. Reed
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Pree stall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree stall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: JANE WILLIAM
Name (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) M. ANDERSON

Address:
Dear Sirs

P reesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the P reesall Salt

☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J M Mills

Name (please print) J M Mills

Address: [民营]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J.C. Mills

Name (please print) J.C. Mills

Address: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

[Signature]

Name (please print) SYLVIA SMITH

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): William Henry Davies
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: 
Name (please print): 
Address: 

Date: 3 Mar 12
Dear Sirs

Preeusal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeusal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) J.A. COOPER

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) **SILVIA BURGESS**

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Richard M. Hughes
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature] Name (please print) BARBARA DAVIES
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) DAVID WILLIAMS

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________

Name (please print) Eileen Toby.
Dear Sirs

**Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre-estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_____________________________
Name (please print) Allan Foey

Date: 2.5.2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) MRS. M. I. FOX
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

---

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print): [Blank]
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Name (please print)  

Address: 

M N A S
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
Name (please print) 

______________________________
Address 

Date: 03 05 2012
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

[Name]

Address:

166

Date: 24/12/2011
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________  Name (please print)  Acwood
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It's time to bring this matter to a close against this Company. Their track record speaks for itself.

John Ellis

(possibly scrambled)
Dear Sirs

Pree saliva Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree saliva Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- WHAT DO THESE PEOPLE NOT UNDERSTAND ABOUT THE WORD “NO” THIS MUST BE THE UMpteenth APPLICATION AND MUST BE FIRMLY RESISTED AT ALL COSTS PRESUMABLY THEIRS

Signed: A. CHEW

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I CAN'T UNDERSTAND WHY THIS PROPOSAL IS BEING CONSIDERED!

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]

Date: 3 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
To put lives at risk is not worth it even if it was suitable which it isn’t.

Signed: 

Name (please print) 

Address: 

Date: 3/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The risk factor is far too high for all the above! Totally unacceptable.

Signed: ________________________________  Name (please print) MELVIN KNOTT

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**THE RISK IS TO GREAT, JUST TO CREATE PROFIT, FOR A SELECTED FEW.**

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

To Many Risks.

---

Signature: 

Name (please print): JACQUELINE KANG
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Would You Like This on Your Doorstep.

[Signature]

W. Wharton

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

*Don't want it*

Signed: [signature]

Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print): MARY CLARE
Dear Sirs

Presellsal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presellsal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Unbelievable how many times local residents have had to oppose this!
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - PLEASE TAKE NOTE: - THIS DATE ON THE 1:30PM NORTH WEST NEWS - THE SEA AROUND THIS AREA IS ALREADY POLLUTED AND MILLIONS OF POUNDS IS BEING SPENT TO BRING IT UP TO STANDARD. WE DO NOT NEED HELP TO POLLUTE IT MORE. NOR DO WE NEED FOREIGN COMPANIES SUCH AS HALITE ENERGY TO DESTROY OUR COASTLINE. GET BACK TO AMERICA AND DESTROY YOUR ENVIRONMENT - NOT OURS

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—The change of name of Cuadrilla will not persuade us to change our minds on this matter. Money matters more to this American firm than people’s lives. We have worked hard all our lives so as to enjoy our retirement days in peace and quiet, not to live in fear of being blown up or having our seas polluted. Take your business back to America, to the desert where there is a chance to re-cure and see.

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I AM TOTALLY OPPOSED TO THIS PLANNING APPLICATION.

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

UNHAPPY TO THINK THAT THIS APPLICATION IS EVEN BEING CONSIDERED

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 03-04-2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is an unsafe way of obtaining gas. Will devalue homes in the area.

Name (please print) C. KNOTT
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHY DID WE CHOOSE TO LIVE HERE IN THE FIRST PLACE !!!

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) ___________ SM Rawski

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE RISKS OF THIS SCHEME OUTWEIGH THE BENEFITS. FOR THE LAST TIME SEND THEM PACKING WE DON'T WANT IT.

Name (please print) G ROWE.

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This is the 4th application for this site. The firm is called by a different name now. They must be desperate to store this somewhere. Mustn't they? But why here? What will it do for our area? Nothing.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) J BYRING
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Should we not be able to live in our homes without the fear or risk from dangers (real or not) as posed by Halcot Energy which we all know is masked by another name.

Signed:

Name (please print) Belinda O’Brien

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Also its proximity to the Nuclear Power Station at Heysham

Signed: E. O`O`RIEN
Address: 56 River Way
Date: 24.7.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- THIS IS SUPPOSED TO BE A DEMOCRATIC COUNTRY - HOW MANY TIMES DO THE MAJORITY HAVE TO SAY "NO" TO THIS PROPOSAL?

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print): Bernice Mullins

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do we have to say NO!

Signed: 

Name (please print) Mr. R. Anderson
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I agree with all the dangers as listed above

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Eric Smith]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE WE TO SAY NO BEFORE THEY UNDERSTAND?

Name (please print) M. BIRDSELL

Address: 191

Date: 30/4/2012
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*Do the Company change its name so it can put in a new Planning application? I believe as canatxx the planning application was rejected.*

Signed: CHEETHAM (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Changing the company name does not lower any of the risks to humans & the environment.

How can anyone be even considering storing such a huge quantity of gas in such a populated area. How many of the Halite Management live near where the gas is stored? I bet not many!!

Signed: ANNE LAWDLEY

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I strongly object to the proposed gas storage. It is rotting peoples lives at unnecessary cost. Its dangerous and ridiculous and not wanted.

Signature: __________________________ Name (please print) __________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- EVERY TIME THERE HAVE BEEN PLANS APPLIED FOR I HAVE OBJECTED THIS COMPANY NEEDS TO BE INFORMED ONCE AND FOR ALL THEY ARE NOT STORING GAS IN THIS AREA OR ANYWHERE NEARBY, GIVE UP AND GO AWAY

Signed: [Handwritten Name]

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE NEITHER NEED IT OR WANT IT

Signed: R Devaney
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Far too many serious disadvantages with the entire thing.

Signature:

Name (please print) Joyce Devaney
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Far too much risk!

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) _______________________

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Address: 

Name (please print) Brenda Hilton
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) BRIAN HILTON

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Colin PARKIN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) SANDRA PARKIN
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print): MARY LOUGHNA
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) Joseph Loughnan

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt

[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion

[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Mr I. JONES
Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre Estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten signature]
Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: THIS HAS ALREADY BEEN REJECTED FOR ALL THE ABOVE REASONS; WHY SHOULD WE HAVE TO GO THROUGH IT ALL AGAIN? WE ALREADY HAVE 'FRACKING' NEARBY. ALL WE NEED IS A MINOR EARTH TERROR CAUSED BY THAT AND 900CCMS BURIED GAS!

Name (please print)  J HARLOW
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Why has this company (Halite Energy) been allowed to put this proposal through again. It’s no doubt costing the taxpayer a huge amount. Turned down 3 times previously, by the people of this area when does no one want to live next to a potential environmental, human tragedy mean YES.

Signed: ____________________________________________
Name (please print) ROGER H HARGREAS

Address: ____________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I strongly object to the Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage for all of the above reasons. My worrying concern would be a possible evacuation due to geography of the area.

Signed: ____________
Name (please print) ____________
Address: ____________
Dear Sirs

Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I STRONGLY OBJECT TO THE PREEASSALL SALTFIELD UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE FOR ALL THE ABOVE REASONS.

IF THERE IS ANY LEAKAGE IT WOULD BE A POSSIBILITY THAT WE WOULD BE TRAPPED IN THIS AREA DUE TO THE LACK OF ROADS LEADING OUT. I THINK THIS IS A VERY BAD IDEA TO PLACE THE EGS UNDERGROUND.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
THIS DANGEROUS ENTERPRISE MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN
THE WHOLE THING MUST BE STOPPED ONCE AND FOR ALL, AND NOT REAPPLIED EVERY COUPLE OF YEARS.

[Signature]
Name (please print) P G WILLIAMSON (MR)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DISGUSTED THAT THIS HAS COME AROUND YET AGAIN, IT IS SO SERIOUS AND MUST BE STOPPED.

DREADFUL DANGER !!!!!

Signed

[Name and Address Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please protect the future of Wyre residents, wild life and the beautiful natural countryside.

Signature: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

PLEASE PUT THE RESIDENTS WILD LIFE, FIRST! THIS BEING VERY IMPORTANT FOR OUR FUTURE. THESE PEOPLE AT HALITE ENERGY ARE JUST CONCERNED ABOUT THEIR JOBS, FIRM'S CARS, AND SALARIES. I CALL GREEDY "B"....

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) __________________________

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No amount of money would compensate a person like me if any disaster ever happened or words of sympathy.

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- We don't want anything dangerous to our homes or lives like this near our homes. Are the company going to pay our higher insurance costs if the plan goes ahead and our insurance goes up?

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: As this is a hazard to health, wildlife, wellbeing, security, etc. There should be no other outcome but to reject the proposed scheme. Let the company take their plans elsewhere and sed we will be happy to take them on.

Signed: [Name redacted]

Address: [Address redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Whilst there may well be a need for gas storage facilities and a sound business case for shale energy, the above factors cause me to still serious concern over the location of the proposed scheme.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: 

Name (please print)  **MARIAN NUTTALL**

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

* Does the above have any connection to the gas drills/fields in various parts of Fylde etc. OK??... which are on going!!

Signed: M. Stamper

Name (please print) M. Stamper
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

[Name (please print)]

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) ___________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print)  JOHN EVANS
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeceall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:__________________________  Name (please print)  Karen Hirst

Address: 6 May 12.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Any one of the above mentioned risks is sufficient cause not to go ahead with this proposal, let alone all of them!

Signed: ___________________________

Name (please print) ___________________________

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The potential environmental damage from this proposal is enormous

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) PAUL LEATHER
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Prescol Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescol Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

ABSOLUTELY UNSUITABLE GEOLOGICAL SITE - HAZARDOUS
To all should not be allowed

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pree sal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree sal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This scheme NOT be allowed to happen. Our safety & well being of entire population, wildlife & our countryside is PARAMOUNT. Please do NOT put us in this danger.

Signed: [illegible]
Address: [illegible]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

would the fracking going on in the area add to the potential risk of a well head explosion, we have already had minor earthquakes

Signed: Patricia Greenhalgh
Name (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Could the Fracking going on in the area cause more concerns.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
How many applications are going to be allowed to stop this now it is not needed or wanted in this area. This site is unsafe for this proposal.

Name (please print) DAVID HIRST
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: __________________________

[Signature]

Name (please print): K. Burdon-Nicol

Address: __________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

CONSIDERING THE RIDICULOUS NUMBER OF HEALTH & SAFETY RULES, IT SEEMS TO BE AN ABSOLUTE FARCE TO EVEN CONSIDER THIS APPLICATION A HALF MILE FROM POPULATION.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): Joyce Bannister

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) __________________________
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) __________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) MR. E. HIGHFIELD
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please √

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed:

Name (please print): MA C. E. FOR FIELD

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presatal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) Chet Murphy
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) GRAHAM MURPHY

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________  Name (please print) D. KEARSLEY

Address: __________________________

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blacked Out]

Name (please print): A. J. Jenkinsson

Address: [Blacked Out]
Dear Sirs

Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _______________________________ Name (please print): C.K. Denny

Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________

Address: __________________________

Name (please print) K. WOODLE
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- We often take a walk in the lanes around the Presell area and love they the way it is unspoilt quiet a the wildlife.

Signed: C.V. Jenkinson

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I was born I have lived in this area for 74 years. Why should someone come here that knows nothing about it round here I put our lives at risk with this underground gas storage. I strongly object.

Name (please print) F. J. ECCLES

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

How many times are we all going to have to oppose this dangerous scheme for you to listen. There are so many dangers we totally object to gas storage in our area. It is unthinkable.

NO TO GAS STORAGE

Signed:  [redacted]
Name (please print)  P. Sweeney (Mrs)
Address:  [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preefield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preefield Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

VERY WORRYING MUST BE STOPPED

Signed:

Name (please print) PAUL LUCAS

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I can't believe this is still going on. It absolutely can't happen.
As my six year old nephew said: "That's just stupid."

Signed: JANE LUCAS
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preena Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preena Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed, Name (please print)  ROSE BONNAR
Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) PATRICIA BONNER

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ALAN DAVID ROBERTS

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 25/1/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[Blank space]

Signed:

Name (please print): L. Dunford
Address: [Redacted]

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Address:

Jonathan Abbott-Hall
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): JUDE TAYLOR
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blacked Out]

Name (please print) Julie Taylor

Address: [Blacked Out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) **H Bamber**

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) D. STEVENSWOOD
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

[Signature]

Name (please print) D. STEVENSWOOD

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) G. Fairbrough

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: FRANK WILCOCK
Name (please print) FRANK WILCOCK
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) J.B. BLUNDELL
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)  H.G PRIESTLEY

Address:  

Date: 5/5/2012
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print) RF Priestley
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN 

Dear Sirs  

Presessal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print)  

Address
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Date: 15/12

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)  [Signature]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeasll Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Print Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

**Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Mrs. S. Draper

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This scheme should never have been given any consideration at all. Ludicrous that it is being looked at again.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): Mrs G.S. Brown

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times will they try to get this through.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

AS AN AREA WE ARE ALREADY DOING AND HELPING WITH NEW PROJECTS FOR FUEL COSTS AND PLANET SAFETY I.E. WIND MILLS OFF THE COAST AND FRACKING ON FARM LAND ENOUGH IS ENOUGH FOR OUR FUTURE CHILDREN

Signed:

Name (please print) MRS IRENE GOODES

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HALITE MUST BE MADE FINALLY TO REALISE THEY CANNOT RISK THE LIVES AND HEALTH OF A COMMUNITY. TO GO AHEAD WITH THIS GAS STORAGE PLAN IN THE CENTRE OF A BUILT-UP AREA IS POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS. OF

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) A. JACKSON.
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A HALT MUST BE MADE TO THIS
GRADUAL ENCROACHMENT OF POLLUTION
TO THE ENVIRONMENT

Name (please print) H.O. JACKSON
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This type of storage should be made illegal in the UK just as it is in USA. How many more times do they have to hear the word no before they accept it. Please no storage here - dangerous for earth.

Name (please print) A. Hodson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presessment Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I STRONGLY OBJECT

Signed

Name (please print) HILDA LOMAS

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHEN WE SAY NO! WE MEAN NO! TO MANY RISKS, STORE IT IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD NOT OURS

Signature

Name (please print)  B Hodgson
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This hare-brained scheme is a major disaster waiting to happen, who knows what would be the result of an explosion with so much gas involved? A leak, one spark, it must be stopped for good!!

Signed:

N. Hodgson

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

People enjoy living in this area, why should their lives be changed? There is enough upset going on in the world. Leave things here as they are.

Mrs. H. Love

Signed: [Handwritten signature]

Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

On behalf of my mother, I strongly oppose the proposed scheme. I have researched both advantages and disadvantages of the said project and clearly my mother's welfare and safety is paramount.

Signed: [Handwritten signature]
Name (please print) Mrs. Anne King
Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Cannot envisage any benefit for Wyre.
Residents as Halite Energy are asking us to take all tested risks with no advantage to weigh against.

Signed: [Handwritten Name]

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten comment]

Signed:

[Redacted]

Address:

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It is ridiculous to even think of building these sorts of structures on the coastline.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Jacqueline Turner
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Let us hope that this is the last time that we have to register our objections to this proposed dangerous scheme.

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) AUDREY COOKSON

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The proposed scheme should be outlawed and never be accepted to be re-submitted.

Signed: ____________________________________________  Name (please print) __________

Address: ____________________________________________

Date: __________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I am also worried about the effect of fracking on the geology.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) J. FAIRBROTHER
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
This scheme has been turned down 3 times why can you not see that it is not wanted here. It is a frightening thought not only for us but our children/grand children. I remember the Abbey/Steal explosion (25yrs ago)

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Rosanna Wilcock

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

It's about time we meant no and these applications were finally put to rest!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): C. Langford
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The storage of gas under a densely populated area like the River Wyre is totally unacceptable. It's another case of not in my back yard - well it's not in ours either!

Signed: [redacted]
Name (please print) S.J. Langford
Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE ABOVE SAYS IT ALL.

(I WOULD BE A VERY FRIGHTNING PLACE TO LIVE.)

Signed:

[Name]

(address)
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SAME COMPANY WITH A DIFFERENT NAME. NO!! NO!

Mrs. B. Bruce
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

DO NOT FORGET KANSAS

Name (please print) MR J T BRUCE
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

Stop this pussyfooting about and say NO.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Roger Bacon
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"How may times do we have to object to this gas storage before someone stops it permanently. We do not want this gas storage"

Signed: Mr. John Doe
Name (please print) B. Ringe
Address: 123 Main Street, Anytown, USA
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DO NOT WANT THIS GAS STORAGE HERE.

Signed:...
Name (please print)  M. Ringe
Address:...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I am convinced that the recent fracking caused turbulence - hence the tremor we experienced. I worry about a possible gas leak - I'm at Thornton. This must not be allowed to go ahead.

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print)  M. HARRIS
Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

In my opinion this is a totally unsuitable area for this installation.

Signed: 
Name (please print) R. KNIGHTON
Address: 

Date: 07-05-2012
Dear Sirs

Prescalf Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescalf Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: How many more times do we have to object to this proposed scheme in what is a totally unsuitable + unsafe area, before it is finally scrapped altogether?

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) S.M. KNIGHTON

Address: ____________________________

Date: 8/5/2012
Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE SIZED COMPLEXITY OF THIS SCHEME SHOULD NOT BE ANYWHERE NEAR TOWNS OR CITIES.

Signed: 
F. Constable
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This scheme should not go ahead because of unknown factors & the risks to the local people & countryside.

Signature:

Name (please print) MRS. CONSTABLE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

we didn't expect to retine sitting on a potential bomb.

Signed: [Handwritten]
Name (please print) V. Thackrah

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Fracking for Gas in Singleton-Gas Storage at Presell - this is about the third time they have tried to get permission do they never give up? What a thing to put on a house - it's bad enough getting insurance sale advert - it's bad enough getting insurance in case of flooding - what a field day they will have with the gas.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print)  M Jones
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"Tracking, + Gas Storage in the Salt Caverns, sounds like a recipe for disaster."

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) David Boydel

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeeil Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [✓]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There have already been 3 applications which have been opposed
we dont want gas storage here !!
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Every single one of these points against gas storage has great credence. This project holds too much at risk. And what about the dangers of the unexpected & undreamt of??

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) R. Morrissey
Dear Sirs

Pree saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) E.A. Allison

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Kim Harrison
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preen Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preen Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) SCAN CARRIGAN

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print)  
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  
[Signature]

Name (please print)  
[Name]

Address:  
[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I object most strongly for every single reason listed above and hope no stone is left unturned to stop this dangerous work going ahead.

Signed: Mrs. R. Gaskell

Name (please print) mrs. r. gaskell

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presael Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presael Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— Why has it come to this again please leave our area alone. It is a crime they have been allowed to apply again. If this went through I would have to leave the area.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A strong reason for my leaving the North Fylde Area a few years ago was the threat of a similar proposal by Enalxx. Any extra traffic on the roads would make living here and commuting to Chorley too time-consuming & Halite Energy could destroy the area.

Signed: ROBERT TENANT

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pressfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressfield Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Talking to marine biologists has made me concerned about the large amount of brine that would be discharged into sea, relatively close to our shoreline.

Signed:

[Name]

Address:

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I grew up in the area concerned and now fear for the safety and well being of my relatives and friends and the destruction of the countryside I love.

Signed: [Handwritten name]

Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Just how many times are they going to be allowed to appeal. No more NO.

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) E. Hodgson
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_Do they not understand_.

_No means NO_.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): R. Hodgson

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I believe that the impact of the extra volume of traffic on the roads they would use would make it very difficult for local residents to travel for work in other areas such as Central Lancashire or Manchester.

Signed: __________________________________________________________
Date: _______________

Address: __________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I feel very annoyed that we have to keep fighting this cause, wasting time & money. It is obvious that this scheme is unsuitable and could be dangerous & destructive.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) KAREN HARTER

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

SEE ATT D

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) CHRISTINE WILSTENCRAFT
Address: ____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Re: The Halve Energy proposal to store gas under the River Wyre Estuary

I wish to object to this proposal as I did to the previous Culver proposals. I still feel strongly that the residents of Wyre Borough Council should not have to live in fear of the potential hazard they are proposing. We would have no chance of being warned in time to move to safety if an accident or terrorist attack should happen. Gas migration must be a risk and no scientist or government could rule that out.

CHRISTINE WOOLSTENDORF
Dear Sirs,

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:  
Name (please print)  
Address:  

Date: 8/5/12
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed by: [Blank]  Name (please print)  **JEAN ROWLES**

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print) MIRIC CROMPTON
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed by: __________________________
Name (please print) HAROLD ROSS
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) EILEEN ROSS
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Jane Taylor

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please  

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

[Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Pree살 Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the PreeSalt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: D. EASTWOOD
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) DB Hamley
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: W. Gray

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)  COUN BALLANTYNE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]

Date: 4.5.2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHY WE ARE HAVING TO DO THIS AFTER PLANNING HAS BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE ON I BELIEVE TWO OCCASIONS IS COMPLETELY BESIDE MYSELF AND THE COMPANY IN QUESTION HAS CHANGED ITS NAME AND A COUPLE OF DIRECTORS MAKES NO DIFFERENCE TO THE ISSUES NOTED ABOVE.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pteesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO TO GAS STORAGE !!!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) C. Patterson
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please protect wyre from this dangerous proposal.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please save our beautiful Wyre.

Signed:

Name (please print) E. Jenkins

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I wish to apply for permission to store my gas cylinders (may be faulty) under the houses of the Governors of Halite Energy or otherwise. This is the third time they have been refused there for I wish to claim thousands of pounds for the anxiety they have caused me.

Signed: [Signature] Name (please print) A. W. Wright

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: DO YOU NOT REALISE THAT NO MEANS NO, NOT MAYBE OR POSSIBLY? YOU OBVIOUSLY DO NOT LIVE IN THE DANGER AREA. THE COUNCIL HAVE SPENT MILLIONS ON CLEANING UP THE COAST AND BEACHES. DO NOT WASTE TAXPAYERS MONEY ON RIDICULOUS SCHEMES. NO MEANS NO. YOU SHOULD PAY ALL THESE EXPENSES NOT US RATEPAYERS.

Name (please print) MARGARET WRIGHT
Address

Date: 9 5 12
Dear Sirs

Prestfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestfield Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
The fracking in the area has already caused minor earthquakes and it is clear that this has created cracks through which gas or pressure could escape. Also the old salt mines were shut down and the complete roof of the tunnels fell in, leaving brine pools at Hambleton. Removing the salt bed could create more structural weaknesses in the tunnels and caverns, and if the cave roof should collapse it would release millions of cubic meters of gas into the air, exploding and creating a fireball of biblical proportions.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) Keith Waddington

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Whilst spending millions of pounds to protect parts of the Fylde Coast why would the Council even consider allowing something which could potentially destroy other parts of it.

Signed: [underscored name]

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________________________
Signature

__________________________________________
Name (please print) L. WAGSTAFF
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) WAGSTAFF

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

[Redacted]

Name (please print) Teresa Tayloe

Address:

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) Joan Goldson
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________ Name (please print): Paul BIPPER
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preebass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preebass Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten signature]
Name (please print): [Handwritten name]
Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) LINNE BARCLAY

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) MRS. DAISY JACKSON
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) R. Hooke

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): Eizareth Harrisons
Dear Sirs,

Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Mary Mills

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: K Screen
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: D. J Screen

Address: 371

Date: 10th May 2012
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*It's all said above.*

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) M.V. Prince

Address: ____________________________  373   Date: 10/5/12.
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme Would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

OBJECT FOR THE ABOVE REASONS.

THE IRISH SEA IS NOT A DUMPING SITE.

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print)  Dan Taylor

Address: ___________________________

Date: 9-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence. I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Greatly concerned over gas escape/explosions that could occur because of the fissured ground strata existing under the Wyre Estuary. This scheme would put at risk thousands of properties along the whole length of the Fylde/Wyre coastline. It would also be a very tempting target for terrorist attacks.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) BRENDA SHAW
Address: [Redacted]

Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

GREATLY CONCERNED ABOUT POSSIBLE LEAKING GAS ESCAPING INTO LOCAL SEWERS & CONSEQUENTLY HOMES AND PROPERTIES. CONCERNED ABOUT EXPLOSIONS AND TERRORIST ATTACKS. THIS IS THE 4TH APPLICATION AND PREVIOUS 3 HAVE MET WITH GREAT OBJECTIONS.

Sincerely,
DEREK SHAW

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preslaw Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preslaw Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE ABOVE SAYS IT ALL.
WE WOULD BE LIVING ON A
TIME BOMB.

Signed: C. Roberts
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

MY AMBITION WAS TO RETIRE TO CLEVELEYS. THE RISKS IN LIVING IN THIS AREA WILL FORCE ME TO CHANGE PLANS.

Signed: John McGinty
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I am amazed that anyone can consider storing gas in causals under the River Wyre which is surrounded by thousands of homes. The geology is unsuitable as there are numerous faults in the area; and now with the proposed fracking which has already caused two earthquakes in the area I feel that this is a disaster waiting to happen.

Signature: J.K. Rawstron

Address: 379

Date: 10.5.2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DON'T SPOIL OUR BEAUTIFUL OVER-WYRE AREA WITH THESE CRAZY IDEAS,
IS IT GOING TO BE HALITE ENERGY
OR HELLITE

Signed:

Address:

(please print) ERIC TAYLOR
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

In 1956 after leaving HM F, we relocated from city life to the Fylde for a quieter life, and we do not want the upheaval or any destruction in our area or county.

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) __________________________
Address: __________________________

Date: 27/4/12
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
□️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

What is most important - the wishes & wellbeing of the people living on the Wyre, or destructive practices of industrialism?

Signature: M. ASHWORTH
Address: 383
Date: 8.05.12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I am appalled that this matter has been raised again when local people in large numbers have previously expressed serious objections to envisaged schemes. I trust that Planning Inspectors will reject this application out of hand and that those who represent us will ensure that the democratic principle upon which our local and national life is based will be strictly maintained.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): KEITH B. HICKSTON
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Once again, I urge you to listen to the concerns of the local residents. We do not want a Gas Storage Facility in this area - it is totally unsuitable and potentially highly dangerous.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) Michael Butterworth
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I have attended every meeting, read every piece of available information and examined all the arguments for and against this and the previous proposed schemes. On every occasion I have concluded that this gas storage scheme is completely unsuitable for this area, particularly in respect of environmental, geological and safety issues.

Signed: [Blacked out]
Name (please print) SHEILA BUTTERWORTH

Address [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We do not need or want gas storage in the Wyre area.
Surely the large amount of resistance to your plans over several years should suffice?

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) LESLEY L. FISH
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objec7ion to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Does this company not understand the meaning of the word No

Name (please print) A. SHERET
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- **There is only one road out to safety, if there is an explosion, it will be very dangerous to live near here!**

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): W.J. Trippier
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too Dangerous.

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print) TRIPPET
Address: [address]
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Far too close to residential areas.

Name (please print) MARGARET R. CROKER
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Who knows what faults & fissures are present in the miles of tunnels and the caverns under the Wyre estuary. Notwithstanding how much more would be opened up by washing out the caverns, this would be a disaster waiting to happen. STOP IT!

Signed: [Handwritten Name]
Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

All the above reasons have to be taken into Consideration. Please Re-Think.

Signed: [Name]  [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) GILC

Address:
Dear Sirs

Premeasal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Premeasal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

What with the huge recycling plant (far bigger than the original plans) a drilling for shell gas - isn't it time to leave the little in peace!!

Sue Moran

Signed

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A VERY BAD IDEA

Signed [redacted]
Name (please print) [redacted]
Address [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [✓]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I do not want Gas storage here or anywhere else in the U.K.

Signed: [Handwritten]

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) J. Hesketh

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J. Emmett

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - SAME OPINION OF MY WIFE

Signed: ____________________
Name (please print): M. Briggs

Address: ____________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- How many times do we have to object this is not wanted!!

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) C. Briggs
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Space for comment]

Signed (Handwritten)

Address (Handwritten)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Stanley Gardner

Address: 123 Example Street, Example City, Example Country
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol   BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  
Name (please print)  STANLEY GARDNER

Address:  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print): [name]
Address: [address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

FRACKING? DANGEROUS GAS STORAGE? WHY DO YOU ALL WANT TO DESTROY THIS AREA?

Signed: [Name] (please print) [Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) __________________________
Address: __________________________

Date: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I find it disgraceful that we should be having to lodge our objections yet again. Have these companies no morals.

Signed: ADVERDEN

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- what about peoples lives, and what about children playing out, might not matter to you but it does us which comes first people's lives or gas storage

Signed: ________________  Name (please print)  P.M. Roberts
Address: ________________
Dear Sirs

Preessel Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preessel Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
All the above reasons are critical in this fight against the scheme.

Signed: _______________________________ Name (please print) Miss C D. CLEG
Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too dangerous to be close to houses.

Signed:

Name (please print) M. DAVIES

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please mark:

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Very worried.

Name (please print) Joyce Jones
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Throw it out AGAIN!

Signed

Name (please print) Ron Jones

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________

Signed: K. Jones
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]  Date: [Date]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WORRIED FOR MY CHILDREN
WITH REGARDS

Edward Jones

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Very worried for my elderly parents

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) RICHARD JONES

Address: 421 ____________________________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There are plenty of other sites in the UK keep away from soft up areas and learn from your previous mistakes

Dear

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Mind avoided area away from built up areas

Signed:

MALLINDER

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHAT DO THESE PEOPLE NOT UNDERSTAND ABOUT THE WORD NO. WOULD THESE PEOPLE LIKE TO HAVE THE GAS STORED IN THEIR BACK YARD. THERE HAVE BEEN A NUMBER OF PROBLEMS WITH THE CAVENMS COLLAPSING CAUSING WHAT HAS BECOME KNOWN AS FLAMES. THEY HAVE ALREADY BEEN SEEN 3 TIMES ALREADY.

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) J.J. Stonehouse
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

TO GAS STORAGE.

Name (please print)  NDS SMEDA BOWE
Dear Sirs,

Pree Salfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Cannot believe what they are trying to do. This could put peoples lives at risk. Leave us alone.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*Enough is Enough.*

*Go Away.*

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: -

There is no benefit to this community having this gas storage on an doorstep and putting the people at risk from the danger.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too much risk for the whole area  
plus not enough roads to get people away in an emergency

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- □ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- □ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE BANKERS STEAL OUR MONEY, THEN INVEST IN ABOVE PROJECT. THEN WE HAVE TO INSURE THEIR RISK. LOOK TO PALESTINE.

P. Watson (Mr.)
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Betty Tyrrell
Address: 432 [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

- ☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☐️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☐️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☐️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☐️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) C. Tyrrell

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Ann Shearmur
Name (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

I attended many meetings relative to the Cantrax application and was extremely pleased and relieved when their application was thrown out.

I most sincerely hope that this application by Halcite Energy will be dismissed.

Signed: [Name (please print)] Michael J. Owen
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO TO GAS STORAGE

Signed:

[Handwritten Name]

Address:

[Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Presessal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): MRS M. STOCKDALE
Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- My husband and I have lived in Thornton since this house was built shortly after our marriage in 1962. We brought up a child in the house and we have always been concerned about the environment. Our children have attended schools and are now in their 70s and live in the area. Our house has been extended and added to over the years. This is a wonderful seaside area with many places of national

Signed: CA. NETHERINGTON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_We local residents are not going to get tired of fighting against the gas storage proposals. It is undesirable & unsafe._

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) **JUNIAH SENIOR**

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am particularly concerned for the safety & well-being of my mother who lives in Thornton, 3/4 mile from the Wyre Estuary. We will keep objecting until halite back up.

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) Anthony Senior

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting that Protect Wyre Group present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten note: THEY HAVE ALREADY BEEN REFUSED 3 TIMES. WHY DO THEY STILL PERSIST IN GOING AHEAD WITH THE APPLICATION]

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Deborah Kelly]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

I am writing to object to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
2. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
3. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
4. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
6. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
7. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
8. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme.

Yours sincerely,

[Name]

[Date]

Address:

444

Preseal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

Temple Quay

Bristol BS16PN

The Planning Inspectorate
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) ________ Moore
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of the evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________ Name (please print) M. Thomas

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— I fear that we have got more than enough dangerous industrial projects to contend with. E. a nuclear power plant not far away, and behold a shale gas drilling scheme just started up. Where will it all end? Our beautiful part of Lancashire destroyed, bit by bit, forever. Amen.

Signed: [Name redacted]
Address: [Address redacted]

Date: 5.5.2012
Dear Sirs,

Preset Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

We want to live our lives in safety

Signed: __________________________

Name (please print) __________________________

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I see this gas storage as a massive threat to my health and security. It annoys me that people are having to repeatedly express their objection to this proposed scheme.

Signed: [Name redacted]
Name (please print) Sheena Parker

Address: [Address redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preston Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed _____________________________
Name (please print) _________________
Address ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) IAN FOGG
Address
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Due to all the above, the gas storage must **never** take place here.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): Christine Cook

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) Alan Cook
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protec Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I am concerned with the proximity of the Fracking operation for shale gas on the Fylde coast. We have already experienced earth tremors and this could affect the salt caverns.

Signed: [Handwritten Signature]

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

With the resumption of Fracking in the area in search of shale gas this could have a direct effect on the stability of the salt caverns to be used for storage. Earth tremors have already been experienced in the area.

Signed:____________________________________

Address:____________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Just the thought of it makes me very frightened. A disaster waiting to happen.

Signed: [Handwritten signature]

Name (please print) VALEER ASHFORD

Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—BELEIVE MUCH MORE INFORMATION IF NEEDED BEFORE THE ACTIVITY IS TO PROCEED

Signed: D. A. SHFORD

Address: 457

Date: 05.05.2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The proximity of the proposed fracking site at Singleton increases the risk factors.

Name (please print) JW Temple

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DEFINITELY NO TO GAS STORAGE

Signed:

Name (please print) M. P. King

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-  

DEFINITELY NO TO GAS STORAGE

Signed: MIKE

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 11.05.12

Dear Sirs

Peesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) S. WRIGHT

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Partial signature]
Name (please print): H. STLE
Dear Sirs,

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) J. HASTLE

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have nothing against gas storage so long as it's done properly. They're still too many unanswered questions concerning this proposal and the fact that no lining is going to be put in place makes the scheme far too risky so near an area where people live.

Signed: [Blacked Out]
Name (please print): ANDREW WEAH

Address: [Blacked Out]
Dear Sirs

Preeesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print) SHARON WRAITH
Address: [address]
Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Nothing to say in its favour. Time Halite knew what No means.

Signed: C. Threlfall
Name (please print)
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Very much against it

Signed: N. THRGLEFALL

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presenal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presenal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Name (please print): Norman Prater
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: PRATER MRS.

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]

Date: 10/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I strongly object to all of these proposals.

Doris Mackie

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) ___________________________

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I think this is regrettable that this scheme is being reconsidered and proposed again. The amount of gas being stored is a colossal volume, and risks to public safety and the environment cannot be discounted.

Signed:  
Name (please print) STANLEY CROSS

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I wish to register my deep concern that this is being considered once again and my objection to this scheme. It is not right to have this gas storage near so many homes and any risk at all is totally unacceptable. We should be able to live our lives without this threat ever again.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) MARILYN CROSS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✅

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print)  Harry Hardman

Address: _________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register *my objection* to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*PROVEN TO BE DANGEROUS IN OTHER COUNTRIES.*

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print): **Lizzi Hardman**

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: RESIDENTS HAVE HANDS CLEAN THEIR OBJECTIVES SO IS THIS A CASE OF "BULLY BOY TACTICS" OF A COMPANY WHO THINK IF THEY THROW A COUPLE HOUSES AT RESIDENTS AND THEY CAN BUY A RESULT, WHAT ABOUT RESIDENTS HUMAN RIGHTS TO LIVE WITHOUT THESE REPEATED THREATS - HOW CAN THAT BE RIGHT! SO NO NO NO A THOUSAND TIMES NO

Signed: J. HADDOCK

Name (please print) J. HADDOCK

Address: 478

Date: 8/5/12
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Date: 9th May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Has anyone considered the danger of storing the gas so close to the area where there has been earth tremors caused by the fracking for oil. This for us local residents is a great worry.

Signed: HELENE HOYLE

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

For Health & Safety’s sake —

DEFINITELY NO.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): HILDA TIDWELL
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeaall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
Signed

______________________________
Name (please print)

______________________________
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- There may or may not be a disaster in the offing, but why risk it, especially in view of the other negative points. Leave us be.

___

Signature

Name (please print) G. Coleman

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

For the above reasons, I cannot see any benefit to this area (for either residents or the environment) by this proposed gas storage. It must definitely be rejected.

Signed: [Handwritten signature]

Name (please print): MRS E. COLEMAN

Address: [Handwritten address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9/8/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

ACCIDENTS HAPPEN AND I DO NOT WANT TO LIVE CLOSE TO THE ADDED POTENTIAL RISK THIS DEVELOPMENT POSSES.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) A. HAMILTON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]  Date: [Date]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

**Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) S M Harte

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) MRS D.M. HARTE
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is a TOTALLY OUTRAGEOUS Scheme and I don't want My Children and Grandchildren To Live in Danger

Signed: Wendy Witcher
Signed: (please print) Wendy Witcher
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) **M. BARR**

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Presesal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________
Signed

________________________________________
Name (please print) A. E. BARR

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) C. L Buckley

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Date: _______________________
Name (please print) M.J. Buckley
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print): M A Buckley
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Preea Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preea Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _____________________________ Name (please print) **ALAN BUCKLEY**

Address: ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Over the years MERCURY SLUDGE has been put in the brine wells on this site by ICI. Brine wells on this site are unstable and have collapsed in the past - allowing a farmer out building to disappear into the well!!

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Over the years MERCURY SLUDGE has been put in the brine wells on this site by IC1. The brine wells on this site are unstable have collapsed in the past - allowing a FARM & building to disappear into the well!!!

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

The Preesall Salt is shallow in comparison with other salt beds used for storage. It is also in the form of a new, shallow bed toward edges of field (model exhibited by Canataxi, Inc. readmission of halite). There is also a shale gas fracking project within 5mi. Minor tremors must impact the Preesall Salt.

Signed: D.J. Shearman

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 28-4-2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Also:-

UNSuitable ROADS FOR HEAVY TRANSPORT
OVER WYRE.

Signed: [Name] P. Arnew
Add: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have objected before and hopefully this will be the end of this scheme
Dear Sirs

Pressfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressfield Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
* Many homes on both sides of the river are within 1 mile of the proposed site.
* Mudstone fault under the Wyre brings salt bed adjacent to the porous sandstone. Gas can pump into sandstone and travel miles rising to the surface around properties.
* Positive pressure by pumps is the only device keeping the gas stable. If the pumps fail an explosion will ensue.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preset Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presset Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I do not want this Gas Storage
it has been rejected before

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: THE WHOLE SCHEME IS TOO RISKY

Name (please print) M. CHAPMAN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Redacted]

Name (please print)  P. HARRISS

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Patricia Darby

Address:...
Dear Sirs

Preeusal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeusal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank]

Signed: 

[Redacted]

Name (please print): ALAN DARLINGTON

Address: 

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

...and Human Life in this Area. and No future for Anyone...

Name (please print)  
John S. Lane
Dear Sirs

Preslass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preslass Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

And all Human Life in this Area.

Signature:

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print): ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre Estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE RIVER WYRE AND LUNE DEEP ARE DESIGNED MARINE CONSERVATION AREAS. PUMPING ALL THAT BRINE IN THE SEA WILL DESTROY EVERYTHIN.
Dear Sirs

Prestons Salt Field Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Prolect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I don't want the safety of my family at risk from leaks, explosions or earthquakes from what is still an unproven safety storage.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) T. Harrison

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- WE DO NOT WANT TO BE BLOWN TO BITS BECAUSE I FEEL IT IS A POTENTIAL BOMB WAITING TO GO OFF. WOULD THEY LIKE ON THEIR DOORSTEP.

Name (please print) JEAN WILLIAMS
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 30-4-2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- **I THINK IT IS A DISGRACE**  
**It will only lower house prices in this area because I think it isn't safe.**

Signatures:  

Name (please print) **ROBERT WILLIAMS**
Dear Sirs

Preeassal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassal Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The choice of this area as suitable for gas storage seems not to have been properly researched.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Name (please print) E. Jackson
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check the following:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) F O S O N

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

Comment:-

Name (please print) E.做强
Address：

Date: 08.4.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

- Massive fault under the Wyre Foreshore Salt bed, adjacent to the porous sandstone. Gas escaping into sandstone could travel miles rising to the surface around properties.
- Negative chance of escape from gas explosion for Fleetwood folk - it is like the sword of Damocles hanging over our heads.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

"How many times is this going to come up? Just because they changed their name makes no difference. It's about a line or a M.P.'s made a stand.

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print): ___________________________________

Address: ___________________________ ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IN CASE OF AN EXPLOSION AND SO ENJANGER PEOPLES LIVES.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Totally Unsuitable

Name (please print) MRS H. KERSHAW
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THINK ABOUT FUTURE GENERATIONS

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) SCHAPMAN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WITH THE RISK OF AN EARTHQUAKE FROM THE FRACKING FOR GAS ALSO INCREASES THE POTENTIAL FOR A GREATER DISASTER.

Signed

Name (please print) HALLMOWAL

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[blank space]

Signature: [blank space]

Name (please print): [blank space]

Address: [blank space]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Blacked Out]

Name (please print): J. CARDWELL

Address: [Blacked Out]
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[signature]

Name (please print) E. CARDWELL
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- **✓** Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- **✓** Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- **✓** Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- **✓** Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- **✓** The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- **✓** Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- **✓** Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- **✓** Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- **✓** Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- **There are too many unknowns for this project to go ahead, experience in America (Kansas) should be a warning.**

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address: [Address (please fill in)]
Dear Sirs

Preeesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- THE AREA IN QUESTION IS NOT INDUSTRIAL AND SHOULD BE LEFT AS AN AREA OF OUTSTANDING NATURAL BEAUTY

Name (please print) FRED BAKER

[Signature]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestige Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) Mr. M.J. Sayson
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  Sheila Gaynor

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Sign Here]

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) SEAN GAYNOS
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) DAVID JOHN BARKER

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print) RITA BARKER
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No No No No to GAs STORAGe

[Signature]

Name (please print) Hughes
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many more times have you to say No to gas storage

Name (please print) W Hughes
Dear Sirs

**Presale Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presale Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: **HALITE ENERGY SHOULD KNOW BY NOW THAT THEY ARE NOT WELCOME IN THIS AREA — IT IS DANGEROUS TO THINK THAT THIS MAD SCHEME TO STORE GAS IN SUCH A SMALL AREA WOULD WORK. THEY HAVE NO RESPECT OR FEELINGS FOR THE WELLBEING OF THE PEOPLE OF THE WYRE VILLAGES AND TOWNS!**

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) AUDREY BAKER

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**Not Suitable**

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): **DRA MEAGERS**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I don't think it is safe to continue in a built up area.

Name (please print) Gillian Merricks

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presfield Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Try putting it all you poor stop.

Name (please print) Rash Measums

Address:...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Blank]

Name (please print): A.B.H. Harrison
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The whole scheme would destroy all and everything in the area living in fear of explosion/terrorist threat.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) -  P. Smith
Address -  [Blacked Out]
Dear Sirs

Preebass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preebass Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE STORING OF GAS IN AN UNSUITABLE SALT BED COULD BE MADE MUCH MORE OF A HAZARD IF NATURAL GAS IS TO BE EXTRACTED BY THE FRACKING PROCESS IN THE FYLDE AREA BECAUSE OF THE POTENTIAL OF EARTH TREMORS

Signature: 

Name (please print): I. BAMFORTH

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The advice from all the experts and my own experiences of gases due to my employment in the chemical industry for 30 years leads me to my convictions of this scheme

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) K. BROten

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________
Name (please print)   P. BRODER

__________________________
Sign or Signature
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River-Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signature

Name (please print) M PRESTON

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) T Preston

Address
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It's about time that Habitats are told that they haven't any chance of storing gas under the Wyre estuary. The door should be closed and nailed up forever.

Signed: [Blacked out]
Name (please print): [Blacked out]
Address: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) JENNIFER JAMESON

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________ Name (please print) Lesley A. Samson
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs,

Prescaill Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescaill Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]
Address: [address]
Name (please print): [name]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Ann Ennisble
Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (please print)</th>
<th>Bilan McCamy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 1/5/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) PATRICIA COOPER

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________

Name (please print) D. SQUIRE
Dear Sirs,

Pressley Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressley Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) MS. JEAN SMITH
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SURELY THIS CAN BE STOPPED !

Name (please print) DOROTHY DIX

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: WHO in this government is to be held personally responsible in court when these predicted accidents occur. IS IT THE PLANNING INSPECTORATE IF THIS PROJECT GOES THROUGH? CAN WE HAVE SOME NAMES PLEASE IN ADVANCE.

Signed: (please print) FRED WILLIAMS B.O.E.
Address: (obscured)
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) **John Lawson**

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence, as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If the Underground Gas Storage was already in place and building plans for all surrounding areas were being applied for, I am sure the plans would be turned down as being unsuitable for housing on safety reasons.

Signed: [REDACTED] Name (please print) HAZEL O'NEILL

Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

A Ticking Bomb can't be good for Residents

**Signature**

John Johnson

**Address**

(Please provide address information)
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________
Name (please print): GEORGE MITCHELL
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

RESIDENTIAL AREA IS NOT THE PLACE FOR THIS STORAGE

__________________________
Name (please print)   SUSAN JOHNSON

__________________________
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) Sandra Barrow

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signed: 

Name (please print) Irene Mitchell

Address: 
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  F E PUNCHISON

Address-
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

(please print) HELEN MALLIN

Address: 67

Date: 02-05-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)  ANTHONY IRVIN
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) **Elizabeth McCormick**
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________________
Name (please print) C MEGARZ
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

P reels a ssal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)瞭
Addressto
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) MARGARET

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[signature]

Name (please print) JEAN IRVIN

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Certainly not

[Signature]

Name (please print)

Address

Date: 1st May 2012

m D 1 / 8 1
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*we definitely do not want this scheme project.*

Signed: [Redacted]  [Redacted]

Name (please print)  [Redacted]  [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Disgusting how this project has been allowed to continue for so long. Far too near our towns and villages. I am scared and angry!

Name (please print) Miss R. Lance

Address:

Date: 1-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space]

Signed:

Name (please print)  W. BARROW
Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[Blank space]

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: For all of the above reasons I am opposed to this project. Having had many years experience in the gas (liquefied) transport industry I do not believe you can rely on the stability of nature as a storage medium.

Signed: ____________________________
(please print) ERIC SOUTHWORTH

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________

Name (please print) W. D. S. CASE

______________________________

Address:
Dear Sirs

Pree살 Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the PreeSalt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Kathleen Scott
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons. Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Check out a similar explosion in Texas some years ago - They were a Storage Vinyl Chloride Gas store - blew Sky out of the harbour - and of course they said it was completely safe!!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- It's madness to create the largest explosion risk in the North of England - unless of course you (the creator) is foreign and lives safely well away from danger!... and soley for personal profit too.

Signed: [Name redacted] Name (please print) P.W. EDWARDS
Address: [Address redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Satisfied with the Gas We Got Now - With No Risks

Name (please print) EL W. WILKINSON

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) P.J. Wilkinson

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I STRONGLY OBJECT TO UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE. TOO DANGEROUS.

Name (please print) G. Hulme

[Signatures and addresses redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeaall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not only do I wish to be in no danger, I object to this on behalf of my children & grandchildren who may be coming to live here. Also my friends and neighbours. PLEASE LEAVE US ALONE.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) MURIEL HUME
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preehalf Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehalf Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not enough thought gone into the consequences of this project.

Potential safety risk.

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

What part of, No, is it that can salt/walite energy does not understand?

Signed: Paul Hughes
Name (please print): **PAUL HUGHES**
Address: **[Redacted]**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too Much Risk
Enough is Enough.

Signed:_________________________________ Name (please print) Mr S Cance
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My understanding is that these type of installations should be at least 3 miles from any built up area. This is definitely not the case here. So on those grounds alone it should be thrown out once and for all.

Signed:

Name (please print) ANTHONY MALVIN

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I believe this will lead to the ruination of our environment and will cause considerable anxiety to people living in the locality, because if the porous nature of these schemes would decide to say too much right.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) MICHAEL CROWLEY
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE RISKS TO OUR ENVIRONMENT AND TO PEOPLE LIVING HERE NOW AND TO FUTURE GENERATIONS FAR OUTWEIGH ANY BENEFITS FROM SUCH A SCHEME, AFTER 3 APPLICATIONS BEING Turned DOWN IT IS TIME TO SAY NOT NOW, NOT EVER!

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeoall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeoall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—

I fully support the "Protect Wyre Group". All the above reasons are valid and of extreme importance to all who live within a seven mile radius of the scheme.

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Address: 

Name (please print): 

Date: 1/5/12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

VERY HAPPY TO SUPPORT PROTEST

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

When we say no to this gas, we mean no, I don't want to live in fear and people will not buy our homes with all this danger (if you want to make money put it on your own back garden, not ours).

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This storage scheme is dangerous not only to people living here but also wild life.

We are a small island compared to America.

Go store the gas in your own country.

HALITE ENERGY. Leave us alone.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) BARBARA CHARD

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 11/06

Dear Sirs

Presessel Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessel Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_________________________  ______________________________
SPENCER                     Name (please print)  SPENCER

Address: ________________________ ______________________________

_________________________  ______________________________
SPENCER                     Name (please print)  SPENCER

Address: ________________________ ______________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Anthony Spencer

Address:

30

412
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
THE LONG TERM EFFECT ON FUTURE GENERATIONS AND THE SHALE DRILLING THAT CAUSES MINI EARTHQUAKES COULD AFFECT EVERYTHING.

Name (please print) M. WENCH
Address
Dear Sirs,

Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE POTENTIAL FOR CATASTROPHE IS TOO GREAT TO ALLOW GAS STORAGE BENEATH THE RIVER WYRE AS A SEA FARING MAN I SPEND A LOT OF TIME CRUISING THE RIVER WYRE AND VIGOROUSLY OPPOSE THE APPLICATION.

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print) DAVID WALTERS
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE SAFETY ASPECT IS NOT GUARANTEED, AND THE RISK OF EXPLOSION.

THIS NOT ONLY AFFECTS PREESALL, BUT ALL THE SURROUNDING AREA, INCLUDING FLEETWOOD.

TELL THEM TO FIND SOMEBODY NEARER HOME.

Signed: ___________________________ (please print) C. WALTERS
Address: __________________________

Date: 3/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We don't want this anywhere near us.

We love our countryside.

[Signature]

Name (please print)  E. Thomas
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) **N THOMAS**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I am strongly against gas storage. I'm proud to be Fleetwood born and bred. I'm greatly worried about the safety of myself, my husband, our children and Grandchildren. Not to mention the 1000's of the people.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) AMANDA FIELDSEND

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Kevin Fieldsend
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

ANYTHING THAT MIGHT BE A THREAT IS A BIG NO. NO.

Signature:  

Name (please print) SYLVIA WILSON

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I have said no to this proposed scheme twice before—how many times must I say NO, NO, NO, I will never agree to this preposterous scheme on the grounds:
① Gas Migration Risk to the Area. ② Potential for a Well Head Explosion & ③ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) MRS ELISIE ROSS

Address: __________________________

Date: 3 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please mark:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) M. DEWHIRST

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

For all the above reasons + this area is at risk from earth quakes.

Name (please print) ABDIWIRI
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________  _____/4/019
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOTHANKYOU

Name (please print) W. Ashton
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: The Government has a duty of care to the people of Britain. Allowing this project to go ahead would be reckless. The recent gas leak from the North Sea platform has resulted in a 3 mile exclusion zone for planes and shipping. Thousands of people live and work within 3 miles of this project. The gas would be stored just metres from the nearest buildings. This scheme has been refused several times over the past 10 years with good cause. The scheme has been revised several times but it is blatantly obvious that the high risks to the population are unacceptable.

Signed: __________________________________________
Name (please print) D. Broadbent
Address: __________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- WE DO NOT WANT THIS. IT IS TOO DANGEROUS & WHAT ABOUT PEOPLE WITH COAL FIRES. IT IS NO LEGACY TO LEAVE TO OUR GRANDCHILDREN WITH

Signed: [Handwritten Name]

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeelllssaaalll  S Saaaalllttf ffeeldd  U Uuunndergggrrnnndd  G Gasssst  S Ssttoorrge

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  LINN FARMER
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________

Barrie Farmer

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We don't need gas storage because of the fracking taking place, also I feel the storage of gas near to towns is not safe, just take a look at what happened in Kansas.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) **CHRISTOPHER MONKS**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE ALTERNATIVE SITE IS MORE ACCEPTABLE IN THE FRESH SEA NOT NEAR POPULATED AREAS

Name (please print)  L. WELCH
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The risk of new brine storage in my view represents too much of a risk to all residents, animal & human.

Name (please print) MRS. E. LLADE
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) W. Porter.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This scheme is not needed. It is not safe storing gas near to towns.

[Signature]
Name (please print) M J Munks
Address:...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

TOTALLY UNSUITABLE FOR THE LOCATION

Name (please print) KEITH PORTER
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

"**CLEAR AND SIMPLE**

"WE DO NOT WANT THE GAS STORAGE HERE"

WHY SHOULD ANYONE LIVE NEAR TO AN UNEXPLODED BOMB"

Signature: 

Name (please print) **SUSAN PORTER**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
This type of gas storage is not needed or wanted. If any gas storage is needed use the empty gas fields in Morecambe bay (see www.latewaysstorage.co.uk).

Signed

Name (please print) MRS SUZANNE MONKS

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**Storing gas in caverns is not safe gas will escape especially under pressure. What about the people living nearby?**

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This gas storage is not needed. Recent ‘fracking’ operations have found 20 plus years of natural gas for our country’s needs. If gas storage is required, then use the empty gas fields in Morecambe Bay (see www.gatewaystorage.co.uk).

Name (please print) Mr Andrew Monks
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHEN FRACKING STARTS IT COULD CAUSE CRACKING IN THE CAULIFURS.

Name (please print) C. WALKER
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

COMpletely OPosED TO THIS SCHEME.

Name (please print) CHRIS PORTER

Address: --
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten note:]

[Signature]

Name (please print) CLIVE WISE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - As I have protested before, I do not want anyone to store gas under the River Wyre Estuary. I live in Fleetwood and would not feel safe living here anymore if that happened. I say NO, NO, NO!

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Stephenson  Name (please print) James

Address: 
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________________________________________

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— I strongly think that it will be wrong to have gas stored so near people.

Name (please print) S. MCLAUGHLIN

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Name (please print)  MA P. MCLAUGHLIN

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescotton Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescotton Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________

Name (please print): ________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[Blank]

Signature: [blackened]

Name (please print): KEN DRAWRY

Address: [blackened]
Dear Sirs

Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) JOANNE DREWERY
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[ zwarte]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________

Signature Name (please print) JEAN HARDIE

Address
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THIS HAS BEEN PROVED IT IS NOT SAFE AND SHOULD NEVER GOTTED THIS FAR.

Name (please print) E. C. NAR

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) G. MATLEY
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I notice the people who want to create these caverns will not be living on top of them!!!
Dear Sirs

Presass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presass Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signature: [Blank space for signature]

Name (please print) JEAN CHRISTIE
Dear Sirs,

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO COMMENT

Name (please print):  H. FOWLES
Address:  

Date: 3-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________  Name (please print)  WENDY GARRISON
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Preeasal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasal Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*This is the fourth time the people of Fleetwood have said no. Do these people have no brains? They have been turned down 3 times but still insist on trying.*

Name (please print) Thomas Newby

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

MDI/156  
Date: 4-5-2012,  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please  

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment: - I HAVE A GRAND SON ALSO NEPHEWS & NEPHEWS. WE DON'T WANT THEM GROWING UP IN THIS KIND OF ENVIRONMENT EVERY ONE I HAVE TICKED IS A RISK TO ALL.  

Name (please print): DEBORAH MUNRO  
Address:  


Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

TO NEAR
WE DON'T WANT IT ON OUR DOORSTEP.

Name (please print)  N. HORSLEY

Address:  [Details redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I don't agree with this because it will leak out and affect the animals.

Signature

Name (please print) D. Collingwood
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space]

[Signature]

Name (please print) W. Boocock
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print) D Boocock
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  **NOELLE MASON**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  Agnes V Scott

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Name (please print) AURORA STIRZAKER

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescwall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescwall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________

Name (please print): HARRY STURZAKER

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  E. HEARTY
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

E. HEARTY.

Address: [Redacted]

Date: May 3, 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
HOPE THEY GO AWAY FOR GOOD
THIS TIME

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print): REDDINGTON
Address: ______________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signet]

Name (please print) J Reddington
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Name (please print) SUSAN M MUNRO
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I am one of many people that do not want this in the Fleetwood area because of the wildlife and possible discharge that would occur if the proposal went ahead.

Name (please print)  D. Trembley
Address:  123 Main St, Anytown, USA
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- How many more times do the power people need to be told we do not need the gas storage in our area. We dont want, need or like the idea of the possible destruction.

Signed: [Handwritten name] (please print) Sandra Fearnley

Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________  Name (please print)  CAROL HUGHES

Address: _______________________
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) PAUL HUGHES

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have ticked every box, because of my concern for them, all of them, I have felt the earth tremors, which was quite unnerving leaving me with a cracked wall!

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) J. Fenton - Mrs

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My Concern is for Gas Migration and Destruction of Countryside & Wildlife and Terrorist Target.

Name (please print) MR. WATSON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This project has been rejected 3 times!! When will the rights of the people and residents of this area be given final consideration??

Name (please print) P. Hornby

Address: 

Date: 30-04-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOT SAFE

Signed:

Name (please print) DOROTHY DUNCE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestalles Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestalles Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) J. Dempster
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The wildlife on the estuary should be preserved, not blown up.

Name (please print) Patrick Murray

[Signature]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**I THINK THIS PLAN HAS BEEN DAMAGED ENOUGH WITHOUT YOU ADDING TO IT. WE DON'T WANT IT, SO WE DON'T NEED IT.**

Signed: [Name]  Name (please print) **GIN MORRIS**

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The first time we said NO should have been the last time!
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:


Name (please print) A.R. Wray

Address
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print)  D. Wray

Address: __________________________

Date: 28/4/2018
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:


Signed

Name (please print) Simone Grace

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Paragraph is not legible]

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **[ ]**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_Totally opposed on all counts_

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 05/11/91

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of
their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to
store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Name (please print) N R. WALL

Address: 523 Clifton Road, Blackpool, Lancashire, FY1 5LX
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


dated 3rd May 2012

Signature

Label: E. Ward

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  D. Ward
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) DELLIA PORTER

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO THANK YOU.

[Signature]
Name (please print) : L. EVANSON
Address: 45 Market Place, Thornton-Cleveleys
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:-

Do not wish to live near a mine field

Name (please print) T. Evanson.
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

**NO COMMENT**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) C. WORDEN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature (Please print) C. Ashworth

Address
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The views of myself and local people are all covered in the above. All the risks and dangers are worse than you name the company were

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

AND SOMWHERE ELSE TO PUT IT.

NOT AROUND HERE

[Signature]

Name (please print)  ROBERT GREENALL

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am writing this objection, not only for Fleetwood, but also for our daughters one living in Cleveleys and one out at Shannah

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) J Rose

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons. 

Please ☑️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**SHOULD NEVER EVEN BEEN CONSIDERED**

Signature...

Name (please print) P. Harrison
Dear Sirs

**Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

No guarantees that this will not be a disaster for the future area, a risk too far.

Name (please print) James Barry Wilson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

No, no a thousand times no. This scheme should never be allowed to go ahead on this area. There is absolutely no guarantee of its safety. There is potential for everything we hold dear to be destroyed. I pray that it will never

Name (please print)  **Ivy Ethell**

Address

Date: 2-5-2012
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) E. M. SWARBRICK
Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) J D Swinbrick
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[Signature]

Name (please print) GEORGE GREENWOOD

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Everything about the gas storage is a huge risk to wildlife, it will be a blot on the landscape, and I value my life and would stop at nothing for family from any risk!

Name (please print) ROBERT GREENWOOD

Date: 2-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I have 4 children and many grand-children (hopefully) to come. I love Fleetwood and hope it may provide a safe environment for all my family for many generations ahead and I do not want anything to jeopardise this future for us so I am dead against the gas storage.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) KAREN GREENWOOD
Address: Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN
Date: 25-12

m1/2011
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) JOHN GREENWOOD

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WORRIED ABOUT RISK OF LEAK, AS IT IS ONE OF THE SHALLOWEST GAS STORAGE SYSTEMS IN EUROPE.

Name (please print): JAMES GREENWOOD
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 🗠

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There are far too many unanswered questions, it should never go ahead!

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print)  

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) HOWARD RUCWRIGHT

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Despite the Company involved reassurance on safety, I cannot understand how high volumes of a volatile material would be stored near residential areas

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) BEGNA BUCLEIGH
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- On a previous visit to the Minning Museum at Keswick, I spoke with the Manager, an expert in his field. His firm view was that storing gas in this area was an accident waiting to happen, due to the instability of salt beds.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) MS S TRYTEK

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) David Atherton

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescastle Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescastle Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Over the last 16 years of living in Fleetwood I have noticed how clean the beach has become - I would hate that progress to be affected.

Signed: [Name]  Hilda Davies
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: FLEETWOOD ALREADY HAS THE RUBBISH TIP, THE RE-CYCLING PLANT, THE SEWAGE FARM AND SOON TO BE WASTE FURNACE PLANT ENOUGH FOR ONE AREA. SURELY WITHOUT THIS POTENTIAL UNSTABLE, ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) RON DAULS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


I  T H I N K  N O T  !!

Signed __________________________________________ Name (please print) L TURNER
Address __________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I AM FED UP OF BIG COMPANIES THINKING THEY CAN RIDE ROUGHSHOD OVER THE TAX PAYERS AND IGNORING PREVIOUS OBJECTIONS. HOW MANY TIMES DO WE HAVE TO SAY NO BEFORE THESE PEOPLE ACTUALLY LISTEN.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How long is this going to continue, we have already had a public enquiry - enough is enough.

Name (please print) Sumer
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How much longer are we going to have to keep saying NO to this project. We don't want it either. It's time the company got the message.

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address: [Redacted]

Date: 1-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]  

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— IN THE LIKELIHOOD OF AN EXPLOSION

NO WAY

HOW CAN YOU GET 50 THOUSAND PEOPLE TO SAFETY WITH ONLY ONE WAY OUT - NOT

Signed: E. HART
Name (please print)
Address:

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SO TIRED OF EVERYTHING BEING PUT ON OUR DOORSTEP.

Name (please print) SHARON EMSLIE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) William Emmslie
Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestick Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestick Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) KENNETH DENNIS
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________

Name (please print): ANGELA DENNIS
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 15/2/2012

Dear Sirs

Pressal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is my 3rd notice of objection. I will keep on objecting as long as many times as necessary to stop this terrible scheme to store natural gas under the Wyre Estuary.

Signed: ________________________ Name (please print) K. T. R. A. C. H. E. N.  
Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please 

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Ask them would they like it in their Back yard. The risk involved do not warrant any advantage that might be gained.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) S. DAVIES
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [ ]
Name (please print): G. SYKES (MR)
Address: [ ]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [blank]

Name (please print)ま IAN COLLEY

Address: [blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) L. Oakes
Address: 10, Greenfield

Date: 5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed Name (please print) FLOORSHAW
Address
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  **L. Stephen son**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Sir, Most urgent

Signed

Name (please print)  CHARLES MIRTON
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

STOP -> NO TO GAS STORAGE

Name (please print) MUNRO, LAURENCE

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- My wife and I are disappointed that Habit Energy have had the gall to return after being refused at Ministerial level. Substantially, these plans haven't changed. The development would be a dangerous blight on a wide area. The potential for a major disaster is clear and self-evident. It must be refused.

Signed: Mrs. G. B. Howarth
Address: Temple Quay House

Signed: Mrs. Sheila Howarth
Address: Temple Quay

Date: 1 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
My husband and I are disquieted at the return of Halite Therapy despite previously being turned down at Ministerial level. The plans have not substantially changed. The development would be a dangerous blight on a wide area. The potential for a major incident is great. It may be refused.

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) C.B. HOWARTH
Address: ___________________________

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) MRS. SHEILA HOWARTH
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) D.M. Dale
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO NO NO TO GAS STORAGE
FIND SOMEWHERE ELSE TO PUT IT. BUT NOT AROUND HERE.

Signed: [Signatures]

Name (please print) [Pauline Greenall]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) J BEE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  

HOW MANY MORE TIMES DO THEY WANT TELLING THAT WE DO NOT WANT IT HERE.

Signed:

Name (please print) BRIAN J. COLLINS

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

1. **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) **MR A SAYLES**
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

Don't want it near

Signed:  **Mrs. B Call**  
Name (please print)

Address:  **Eursteel House, Old Kent Road, London SE1 1EG**
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) B. Harrison
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 02/05/2012

Dear Sirs

PREESSALL SALTFIELD UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the PREESSALL Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Totally opposed on all counts.

Name (please print)  R. I. GRIDNEFF
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Ryan Cornell
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Blacked out]

Name (please print) Sean A. Cowell

Address: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) A. Clements

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeaall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeaall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

J. CLEMENTS

Signatures

Addressee:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
   ✓  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
   ✓  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
   ✓  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
   ✓  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
   ✓  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
   ✓  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
   □  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
   □  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
   ✓  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I object to this underground scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary.

Name (please print) Bessie Williams
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

---

**Signed:**

**Name (please print):**

---

**Address:**

---

**Date:** 01/256
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) **BUTESS**

Address: **10, Lime Street, Fleetwood, FY7 7EE**
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ________________________________ Name (please print) KEN A. DANIELS

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
No to everything
Leave us alone

[Signature]
Name (please print) [Signature]
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No No No No Again No

Name (please print) K. Coulbeck
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We do not want to be set on a time bomb for the rest of our lives and for the future generations.

Name (please print) TREVOR TOMLINSON

Sign

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- IT IS A DANGER TO THE ENVIRONMENT THE WILDLIFE AND
THE PEOPLE LIVING HERE WE WILL BE SAT ON A TIME BOMB

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Just don't want it around.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) I. SPINDLER
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I have 2 grandchildren; I think they should grow up in a healthy environment, also see the countryside & wildlife, as I did when I was growing up. I think the world is a cruel and a nasty place at this moment in time. Let's try to keep it clean and healthy.

Sincerely,

M. Thomson
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:–

Name (please print) Helen Bamber
Dear Sirs,

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Simon Bamber
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

☑ NO STORAGE OR FRACING

Name (please print) CLARA DEAN CMRS
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - Halite Energies (Candexx) have already had explosions in America where their gas migrated 3 miles to a residential area killing several people. They now want to take a chance on other peoples lives and homes. No, No, No.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) MAUREEN JOHNSON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: From an ex IC employee

Geographically the proposed site is unsuitable and unstable owing to several defunct brine wells test by TCI in the area listed by Holite Energy. (Can't see)

In my opinion these people should not be allowed to store gas because of the accident in America. Can't these people live NO for an answer. Do they have to change their name each time they are allowed to apply.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) JUHN E. JOHNSTON

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Both the above storage fracturing in the area are not acceptable.

Name (please print) Morton Dean

Date: 3 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) P. Drake
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________  
Name (please print)  H. DRAKE

______________________________  
Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- ✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please please stop this scheme now. There is far too much at stake.

[Name (please print)]

[Signature]
Dear Sirs

**Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

PLEASE PLEASE STOP THIS SCHEME NOW. THERE IS FAR TOO MUCH AT STAKE.

**Signed:**

[Signature]

**Name (please print):** Paula M...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"The children are the ones we have to think about, in the long run."

Name (please print) R. Young

Address

Date: 4 May
Dear Sirs,

**Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The approval of gas fracking will increase dangers of gas storage, this is due to possible earthquakes, which will need to be addressed.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print)  [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preshall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preshall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— THE RE. COMMENCEMENT OF "FRACKING" FOR GAS HAS BEEN APPROVED IN THE LOCAL AREA. THIS METHOD HAS BEEN PROVED TO CAUSE MINOR EARTHQUAKES, WHICH WE HAVE ALREADY EXPERIENCED. THIS ALONE MUST INCREASE THE DANGER OF STORING GAS IN UNLINED SALT CAVERNS.

Name (please print) ELAINE B. PORTEOUS
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  S. Gardner
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) C Gardner

Address
Dear Sirs

Preeсall Saltfielԁ Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☐

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeсall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________
Name (please print)  ADAM GARDNER

Addres对其进行排序...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This site should NEVER Be, even considered.

Signed:

Name (please print) DENISE HUNTER

Address:

Tel:

Fax:
Dear Sirs

Preswell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preswell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Name (please print)]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: It is an absolute disaster and a protest in the strongest way possible.

Name (please print) Henry P Fisher
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*It is absolutely stupid to do underground gas storage so near to all these properties. It should be knocked on the head right now.*

Name (please print) **EILEEN FISHER**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) MR D RYCROFT

Date: 30 - 4 - 19
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

In this day and age of Health and Safety I cannot believe such a scheme can be considered.

[Signature]

Name (please print) W J Hunter
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please select:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Remember Buncefield, Flixborough Explosions so don't think it will not happen at Preesall Gas Storage.

Signature: [Blank]

Name (please print): [Blank]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) MRS M RYCROFT

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preshall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preshall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*If this goes ahead a beautiful area will be spoilt for no long-term gain.*

Name (please print) Dulcie Egan

Address:...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: Patricia Wilson
Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  **IAN WILSON**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register *my objection* to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) DOROTHY DELL

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) D J T Fitzgerald
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This project has been the worst fear I have ever had and should never be allowed to happen.

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Blacked Out]

Address [Blacked Out]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol    BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

____________________________
Signature

____________________________
Address

____________________________
Name (please print)  P.M. COTTAM
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I feel very strongly over this. Obviously the reasons are clear to anyone why. It’s just a safety hazard. The chances of an explosion, gas leaks, the whole threat to all the residents is not acceptable. It’s our home so we should not have to accept this - ever. So I dont want this, nor does anyone who I know. So no!

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) Beverley Breckman

Address: (Redacted)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________________
Name (please print) SANDRA A. ASHBY
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) D. BILLINGTON
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Signature

Name (please print) CLIFF ASHBY

Addressee
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) S RAMSBOTTOM
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It’s time somebody thought about the residents in this area. We will be living on a time bomb and it’s about time HALITE ENERGY (previously CANARXX) were sent packing once and for all. What part of NO do they not understand?

Signed: N. Welch

Name (please print)  N. WELCH

Address:  

Date: 3rd May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Date: 7.5.19
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): J B Cottram

Address: 26 Oxford Road

Fleetwood

Lancashire

Post Code: FY7 7EX
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________ ________________________________

Signed Name (please print)

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) FLORENCE JACKSON
Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Prestásal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestásal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have said NO EVERYTIME THIERS
NOTHING TO CHANGE MY MIND
AS GOOD AS I C. I SAT-TY RECORD WAS
THERE WERE STILL GAS LEAKS

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) J. Coulbeck

Address [Redacted]
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Kossan
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Douglas Taylor

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOT SAFE

[Signature]

Name (please print) J. WALKER
Dear Sirs,

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________

Name (please print) MAY NEILD

______________________________

Address
Dear Sirs,

Prestea Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestea Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) JOYCE SMYTHE

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please
☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

AS A VISITOR TO FLEETWOOD AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS, I AM APPALLED AT THE IDEA OF GAS STORAGE AT THE PROPOSED SITE. THIS GAS IS VERY INFLAMMABLE.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print)
Dear Sirs,

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—

VERY DANGEROUS
SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED

Name (please print) Judith SHALL
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:


Signature

[Signature]

Address

[Address]

Name (please print) L. L. ROYSON

Date: 7/5/12
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________________________
Signature

__________________________________________
Name (please print): Peter Boyesen

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I can't believe this is being considered when fracking in the Fylde with seems to be going ahead!!

Name (please print)  THOMAS HOLLAND

Address  [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signature: ____________________________  Name (please print)  MARY HOLLAND

Address: ______________________________

Date: 7/5/2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

-----------------------------------------------------
Signature: ____________________________ Name (please print) C. MARKIN
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

--------------------------------------------------

Signature

Name (please print) E. Holden

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [REDACTED]

Name (please print): [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Pree saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature and Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) BRYAN SHORTICE
Address: _____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Leave our shores alone.

Signed

Name (please print) Betty Sharpies
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltridge Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SEND IT ABROAD. LEAVE OUR SHORES ALONE. NOT REQUIRED OR WANTED BY US!

Name (please print)  E Pentith

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Name (please print)ヶhirakawa

Address: 000000
Dear Sirs

Prestix Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestix Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print):

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) KATE FERRAS
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print)  STEVE JOLLY

Address
Dear Sirs

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) MRS. J. J ACKSON

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Name (please print) Mr. W. Jackson
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*IF THESE STORAGE CONTAINERS GO THROUGH, I SHALL BE MOVING MY FAMILY AWAY FROM THE WYRE BOROUGH! Fleetwood has enough problems as it is! We do not need this as well!*
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________________________  "Eobby Bancroft"

Signed:  ________________________

Name (please print)  ________________________

Address:  ________________________

Date:  ________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Signature: __________________________ Name (please print) WILLS BA TE SO

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________

Signature

Name (please print) Phyllis Faircloth

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preseldt Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presel Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print)  ELEANOR AINSWORTH
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signed: KEITH HAMES
Name (please print) KEITH HAMES
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOT ALLOWED IN THE STATES, SO
NOT HERE EITHER

[Signature]

[Address]

Name (please print) A.L. THOMASON
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten: NO WAY!]

Name (please print) Daryl WHITE
Dear Sirs

Prescail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescail Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOT WANTED FOR ALL THE ABOVE REASONS

Signed: 

Name (please print) MARY O'NEILL

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signature: ____________________________

Name (please print): MARYLAND
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- NO. NO. NO.!!!
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- PROFIT before SAFETY NO!!!!!!

What would happen if this was allowed and the "Fracking" thats going along the coast? (not a good mix)

Leave our coast line alone! !
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
[
[Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO WAY CAN THIS BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN

[Redacted]  

Name (please print) Beryl White

Address
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten: No Fracking Either]

Name (please print) SYLVIA BICKLEY
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) DAVID JOLLY

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Signed

Address

Name (please print) ADA JOLLEY

Date: 2nd May 2010
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signatures
Name (please print) J Rennie
Address
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 
Name (please print) 
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I live half a mile from the proposed site so I disagree strongly.

Name (please print) MARTIN

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:                          Name (please print):  P. Ainsworth

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
For our childrens sake and generations to follow
We do not want this facility in this area.

Signed: [Blacked out]
Name (please print) DAVID PURCELL

Address: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs,

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE HAVE ALREADY REJECTED THIS FACILITY BEFORE, CHANGING THE NAME DOES NOT STOP IT FROM BEING THE TURKEY WE ORIGINALLY VOTED AGAINST.

Signature: ___________________________  Name (please print) ROGER KELLY

Address: ______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

PLEASE REJECT THIS APPLICATION.
IT IS MOST UNSUITABLE FOR ALL THE ABOVE REASONS.

[Signature]
Name (please print) PAM W. LEADBETTER

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I would suggest you send this report about Gas storage to "North West on BBC" to give wider publicity to what could happen if this plan to store Gas was to go ahead.

Name (please print) M ALCOCK
Dear Sirs,

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)  H. S. C. Francis

Address:  

Date: 30/04/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comments]

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside andWild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:** I have 5 grandchildren and it is these and other children in the area that are going to grow up with their lives being put at risk by a company that have only one aim and that is lining their pockets with as much money as possible.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Redacted]

Date: 5-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Pleasant Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- **☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pleasant Salt**
- **☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:


Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ___________________________

Date: 5th May 2012
Dear Sirs,

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): **Lisa Zak**
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print)  Paul Zak

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J.C. Woods
Name (please print) J.C. Woods
Address: J.C. Woods

Dear Sirs

Presell Salfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________

Signed:

Name (please print): J. Whittaker

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

All our houses and business property would be at risk and would do us no good.

Name (please print) MYRA KERR

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preebsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preebsall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Signature]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature] Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If it was unsuitable 3 times before then it is still unsuitable!

Signed Name (please print)  P. Jone
Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Any of the above could have a major impact over the area.
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) G. M. Roylance

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Lynn Wright

Signature
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [signature]
Name (please print): [name]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Block out]
Name (please print): P. Morley
Address: [Block out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✅

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) C. STICKLEY
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO TO GAS STORAGE

WE DON'T WANT IT !!!!
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A scheme of this nature, operating in a large area including residential property, is a disaster waiting to happen. My assurances given are not convincing. In my fire service career I have attended many large incidents which supposedly 'could not happen,' I don't want one on my doorstep.

Signed: John Stelfox

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

UNSARE - DISASTERS DO HAPPEN! THEN IT'S ALL TOO LATE!

Signatures: [Redacted]

Name (please print) DAWN DUCKINSHAW
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Company's lack of previous experience in operation of this kind. There is no exclusion zone for property not above 100 ft from well head.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) Mr. L. Burkinshaw
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"Lots of things can and do go wrong with things they build today. To many back hander may be. The sewer tank off cops road (went wrong) tank op. fleetwood farms road collapsed (went wrong) tram track still working on them (went wrong)"

This is for bigger and more harmfull for all arround we would have to be given gas warning just in case (it went wrong)

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) Mrs. P. Hopwood

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print):  

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Sign: [Blacked out]

Name (please print) [Blacked out]

Add: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons...

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) C. MAKEPEACE

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and insurance

Comment:

Unsuitable scheme for the whole of the environment

John Doe
Name (please print)  "john_doe"
Address (please print)  1234 Road
City, Country  123456
Date: 5-3-2012
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
It has been admitted that fracking has caused minor earthquakes in the area, but we are told that any future earthquakes will be minor and there is nothing to worry about. How do you know? What if a succession of minor earthquakes leads to one huge disaster?

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) John Brunt

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is another desperate effort of an opportunistic company to spoil and put our area at risk.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Name (please print)  J. D. Lancaster

Addressee:  

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Prettarse Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Just how many times do we have to object to this madness!

Signed: _______________________________  Name (please print)  R. D. Janson

Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please say "no" again, make it the last time, please.

Name (please print) Mrs. E. Hearne
Dear Sirs

Petersall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Petersall Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- BRINE IN LUNE DEEPS A M.C.Z.
THIS WILL DESTROY WHAT IS LEFT OF THE FISHING INDUSTRY, ALREADY DECIMATED BY USELESS WIND FARMS AT SEA.

[Signature and Address]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It's just like having an atomic bomb in our back yard. No way do we want it. Let them have it in there back yard instead.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I HAVE LIVED IN FLEETWOOD ALL MY LIFE AND THIS IS A GREAT WORRY TO ME AT MY TIME OF LIFE (AGE 79 YRS). LET THE COMPANY GO TO THEIR OWN COUNTRY AND DO THIS.

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) J.P. JOHNSTON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) CROWE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) H.T. Groves

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) L. Groves
Signature: L. Groves
Address: 399

Date: 8 May 2012
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signature: ____________________________

Name (please print) MILES A. WRIGHT

Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:** TICKED ALL! THIS IS NOT WANTED HERE TO DANGEROUS AND SPOILING OUR LOVELY COUNTRYSIDE TO OVER WYRE INCLUDING ALL WILD LIFE.

Signed: [Signature] Name (please print) **Linda Evans**

Address: **23 Rossall Court, Fleetwood**

Post Code: FY7 7DE
Dear Sirs

Prestes Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestes Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

TOO DANGEROUS TO PUT HERE.

Signed: [Name]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

JUST NOT WANTED!

Signature: __________________________
Name (please print) Norman Edwards
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I am very opposed to this scheme - it is fraught with danger - moss land is very unstable
we have already experienced 2 minor earthquakes the next one could be major.

Name (please print) S.M. PRESNAIL

Date: 8 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

LET COMMON SENSE PREVAIL AS WE DO NOT NEED OR WANT THIS TO TAKE PLACE.

TRY THE RIVER THAMES OR THE RIVER MERSEY THEN SEE THE OBJECTIONS TO IT.

Signed: [signature]

Name (please print): [name]

Address: [address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  B COUCH

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Long Term Effects to my children and my childrens children

Signed Name (please print) J. Atkinson
Address...
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 3.5.12

Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Absolutely No!  

Ridiculous Proposals

Name (please print) K. ATKINSON
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Joan Latham
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHY EVEN LET THEM START PROJECT?
TOTALLY AGAINST

Signature: ___________________________ Name (please print) Peter Frewing
Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten comment: Like living near a time bomb]

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No more Abbeydale disasters

Signed:

Name (please print) M THOMASSON

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preebass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preebass Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print): A Couch

Address: 123 Example Street, Example City, Example Region EX1 2SR
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Also you cannot play God - you cannot say no lives are at risk.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) BRENDIA LOUE
Address: [Address]

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________
Name (please print) GORDON ENGLISH
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) MIRIAM ENGLISH
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
[Signature]

______________________________
Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Authorized by:-

Signature:- Name (please print) STEPHANIE MANTLE

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blacked out text]

Name (please print) N. Roberts

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— The people of Fleetwood and the Wyre District do not want this project to go ahead, this has always been our position and we are fed up by Halite Energy/Canatxx repeated attempts to get approval for this scheme. It must not be added to go ahead.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) AJ [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
This is like a bad penny that won't go away.
We don't want this gas storage facility.
PERIOD!!! Go Away!!!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) STEWART COLF
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This application should be dealt with on its merits taking into account 3 previous applications have been declined. Is this application and submission

Signature: [Redacted] Name (please print) WILKINSON R.C.T.

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— As the person who started the fight against the plan for the range sewage works being built in Fleetwood I think its a disgrace that once again this deprived area is being used to dump another potentially dangerous & untested plant here. This is the last straw!!

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— Put People Before Profits—

This would not be even considered in America because there no plant can be built within 8 miles of any residence.

Signed ___________________________
Name (please print) D. WESTHEAD
Address ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) Carol A. Pitcher

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Address:

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print): Greta Anderson
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeusal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________

Signed

________________________

Name (please print) John W. Anderson

________________________
Address
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**DO THE GENERAL PUBLIC'S OPIONS MATTER? WE SHALL SEE.**

WHAT A SENSELESS SCHEME.

Signed: 

Name (please print): Mrs Dorothy Stanley

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I watched a programme on Sky TV, & it showed all the damage caused by chogenic gas storage. Animals were deformed and land damaged, which couldn’t be built on afterwards. AND ALL THIS WAS DONE IN USA.

Signed:  

Name (please print) L. Dawson

Address:  

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

WE COULD DO WITHOUT ACCIDENTS Too NEAR TO FLEETWOOD.

Signed: JOHN LAINTER

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**Too NEAR FLEETWOOD.**

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Name (please print)  Paul O'Halloran

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - I don't want it on my doorstep and accidents do happen nothing is a 100 percent safe.

Signed: [signature]

Name (please print) Elaine Baines

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How is this going to be distributed?
Is anybody in the country where the impact will this house on the out side our area where it will be used?

Name (please print) ANDERSON

Address: [blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: (Block) Name (please print) M. Raven
Address: (Block)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The above says enough!

______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Name (please print)  J.A. Raven

______________________________
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) O’HALLORAN

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 
- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We want to protect Fleetwood and all Wyre villages.

[Signature]
Name (please print) Alice Butterworth

Address: [Printed address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I have written a protest letter against what I - many experts consider to be the unsuitability of this particular storage scheme for underground gas storage. I am puzzled at how many different ways I have to say NO to my - many others objection to be taken seriously by the various parties involved.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) B.W. HUDSON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-  JUST SAY NO!
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Signature: ___________________________ Name (please print) J.B. CARMICHAEL
Add: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Name (please print) Rodger Opfer

Address: 444

Date: 6-5-22
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________

Signature

Name (please print) Sam Kennedy

Addressee
Dear Sirs,

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- In view of previous attempts being turned down, is this a genuine attempt to succeed purely through persistence. Nothing will have changed materially to the situation over wyre.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) A S Borthwick
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) A. Hughes

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_How many times do we have to say no to_ **HALITE(CANATXX)**._

_I do not want a potential bomb this close to my home. Would you?_

Signed: S. C. Copson

Name (please print) S. C. Copson

Address: 

Date: 9.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print)  S. B. Colson
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [x]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HOW DID IT EVER GET TO THIS!
THIS SCHEME SHOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN AN ISSUE LET COMMON SENSE TAKE OVER.

Signed: [redacted]
Name (please print) ERIC STANLEY

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________

Name (please print) LEO N ARY FARMER
Dear Sirs

Presell Salt field Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No means no we do not want to know how many times do we have to say this. Put us on your own doorstep.

Signed: ____________________
Name (please print)____________
Address: _____________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- HOW MANY TIMES DO THESE PEOPLE NEED TO BE TOLD. ? NO ! WE DO NOT WANT GAS STORAGE AT PREESALL OR ANYWHERE ELSE WHEN WE WERE CHILDREN, WE WERE ONLY TOLD NO! ONCE IF WE PERSISTED WE GOT OUR BACKSIDES SLAPPED.

Signed: Name (please print) Rodney Sanderson

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preeßall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre Estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeßall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

YOU CAN'T HAVE MASSIVE GAS STORAGE AND GAS FRACKING (BLASTING) NEXT TO EACH OTHER!

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) MR. J. HALL

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Mas K. Hall
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - PLEASE

Do not put profit before our safety

Name (please print) ELIZABETH STEVENS
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) C. STEVENS

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  

Address:  
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): Ann Boothwick

Addressee: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SAY NO

Name (please print) Stephen Stubbs
Address
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Surely the safety of the population should be of paramount importance to you.

Name (please print) William G. Lode
Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  J. SMITH
Address: ____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 03/05/11

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]  
Name (please print) [Redacted]  
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print)

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: -

[Signature]

Name (please print) Beryl Michigan

Address: -
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ___________________________ Name (please print): ___________________________

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No Way Do The Fleetwood People Want This Gas Underground Storage

Name (please print) Mr. H. F. TAYLOR

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: also my main objection is the concern for the safety of future generations living in this area.
Dear Sirs

Preeness Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeness Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am totally opposed to this scheme in every way. It is too close to the shore and very dangerous. I can not see any benefit to local people in any way.

Signature: [Blurred]
Name (please print): Jane Roskell
Address: [Blurred]
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

---

Signed: 

Name (please print) 

Address: 

HOLT
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary, for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*I am really concerned regarding the safety aspects and I am totally against the proposal.*

Signed: [Name redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

This proposed project is completely unsuitable for this location and I fear for the safety of my family and the environment!

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): S. Sheridan

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) ______________________
Address: ____________________________
Date: 15-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Presass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✅

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presass Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HALITE EMERGY NO DIFFERENT TO CANATX. SAME RESERVATIONS

Signed

Name (please print) P. Redhead

Address
Dear Sirs

Preeless Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeless Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) C. H. Redmond

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A TYPICAL DAMAGE SCENARIO IS BEING CONSIDERED WITH THE USE OF THE SALT CAVES. THIS WOULD INCREASE THE RISK OF AN EXPLOSION

Signed: [Handwritten name]

Name (please print): [Handwritten name]

Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs

Presalles Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalles Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ 
Name (please print): MRS. M. COXALL
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

1. If "fracking" in the Fylde were to be sanctioned, with the probability of earth tremors, then damage to the salt bed is a distinct possibility, given the brittle nature of crystalline salt.
2. The wilful waste of a valuable natural resource, namely salt, just to create caverns underground is criminal.
3. What happens to these caverns in the future when they are no longer needed for gas storage???

Signed: [Sign]

Name (please print): Mr. R. Coxall

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There is going to be fracking nearby. The whole scheme is just too dangerous.

ADB

Date: 3.8.12

Name (please print): A. BRIDGES
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register *my objection* to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: -

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): D. Skitterall
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) SKITTERALL

Address:

Date: 28-4-2012
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: G. Bradley
Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature] Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print)  I Barrow
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print): MARGERY GLASGOW

Address: 2

Date: 7.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)  G. Guatelli
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 3-5-12

Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have ticked all the items as I am concerned about all negative aspects of gas storage, with particular emphasis to the very small distance of Fleetwood to the storage.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) B. STEPHENSON

Address: ____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 3-5-12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I suppose the poor residents of Kansas were told it was safe.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) M. HITCHINGS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

To DANGEROUS!

END OF STORY

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Mrs M. Hitchings
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: M H Holmes
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I should no longer feel safe living here if this scheme went ahead.

Name (please print) M GUATELLI

Addressee
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) MARGARET WOOD
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:____________

Name (please print) caree hardman
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print):

Address:

Date: 11-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________

______________________________

Sign

Name (please print) Mrs. E. The\w Is

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature] Name (please print) [redacted]
Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

                                      Signature
   Name (please print) JACQUELINE PORTER

   Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Name (please print): Paul [Redacted]

Address:

Date: 27 May 12
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
Sign

______________________________
Name (please print) K. C. B.
Dear Sirs

Preeceall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeceall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Brian Marsel

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) P. Dunlop
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: F. P. Grimshaw
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

[Name (please print)]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________ Name (please print): ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) S. McCulloch

Address: ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) [Signer's Name]
Address [Signer's Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesail Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: T. J. Bruce

Name (please print) T. J. Bruce

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) E. FELDING
Address
Dear Sirs

Prestea Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestea Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

LEAVE GAS WHERE IT IS
UNDER THE SEA

PUMP INTO GAS GRID WHEN REQD.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeaull Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeaull Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print): H. Dooney
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  MOONEY

Address:  

Date: 27/4/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) Cesar Wagner
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preen Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preen Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): D. Wagner
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Ann Lewis
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): Paul Lewis

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeoall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeoall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J. O'LAN

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) D.C. RUSHTON
Address: ___________________________

Date: 1-5-12.
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed ____________________________
Name (please print) __________________
Address ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) K.E. EMERY
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please⃝

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [illegible]

Address: [illegible]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________________ Name (please print) Mrs J Woods
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: C. A. FYALL

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
(Date: 29/4/12)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Lees
Address: 159

Date: 30/4/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

[Signature]

Name (please print) MELODY STEPHEN

Address

Date: 30th April 2012
Dear Sirs,

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]

Date: 28.4.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print)

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Keep our countryside safe

Signed: 

Name (please print) **Eric Hewitt**

Address: 

Date: 01st May, 2012.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We do not want gas stored in our countryside.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
WHAT PART OF "NO" — PREVIOUS RESULTS DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND

All MPs MEP are against this

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): Bernard B. White
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We've told these people enough times we don't want it. It's as straightforward as that. They are like a dog with a bone. What would get up either that or they're stupid.

Signed:__________________________
Name (please print) ____________
Address:________________________

Date: __/__/__
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

yet another attempt to get around previous objections. Hopefully this will be the last.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If gas storage facilities are needed it should be built away from inhabited areas. Safety to the public should be no 1. This project is a potential disaster.

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print): James Powell
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—

If gas storage is needed, it should be built away from towns up above an ocean. And should there be an accident, where there is more than one road out to evacuate people should the same go ahead along with the Gas drilling in the Tyne. Properties will be worthless.

Signed: [unsigned]

Address: [address redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This would be a terrible disaster for the whole Wyre. It must not happen.

Signed:

[Signature]

Address:

[Address]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please  

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:- A DEFINATE NO TO THIS MAD AND DANGEROUS SCHEME

Signed:  
Name (please print) CYNWNEH HOOKER  
Address:  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Apart from the reasons above the location is totally inappropriate. It might have escaped your notice but the main road into Wyre has already had quite a few fatal accidents and the A58 is very overcrowded bearing traffic every day of the year.

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

In addition I am extremely concerned that the go-ahead has been given for "fracking" not too far away from the storage site. It is accepted that "fracking" is a probable cause for recent earth tremors which could possibly destabilize the geology of the Storage sites.

Name (please print) Mr. Noble
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I consider the proposal as a damn cheek, putting an unexploded bomb in my back yard, and with no proposal of compensation nor rental of my environment. Let those that make money from it have it under their homes.

Signed: [Signatures]
Name (please print) [Names]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please ✓**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

---

**Comment:**

I was Site Foreman at Hillhouse and was very aware of the problems with the brine wells as it was a part of my department.

---

Signed: Name (please print)  
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
WE DO NOT WANT THIS TO HAPPEN.

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print) CHRISTINE LAMBE
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DO NOT WANT THIS TO HAPPEN.

Signed: 
Name (please print) DAVID LAMBE
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

my objection, need to protect and my family children & grand children for the long term future. So how many more time's do we have to say no.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) E. DUNCAFE

Address: __________________________

Date: 30-4-2012
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- 

Don't want the underground gas storage the risk is great, protect my family and great children.

Signed: [Name]

Address:

Date: 28-4-2012
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

Can they have already been refused permission.

What's in a name change?

Signed: __________  
Name (please print) [REDACTED]

Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Let Halite Energy dump their rubbish in their own backyard. We certainly don't want this happening here. We must all stand firm and see this through together. They must not be allowed to get away with this. I can't think why the Council are even thinking about it.

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) MYRA TAYLOR

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: What is the Wyre Council doing about it. They should not allow them to apply for this dangerous storage of gas. I object to this one hundred per cent. We must not let happen.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This proposal has been refused. I see no reason why a new proposal is acceptable.

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) ROBERT HOOPER

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: It is absolutely disgraceful that people can make life such a worry for people, derelude our properties and make life unbearable for many. Do hope for all our sakes this is not passed again.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) HRS. B. A. TSHIES.
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Life is hard enough these days without all this worry just so that an American company can make money they would consider possibly thousands of deaths as acceptable losses!

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) MR G. ISLES

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is too great a risk to the people and environment of this area.

Signed:__________________________  Name (please print) MARGARET BANKS (Mrs)
Address:__________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times have we got to say NO!

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Which mp this time is getting a back hander? last time.

Signed: PA SPANN

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

They wouldn't agree to the proposal if it was relevant to where they live.
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not acceptable having gas underground.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): McCormick
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"No again"

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) M. McCormick
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons. Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
How many times do we have to say 'No' to this proposal? The whole idea is unacceptable near any populated area.

Signed: 

[Name]

Address: 

8.00am
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Far more research needs to be done before doing something so dangerous.

Signed: [signature]

Name (please print) Scott Wagner

Address: [address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DON'T WANT YOU HERE
WE DON'T NEED YOU HERE

Signed: F. Maney
Name (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

For all of the reasons above, we the people that lives around these areas (Do Not Want You HERE) For our sake, our children and children's children.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: For the whole area there is a health and safety risk. Not to mention the devastating effect on the environment. This scheme will put lives at risk. Our lives.

Signed: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: All of the above are of great concern to all of us who live in this area. We have repeatedly rejected this proposal. Why is it possible for this firm to keep overriding the interests of the residents? We live here - they don't.

Signed: J C Aspden

Address: (Redacted)
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There are too many risks!

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): C. TARRY
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DEFINITELY NOT NO FURTHER DISCUSSION

Name (please print) M. P. TARRY

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- When we attended the forum at Fleetwood the geologist said the cement would only be for 20 yrs... giving me the impression that was the cement lifespan... I would like to know why only 20 yrs... does this mean they are no longer safe after, or is there another measure of time noticed?

Signed: [REDACTED]

Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preenesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DANGER TO THE ENVIRONMENT
ENOUGH POLLUTION AROUND THIS AREA

Signed:__________________________
Name (please print) E. Allen
Address:__________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A RISK & DANGER TO THE AREA
WE DON'T WANT THIS NEAR OUR HOMES.

Signed: R. T. Allen
Address: 123 Street, City, Country
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"Not in my Backyard. Please."

Signed: [Name]
Title: [Title]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

CANT YOU TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER

Signed: ________________________________
Name (please print) Robert Abbott-Hill
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

"Decisions approached to gaining permission - we believe (can't say) = Halite can not be trusted with safety, profit will be the driving force."

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Definitely a new concern over house insurance - we can just imagine companies leaping at the chance to 'up' insurance.

Signed: HELEN RICE
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

To pursue this idea and risk the lives of thousands of people and the destruction of the countryside in the name of Gas Storage will be on the conscience of whoever voted this through.

Signed: Edward Bradbury

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A company that continues making planning applications after having THREE turned down must be shown by sheer greed. Is it a joke that they change their name to try a fourth time. The area which would be affected by an accident would affect 2 to 3 hundred thousand people.

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) M.E. GREGOTT

Address: __________________________

______________________________

Date: 1/3/2012
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The whole idea is to dangerous and it is not why I moved from Kent to lovely Cleveleys. This should not have been allowed to so oply when so many do not want it.

Signed

[Name]

Address:

[Address]

Date: 30-4-2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This idea spoils our ideals of peace in the world. We spent millions to fight 2 world wars. What next millions to have a world war against terrorists.

Signed: [redacted]
Name (please print) M.A. Shirazi
Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Preston Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHY DON'T YOU RESPECT
THE VIEWS OF THE LOCAL
COMMUNITY - THE ONES THAT HAVE
TO TOLERATE THIS

Signature:
Name (please print):
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

WHAT RIGHT HAVE THOSE WHO
MAKE DECISIONS OVER THOSE WHO
LIVE IN THE AREA AFFECTED

(Signed)

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am concerned that "Gas Storage" & "Fracking" will mix. What effect will fracking have on the underground gas storage in Wyre? An incalculable risk to happen.

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Now that fracking is starting up again I am concerned that small tremors could affect the safety of the underground salt caverns.

Signed:________________________ Name (please print) ____________

Address:________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

I objected when this Scheme first flashed & I still feel the same, this is too dangerous by far.

D.M. Taylor
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*Because of the Dangers, I am totally against this Project.*

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________

Name (please print) __________________________

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

---

Signed:

Name (please print)  J RAINTON

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): C. M. Phillips
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________________________
Name (please print)  S. Hughes

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) E. V. Hughes

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) W.R. Towers

Address: 

Date: 15/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print) B TOWERS.
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) Vivien Rushon
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preebsa1 Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do we and the government inspectors have to say NO before Canatxx Ltd & A Hale take notice?

Signed: [Sign]
Name (please print): Irene Horner
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preresall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preresall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THOSE OBJECTIONS (12000 +) COST THE TAXPAYERS BILLIONS - HALITE (CANTXXX)

NEEDS TO NOTE THAT NO MEANS JUST THAT - NO, NO, NO.

Signed: [Handwritten Name]

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IT'S NOT SAFE in my opinion, look what happened in AMERICA.
NOT WORTHY RISK for Amount of Jobs THERE WILL BE.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print)  S. WALKER
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many more times can they reply

Signed: Name (please print) C. D. Walker

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
NO SHOULD MEAN NO

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

I don't know anyone who wants to live on a time bomb.

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print)  C AINSWORTH

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) Sheila Gregg
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Address:

Name (please print)  ALAN GREGS
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) G. LORD

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The positive reasons outlined above.

Name (please print) LORD

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHY ARE THESE COMPANIES ALLOWED TO KEEP APPLYING TO DO THIS AFTER LOSING THEIR PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS?

HOPE THIS IS THE LAST TIME—NO! NO! NO!

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) MRS MARIA LAW

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- You would think that after previous applications have failed it is a clear indication that residents in this area object to this crazy scheme.

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) MICHAEL LAW

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Since first met was dead against this idea. Think the whole idea is two dangerous and much too near to people's property. Also a blight on the whole area.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE HOLIDAY PLACE FOR RAND R. THIS IS ABSOLUTELY A NO FOR THIS. IT WOULD BE AN END TO VISITORS IF THEY SAW THIS FORM

Signed: Patricia Bowler
Name (please print) P. Bowler
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preset Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:
- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I DO NOT WANT GAS NEAR MY HOUSE IT'S TOO DANGEROUS.

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Mildred Mitchell

Date: 2.5.2012
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: -

Would be like living on top of a very big bomb.

Signed:

Name (please print) Leslie Bower
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print)  J. THOMPSON

Address: ___________________________  _______
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) Mr. J. Thompson

Address: 123 Example Street, Example Town, Example City, Example Postcode
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check the following:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Sirs, please take note of the concerns of the residents safety issues and not the profits of Halite Energy.

Signed: [Signature]

Date: 21st May 2012

Name (please print) JOAN SLINGSO
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am very concerned that the fracking and the gas storage could be a recipe for disaster for us along the Fylde Coast.

And what about the valuation of our homes. Not to mention not being able to get insurance.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) SY NELSON
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My concerns are the same as my wife. We are too old to be able to start again if this all goes wrong and the disturbance do what little we have left of our open spaces.

Signed: W.R. Nelson

Address: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Stacking and gas storage are not a good combination in my view.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): Bryan Ransome
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- [ ] **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- [x] **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- [x] **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- [x] **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- [x] **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- [x] **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- [x] **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- [x] **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- [x] **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

**Comment:** How many times will this company - in whatever name it is trading in - continue to submit the same fundamentally flawed plans? Still unlined caverns in an area ripe with faults, with the potential to cause massive and irreversible damage, death and destruction? Last year this area had at least 2 earthquakes - what happens if there is an earthquake around the site of these caverns? Say no, mean no!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) **D B E A R E**
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presassal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presassal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THEY ARE ALSO RESTARTING FRACKING AT POULTON WITH THE KNOWLEDGE THAT THIS WILL CAUSE EARTHQUAKES - THESE COULD CAUSE GAS LEAKS.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print)  SDV BEARE
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HAVING WORKED FOR I.C.I. FOR THIRTY YEARS, I HAVE SEEN THE EFFECTS OF GAS ON PEOPLE AND IT IS NOT PLEASANT. ALSO THERE HAS NOT BEEN ONE PLUS IN THE ARGUMENT BY THE COMPANY, FOR THE COMMUNITY.

Signed: [REDACTED]

Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please
- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My worry is that the go ahead has already been decided.

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [ ]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- No one in the area likes the idea of the Gas Storage. It must be stopped.

Name (please print) HRN Adams
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

Stop trying to make us accept this unsafe scheme. We don’t want or need it. You are playing with our lives.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) **MRS M ADAMS**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print)  D. KAY

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  L SLOANE

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: (Stamp) Name (please print) A THORPE

Address: 123 456 Street
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print): MR. DJ MCLAUGHLIN
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) MRS D MCLoughlin
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeassal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassal Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Print Name]

Address: [Address]

Date: 2nd May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:                                  Name (please print)  E. J. MEAKIN

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: ____________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:__________________________ Name (please print) _____________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): **GRAHAM LINDSAY**
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Susan Lindsay
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) John Oates

Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Blank]

Name (please print) MIKAEL JAMESON

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ ✓ ✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ ✓ ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ ✓ ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ ✓ ✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ ✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Jean Jameson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print): D W Byrne
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: (Signature)

Name (please print) ____________________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________  Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preen Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preen Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)  V Sweeney

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten签名]

Address: [Handwritten地址]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print)  M. ANDERSON

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:
- ☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☐️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): J M Mills
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_________________________
Name (please print) J.C. MILLS

_________________________
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _____________________________  Name (please print) SYLVIA SMITH

Address: ____________________________ Date: ___________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) William Henry Davies
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preslesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preslesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten signature]
Name (please print): [Handwritten name]
Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) J.A. Cooper

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) **Sylvia Burgess**

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________________________
Name (please print)   ANN PILL
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons. Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Invisible]

Name (please print): Richard M. Hughes

Address: [Invisible]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of
their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to
store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  BARBARA DAVIES

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) DAVID WILLIAMS

Address
Dear Sirs

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of our evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Eileen Coby.
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 25.2.2012

Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre-estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) ALLAN FOES

Address
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) MRS. M. S. FOX

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)  [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________________ Name (please print) ____________________

Address: ________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________________
Name (please print) ____________________
Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print): A. R. WOOD
Address: ______________________________
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten text:]

Lrs. time to bring this matter to a close against this Company, their track record for Safety speaks for itself.

Signed: [Handwritten name: John Lewis]

Address: [Handwritten name redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— WHAT DO THESE PEOPLE NOT UNDERSTAND ABOUT THE WORD "NO" THIS MUST BE THE UMpteenth APPLICATION AND MUST BE FIRMLY RESISTED AT ALL COSTS PRESUMABLY THEirs !

Signed: Name (please print) A. CHEW
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I CAN'T UNDERSTAND WHY THIS PROPOSAL IS BEING CONSIDERED!

Signed (please print) Ray Bucalay

Address:...
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
To put lives at risk is not worth it even if it was suitable which it isn’t.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Print Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

P Reeseall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the P Reeseall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE RISK FACTOR IS FAR TOO HIGH FOR ALL THE ABOVE!
TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE

Date: 3/5/12

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Melvyn Knott

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

*THE RISK IS TO GREAT, JUST TO CREATE PROFIT, FOR A SELECTED FEW.*

Signed: [Name]  Date: 4/5/12  
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

To Many Risks

Name (please print) JACQUELINE KEEN
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Would you like this on your doorstep?

Name (please print) T. Whalley
Dear Sirs

Presalles Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalles Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Don't want it.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): MARY CLARE
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeasal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - Unbelievable how many times local residents have had to oppose this.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) Stephen Aldley
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- PLEASE TAKE NOTE: THIS DATE ON THE 1:30PM NORTH WEST NEWS- THE SEA AROUND THIS AREA IS ALREADY POLLUTED AND MILLIONS OF POUNDS IS BEING SPENT TO BRING IT UP TO STANDARD. WE DO NOT NEED HELP TO POLLUTE IT MORE. NO, IT NEED FOREIGN COMPANIES SUCH AS HALITE ENERGY TO DESTROY OUR COASTLINE. GET BACK TO AMERICA AND DEPLORE YOUR ENVIRONMENT-NOT OURS.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The change of name of Canex will not persuade us to change our minds on this matter. Money matters more to this American firm than people’s lives. We have worked hard all our lives so as to enjoy our retirement days in peace and quiet, not to live in fear of being blown up or having our seas polluted. Take your business back to America. It’s the pleasant where there is a change to recede and see.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) HILDA DAVEY

Address:

* If you own government will give permission. I think not.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am totally opposed to this planning application.

[Signature]

Name (please print) JR Fawcett

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

UNHAPPY TO THINK THAT THIS APPLICATION IS EVEN BEING CONSIDERED

Signed

Name (please print) _________________________

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protec Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is an unsafe way of obtaining gas. Will devalue homes in the area.

Signed By

Name (please print) C. KNOTT

Address

Date: 03-04-2012
Dear Sirs

Presail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presail Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHY DID WE CHOOSE TO LIVE HERE IN THE FIRST PLACE!!!

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print)  ______________

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE RISKS OF THIS SCHEME OUTWEIGH THE BENEFITS. FOR THE LAST TIME SEND THEM PACKING, WE DON'T WANT IT.

Signed: Name (please print) G. Rowe.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—This is the 4th application for this. (Just the firm is called by a different name) They must be desperate to store this somewhere mustn't they — but why here — what will it do for our area? Nothing.

Signed: J. Byrne

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Should we not be able to live in our homes without the fear or risk from dangers (men made) as posed by Halite Energy which we all first is cannabilised by another name.

Signed: [Name] (please print) Belinda O'Brien
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Plessa Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Plessa Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Also it's proximity to the Nuclear Power Station at Heysham
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- THIS IS SUPPOSED TO BE A DEMOCRATIC COUNTRY – HOW MANY TIMES DO THE MAJORITY HAVE TO SAY "NO" TO THIS PROPOSAL?

Name (please print): Bernice Mullins
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do we have to say NO!

MR R. ANDREWS

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I agree with all the dangers as listed above

__________________________
Name (please print) **Eric Smith**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"HOW MANY TIMES HAVE WE TO SAY NO BEFORE THEY UNDERSTAND?"

Name (please print) M. BIRDSELEY
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Do the company change its name so it can put in a new planning application? I believe as cannot the planning application was rejected.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Cheetah
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
changing the company name does not lower any of the risks to humans & the environment.
How can anyone be even considering storing such a huge quantity of gas in such a populated area. How many of the Halite Management live near where the gas is stored? I bet not many!!

Signed
Name (please print)  [name redacted]
Address [redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Plessall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I **STRONGLY OBJECT TO THE PROPOSED GAS STORAGE. IT IS PUTTING PEOPLE'S LIVES AT UNNECESSARY RISK. IT IS TALLER, AND ROUDICULOUS AND NOT NEEDED.**

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- EVERY TIME THERE HAVE BEEN PLANS APPLIED FOR I HAVE OBJECTED THIS COMPANY NEEDS TO BE INFORMED ONCE AND FOR ALL THEY ARE NOT STORING GAS IN THIS AREA OR ANYWHERE NEARBY, GIVE UP AND GO AWAY

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE NEITHER NEED IT OR WANT IT

Signed: [Handwritten Signature]
Name (please print) R DEVANEY
Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pearsall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-  Far too many serious disadvantages with the entire thing.

Name (please print)  Joyce De Vanny
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River-Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*Far too much risk!*

Signed: Anthony [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)  

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □ □

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) Brian Hilton

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) COLIN PARKIN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:
Name (please print) SANDRA PARKIN
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed (please print) [Redacted]
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under-the-River-Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Date: 27/4/2012
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [ ]
Name (please print): [ ]
Address: [ ]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [√] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [√] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [√] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [√] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [√] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [√] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [√] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Address:

S. Storrar
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: THIS HAS ALREADY BEEN REJECTED FOR ALL THE ABOVE REASONS, WHY SHOULD WE HAVE TO GO THROUGH IT ALL AGAIN? WE ALREADY HAVE 'FRACKING' NEARBY, ALL WE NEED IS A MINOR EARTH TERROR CAUSING BY THAT AND 900CCMS BURIED GAS!

Signature: 
Name (please print) IS HARLOW
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 5/5/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Why has this company (Halite Energy) been allowed to put this proposal through again. It’s no doubt costing the taxpayer a huge amount. Turned down 3 times previously. By the people of this area when does no we don’t want to live next to a potential environmental, human tragedy mean YES.

Signed: ___________________________________________ Name (please print) ROGER H HARLOW

Address: ___________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I STRONGLY OBJECT TO THE PREESALL SALTFIELD UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE FOR ALL OF THE ABOVE REASONS. MY WORRYING CONCERN WOULD BE A POSSIBLE EVACUATION, DUE TO GEOGRAPHY OF THE AREA.

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print): D. CARTWRIGHT
Address: [redacted]

Date: 5-5-12
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I STRONGLY OPPOSE THE PRESSELLS SALTFIELD UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE FOR ALL THE ABOVE REASONS.

IF THERE IS ANY LEAKAGE IT WOULD BE A POSSIBILITY THAT WE WOULD BE TRAPPED IN THIS AREA DUE TO THE LACK OF ROADS LEADING OUT. I THINK THIS IS A VERY BAD IDEA TO PLACE THE GAS UNDERGROUND.

Signed:
Name (please print) Mr. R. Cartwright

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
THIS DANGEROUS ENTERPRISE MUST NOT BE ALLOD TO HAPPEN
THE WHOLE THING MUST BE STOPPED ONCE AND FOR ALL, AND NOT REAPPLIED EVERY COUPLE OF YEARS.

Signed: 
Name (please print): \[*Redacted*\]
Address: 

Date: 5th May 2012.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DISGUSTED THAT THIS HAS COME AROUND YET AGAIN. IT IS SO SERIOUS AND MUST BE STOPPED.

DREADFUL DANGER !!!!

Signed: [Name (please print)]  D. WILLIAMSON (MRS)
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please protect the future of Wyre residents, wildlife and the beautiful natural countryside.

Jacky Smith

Address:

Date: 4/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Please put the residents wild life, first
This being very important for our future.
These people at Halite Energy are just concerned about there jobs, firms cars, and salaries
I call greedy b... ...

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No amount of money would compensate a person like me if any disaster ever happened.

[Signature]

DAVID O'LANCRO
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pree saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- We don't want anything dangerous to our homes or lives like this near our homes. Are the company going to pay our higher insurance costs if the plan goes ahead and our insurance goes up?

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address:
[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________________________ (please print) S. M. Worrall
Address: ___________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) J. WARDALL

Address
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
□ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- As this is a hazard to health, wildlife, well being, security, etc. there should be no other outcome but to reject the proposed scheme. Let the company take their plans elsewhere and sed if/they will be happy to take them on

Signed Name (please print) [Handwritten]
Address [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Whilst there may well be a need for gas storage facilities and a sound business case for Halite energy, the above factors raise serious concern over the location of the proposed scheme.

Name (please print)  [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print): MARION NUTTALL

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
* Does the above have any connection to the gas drills/tricks in various parts of Fylde & UK ??, which are on going!!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) M. STAMPER
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): [Handwritten]

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blacked out]

Name (please print) [Blacked out]

Address: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ___________________________
Name (please print)  JOHN GUANS

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  Karen Hirst
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 6/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Any one of the above mentioned risks is sufficient cause not to go ahead with this proposal, let alone all of them!

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) ___________________________

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The potential environmental damage from this proposal is enormous.

Signed: [ ]

Name (please print) [ ]

Address
Dear Sirs

Preeoall Sallfieid Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeoall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

ABSOLUTELY UNSUITABLE

GEOLOGICAL SITE — HAZARDOUS

TO ALL SHOUOH NOT BE

ALLOWED

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) J A BRADSHAW
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This scheme **NOT** be allowed to happen. Our safety & well being of entire population, wildlife & our countryside is PARAMOUNT. Please do not put us in this danger.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]

Date: 30th April 2012
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Would the fracking going on in the area add to the potential risk of a well head explosion. We have already had minor earthquakes.

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) PATRICIA GREENHALGH

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Could the Fracking going on in the area cause more concern.

Signature: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many applications are going to be allowed & stop this now it is not needed or wanted in this area. This site is UNSAFE for this proposal.

Name (please print)  DAVID HIRS---

Address
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestnall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestnall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blank]

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**CONSIDERING THE RIDICULOUS NUMBER OF HEALTH & SAFETY RULES, IT SEEMS TO BE AN ABSOLUTE PARCE TO EVEN CONSIDER THIS APPLICATION A HALF MILE FROM POPULATION.**

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) Ralph Rawlings
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) Joyce Brandon

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  Dean Hamer

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  Mr. E. Highfield

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) **Chloe Murphy**

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of
their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to
store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) **D. KEARSLIEY**

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ________________________________

Name (please print) C. J. Denny

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

K. WADDA

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

**Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We often take a walk in the lanes around the Presesall area and love how the way it is unspoilt quite a the wildlife.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) C.V. Jenkinson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presens Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presens Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I was born I have lived in this area for 76 years, why should someone come here that knows nothing about it and put our lives at risk with this underground gas storage. I strongly object.

F. J. Eccles
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

How many times are we all going to have to oppose this dangerous scheme for you to listen. There are so many dangers we totally object to gas storage in our area. It is unthinkable.

NO TO GAS STORAGE

Name (please print) P. Sweenes (Mrs)

Signed:

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

VERY WORRYING MUST BE STOPPED

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) PAUL LUCAS

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Plessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Plessall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I can't believe this is still going on. It absolutely can't happen.
As my six year old nephew said: "That's just stupid."

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) JANE LUCAS
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House 
Temple Quay 
Bristol  BS1 6PN 

Dear Sirs 

Pree saltfield Underground Gas Storage 

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: 

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree salt 

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys 

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages 

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion 

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre 

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target 

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall 

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life 

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape 

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance 

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ 
Name (please print) ROSE BONNAR 

Address: ___________________________

Date: 6.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) PATRICIA BONJAR
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed Name (please print)  ALAN DAVID ROBERTS
Address:

Date: 2-05-12.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): Jo Thatcher

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: Jonathan Abbott-Hall
Address:

Date: 06/05/2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) JULE TAYLOR
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print) Jurie Taylor
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]  

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [REDACTED]
Name (please print): D. STEVENSWOOD
Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed Name (please print) D. Stevenswood
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________  Name (please print) G. FAIRBROTHER
Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Name (please print) FRANK WILCOX

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

Date: 7th May 2017
Dear Sirs,

Preefield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preefield Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): RF Priestley
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J. Hunt
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blurred]
Name (please print) B. Hunt
Address: [Blurred]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [redacted]  Name (please print)  EDNA POTTER

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeyall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeyall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]  Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestwich Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwich Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) MRS. M. WILLIAMS

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) MRS F. DRAPER

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]

Date: 30/4/12

Name (please print) Mrs. S. Draper
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This scheme should never have been given any consideration at all. Ludicrous that it is being looked at again.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Mrs G.S. Brown
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preearsell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preearsall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times will they try to get this through.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 'As an area we are already doing and helping with new projects for fuel and planet safety i.e. windmills off the coast and fracking on farm land. Enough is enough for our future children.'

Mrs Irene Riggott

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Halite must be made finally to realise they cannot risk the lives and health of a community. To go ahead with this gas storage plan in the centre of a built-up area, is potentially dangerous.

Signed: A. Jackson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A Halt must be made to the gradual encroachment of pollution to the environment.

Name (please print) H. O. Jackson

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-  This type of storage should be made illegal in UK just as it is in USA. How many more times do they have to hear the word no before they accept it. Please no storage, too dangerous for earth.

Name (please print)  A. Hodson
Address: (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
 אין  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I STRONGLY OBJECT

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) HILDA LOMAS

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHEN WE SAY NO! WE MEAN NO! TO MANY RISKS, STORE IT IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD NOT Ours

Signature

Name (please print) E Hodgson
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This hare-brained scheme is a major disaster waiting to happen, who knows what would be the result of an explosion with so much gas involved? A leak, one spark, it must be stopped for good!!

Signed: [Sign]

Name (please print): [N. Hodgson]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

People enjoy living in this area, why upset lives in changed, there is enough upset going on in the world. Leave things here as they are.

Kind regards,

Mrs H. Love

Signed

Name (please print) Mrs H. LOVE

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—

On behalf of my mother, I strongly oppose the proposed scheme. I have researched both advantages and disadvantages of the scheme and clearly my mother's welfare and safety is paramount.

Signed: Mrs Anne Kings
Name (please print) Mrs Anne King
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Unable envisage any benefit for Wyre residents as Halite Energy are asking us to take all stated risks with no advantage to weigh against.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Adaka Energy should not be allowed to control such a dangerous desire with a greedy dangerous money making scheme at the expense of the residents of Presall.

Signed: Name (please print) J. Whetton
Address: Date: 6.5.12
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

It is ridiculous to even think about it. Who are our councillors or they fighting for it?

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print): [Blank]
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Let us hope that this is the last time that we have to register our objections to this proposed dangerous scheme.

Signed:

Name (please print) AUDREY COOKSON

Address: 27

295 Date: 5th May 2012
Dear Sirs

Prestesal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesal Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The Proposed Scheme Should BE OUSTED AND NEVER BE ALLOWED TO BE RE-SUBMITTED.

Signed: C. Cookson

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 8-5-12  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:  

Please ✓  

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:- I am also worried about the effect of fracking on the geology.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
This scheme has been turned down 2 times why can you not see that it is not wanted here. It is a frightening thought not only for us but our children/grand children. I remember the Abbey Stadium Explosion (25yrs ago)

Signed: [Blockredacted]
Name (please print) ROSANNA WILCOCK

Address: [Blockredacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
It's about time no meant no and these applications were finally put to rest!

Signed [Redacted]
Name (please print) C. LANGFORD
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The storage of gas under a densely populated area like the river wyre is totally unacceptable. It's another case of not in my back yard - well it's not in ours either!

Signed: [Obfuscated]
Name (please print) S.J. Langford
Address: [Obfuscated]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*The above says it all.*

*(It would be a very frightening place to live.)*

Signed [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SAME COMPANY WITH A DIFFERENT NAME. NO!! NO!!

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): Mrs. P. Bruce
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DO NOT FORGET KANSAS

Name (please print) M J T BRUCE

Date: 8-05-2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Stop this pussy footing about and say NO.

Signed

Name (please print) ROGER BACON

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do we have to object to this gas storage before someone stops it permanently.
We do not want this gas storage.

Signed: B. Ringe
Name (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.**

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**WE DO NOT WANT THIS GAS STORAGE HERE.**

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I am convinced that the recent fracking caused turbulence - hence the terror we experienced.
I worry about a possible gas leak - I'm at Thornton. This must not be allowed to go ahead.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) M. HARRIS

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

In my opinion this is a totally unsuitable area for this installation.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) R. KNIGHTON

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: How many more times do we have to object to this proposed scheme which is a totally unsuitable - unsafe area, before it is finally scrapped altogether?

Signed: Name (please print) S. M. Knighton
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The size & complexity of this scheme should not be anywhere near towns or cities.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Full Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This scheme should not go ahead because of unknown factors & the risks to the local people & countryside.

MRS. CONSTANCE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We did not expect to set on a potential bomb.

V. Thakrarh
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Fracking for gas in Singleton - Gas Storage at Prescall - this is about the third time they have tried to get permission do they never give up? What a thing to put on a house sale advert - it's bad enough getting insurance in the area - what a field day they will have of flooding - what a field day they will have with the gas.

Signed [Name] (please print)  M Jones
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"Tracking, + Gas Storage in the Salt Caverns, sounds like a recipe for disaster."

Signed: 
Name (please print) DAVID BOYDELL
Address: 
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please marker

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
There have already been 3 applicants which have been opposed
we don't want gas storage here !!

Signature: __________________________ Name (please print) Sarah Fishwick
Address:

Date: 30/4/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Every single one of these points against gas storage has great credence. This project holds too much at risk. And what about the dangers of the unexpected & undreamt of??

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) SUSAN BOYDELL

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) R. Morrissey

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Date: May 1st 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signatures and address]

Name (please print)  E.A. Allison
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Kim Harrison
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed:

[Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Scan Corrigan

Name (please print) Scan Corrigan

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Name (please print): [Name]
Dear Sirs

Pree sal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) ________________
Address: ____________________________  ________________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Date: 8/5/??

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I object most strongly for every single reason listed above and hope no stone is left untorned to stop this dangerous work going ahead.

Signed: Name (please print)  Mrs R. Gaskell

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Why has it come to this again. Please leave our area alone. It is a crime they have been allowed to apply again. If this means through I would have to leave the area.

Signed (please print) KATH CREGAN

Address
Dear Sirs

Pereel Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pereel Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A strong reason for my leaving the North Fylde Area a few years ago was the threat of a similar proposal by Enalxx. Any extra traffic on the roads would make living here and commuting to Chorley too time-consuming & Halirke Energy could destroy the Area.

Signed: Robert Tenant (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Talking to marine biologists has made me concerned about the large amount of brine that would be discharged into sea, relatively close to our shoreline.

Signed:

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I grew up in the area concerned and now fear for its safety and well being of my relatives and friends and the destruction of the countryside I love.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Just how many times are they going to be allowed to appeal. No more 20.

Signed: [Handwritten Name]
Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Do they not understand.
No means NO.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) P. Hodgson

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please selects:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I believe that the impact of the extra volume of traffic on the roads they would use would make it very difficult for local residents to travel for work in other areas such as central Lancashire or Manchester.

Signed: ________________________________

Address: ________________________________

Date: 18/05/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I feel very annoyed that we have to keep fighting this cause, wasting time & money. It is obvious that this scheme is unsuitable and could be dangerous & destructive.

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) KAREN HARTER
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SEE ATT D

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) CHRISTINE WULFSTENCRAFT

Address: __________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Re The Halite Energy Proposal to store
gas under the River Wyre Estuary

I wish to object to this proposal as I did to the previous Carnon
proposals. I still feel strongly that the residents of Wyre Borough Council
should not have to live in fear of the potential hazard they are proposing.
We would have no chance of being washed in time to move to safety if
an accident or terrorist attack should happen. Gas migration must be a
risk and no scientist or government could rule that one.

CHRISTINE WOOLSTONCROFT
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)   GEBHARD

Address  [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): **Stephen Shaw**
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 8/5/12

Dear Sirs

Presseal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presseal Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________  Name (please print)  JEAN ROWLES

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Redacted]

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) M.D. CROXTON
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________

Name (please print) __________________________

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________________________________________________________
Name (please print): Eileen Ross

Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Jane Taylor

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) D. EASTWOOD
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print)  

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print)  COUL BALLANTYNE

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preswall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preswall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name redacted]  
Address: [Address redacted]  

Date: 4.5.2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHY WE ARE HAVING TO DO THIS AFTER PLANNING HAS BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE ON I BELIEVE TWO OCCASIONS IS COMpletely REASONABLE OK AND THE COMPANY IN QUESTION HAS CHANGED ITS NAME AND A COUPLE OF DIRECTORS MAKES NO DIFFERENCE TO THE ISSUES NOTED ABOVE

Signed Name (please print) M. Gebhard
Address

Date: 9-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on Houses Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO TO GAS STORAGE !!!
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please protect wyre from this dangerous proposal.

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) B. Jenkins
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Plessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Plessall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please save our beautiful Wyre.

Signed:

Name (please print) E. Jenkins

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I wish to apply for permission to store my gas cylinders (may be faulty) under the house of the governors of Halite Energy or anyone else. This is the blame they have been refused there fore I wish to claim thousands of pounds for the anxiety they have caused me.

Signed: [Name] (please print)

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Do you not realise that no means no, not maybe or possibly? You obviously do not live in the danger area. The council have spent millions on clearing up the coast and beaches. Do not waste taxpayers money on ridiculous schemes. No means no. You should pay all these expenses not us ratepayers.

Name (please print) MARGARET WRIGHT

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The fracking in the area has already caused minor earthquakes and it is clear that this has created cracks through which gas at pressure could escape. Also the old salt mines were shut down and the complete roof of the tunnels fell in, leaving brine pools at Hambledon. Removing the salt bed could create more structural weaknesses in the tunnels and caverns, and if the cave roof should collapse it would release millions of cubic meters of gas into the air, exploding and creating a fireball of biblical proportions.

Signed: [Name redacted]
Name (please print) KEITH WADDINGTON
Address: [Address redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

Whilst expending millions of pounds to protect parts of the Fylde Coast why would the Council even consider allowing something which could potentially destroy other parts of it.

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print): Mrs. D. Waddington
Address: [redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed [Handwritten Name]

Name (please print) [Handwritten Name]

Address [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: D. Wagstaff

[Address redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Teresa Taylor

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) Joan Golpin
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) Paul Bird
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

[Handwritten Signature]

Name (please print): Ellison Bider
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: Lynne Barrett
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestleases Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestleases Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Country side and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): Mrs. Daisy Jackson
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed Name (please print): R. A. Jones
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]

Date: 8/5/12
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

[Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) MARY HILLS

Address
Dear Sirs

Preevell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preevell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) K Screen

Address
Dear Sirs

Presale Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presale Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print) D.J. Screen
Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Peesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Peesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: Bristol BS1 6PN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten note: It's all said above.]

[Signature:]

Name (please print) M.V. Prince.

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I object for the above reasons.

The Irish Sea is not a dumping site.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Greatly concerned over gas escape/explosions that could occur because of fissured ground strata existing under the Wyre estuary. This scheme would put at risk thousands of properties along the whole length of the Fleetwood/Wyre coastline. It would also be a very tempting target for terrorist attacks

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) BRENDY SHAW
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

GREATLY CONCERNED ABOUT POSSIBLE LEAKING GAS EXCAPING INTO LOCAL SEWERS & CONSEQUENTLY HOMES AND PROPERTIES. CONCERNED ABOUT EXPLOSIONS AND TERRORIST ATTACKS. THIS IS THE 4TH APPLICATION AND PREVIOUS 3 HAVE MET WITH GREAT OBJECTIONS.

Signed (please print) DEREK SHAW
Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE ABOVE SAYS IT ALL
WE WOULD BE LIVING ON A
TIME BOMB.

Signed:

Name (please print) C. ROBERTS
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

MY AMBITION WAS TO RETIRE TO CLEVELEYS. THE RISKS IN LIVING IN THIS AREA WILL FORCE ME TO CHANGE PLANS.

Signed: John McCarty
Address: 378, Temple Quay House, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I am amazed that anyone can consider storing gas in caverns under the River Wyre which is surrounded by thousands of homes. The geology is unsuitable as there are numerous faults in the area, and now with the proposed fracking which has already caused two earthquakes in the area I feel that this is a disaster waiting to happen.

Name (please print) J.K. Rawstron
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DON'T SPoil OuR BEaUTIful OvER-WYRe ARea WIth ThESe CRAzy IDEaS, IS IT GOING TO BE HaLiTE ENERgy OR HELLITE

Signed: ___________________________ Date: 9-5-2012

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

In 1956 after leaving H.M.F. we re-located from city life to the Fylde for a quieter life, and we do not want the upheaval or any destruction in our area or county.

Signed: [Handwritten Name]

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

 Signed:_________________________ Name (please print) DEBORAH FISH
Address:_________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

What is most important - the wishes & well being of the people living on the Wyre, or destructive practices of industrialism?

Name (please print) M. ASHWORTH
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am appalled that this matter has been raised again when local people in large numbers have previously expressed serious objections to envisaged schemes. I trust that Planning Inspectors will reject this application out of hand and that those who represent us will ensure that the democratic principle upon which our local and national life is based will be strictly maintained.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) KEITH B. [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Once again, I urge you to listen to the concerns of the local residents. We do not want a Gas Storage Facility in this area - it is totally unsuitable and potentially highly dangerous.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I HAVE ATTENDED EVERY MEETING, READ EVERY PIECE OF AVAILABLE INFORMATION AND EXAMINED ALL THE ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST THIS AND THE PREVIOUS PROPOSED SCHEMES. ON EVERY OCCASION I HAVE CONCLUDED THAT THIS GAS STORAGE SCHEME IS COMPLETELY UNSUITABLE FOR THIS AREA, PARTICULARLY IN RESPECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL AND SAFETY ISSUES

Signed Name (please print) SHEILA BUTTERWORTH
Address

Date: 8th May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We do not need or want gas storage in the Wyre area.
Surely the large amount of resistance to your plans, over several years should cease.

Signed: [Name redacted]
Name (please print) LESLEY L. FISHER
Address: [Address redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Does this company not understand the meaning of the word No

Signed: A. Sheret
Name (please print) A. SHERET
Address: 

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- THERE IS ONLY ONE ROAD OUT TO SAFETY, IF THERE IS AN EXPLOSION. IT WILL BE VERY DANGEROUS TO LIVE NEAR HERE!

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

TOO DANGEROUS.

Signed: TRIPPIER

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Far too close to residential areas.

Name (please print) MARGARET R. CROKER

Address
Dear Sirs,

**Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: WHO KNOWS WHAT FAULTS & FISSURES ARE
PRESENT IN THE MILES OF TUNNELS AND THE
CAVERNS UNDER THE WYRE ESTUARY,
NOTWITHSTANDING HOW MUCH MORE WOULD
BE OPENED UP BY WASHING OUT THE CAVERNS.
THIS WOULD BE A DISASTER WAITING TO HAPPEN.
STOP IT!

Signed: [Name]

Date: 3/5/12

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

All the above reasons have to be taken into Consideration

PLEASE RE-THINK

Signed:

[Name]

Address:

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence, as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): C. Anderson
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Gilc

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

what will the huge recycling plant (far bigger than the original plans) do?... can't the site be left in peace?!

Signed: [Name]

Date: 05/05/2012

Address:

Sue Moran

Sue Moran
Dear Sirs

Preezell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A VERY BAD IDEA

Signed: Mr WA Haigh
Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I do not want Gas storage here or anywhere else in the U.K.

Signed __________________________ Name (please print) Mrs. J. L. HAIGH

Address __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestwood Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwood Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Date: 8/5/12

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— SAME OPINION OF MY WIFE

Signed: ——— M. Briers

Name (please print) ——— M. Briers

Address ——— Address redacted
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- How many times do we have to object this is not wanted!!

Signed: C. Briggs
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed (Print)

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: STANLEY HARDINE
Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:-**

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): **Stanley GARDNER**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) ________ Russell

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please  

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Name (please print) [Name]
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
FRACKING?
DANGEROUS GAS STORAGE?
WHY DO YOU ALL WANT TO DESTROY THIS AREA?

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt

☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________________________

Name (please print)

________________________________________

Address
Dear Sirs

Preen saltfield underground gas storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The unsuitable geology of the Preen salt
- Gas migration risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas migration risk to Over Wyre villages
- Potential for a well head explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The scheme would provide a new terrorist target
- Ecological damage from discharge of the brine at Rossall
- Destruction of countryside and wildlife
- Impact on recreational use & landscape
- Long term effect on house prices and insurance

Comment:

I find it disgraceful that we should be having to lodge our objections yet again. Does these companies no morals.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

**Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:** What about peoples lives, and what about children playing out, might not matter to you but it does us which comes first peoples lives or gas storage.

---

Signed:__________________________ Name (please print)  P.M. Roberts' 
Address:__________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- All the above reasons are critical in this fight against the storage.

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) Miss C D Clegh
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too dangerous to be close to houses.

Signed: [Name]
M. Davies
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Presseal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presseal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Very worried.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Joyce Jones

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Throw it out AGAIN!

Signed: Name (please print) Ron Jones
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: K. Jones
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Jim Parker

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register *my objection* to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Worried for my children

Signed: Edward Jones
Address: Bristol BS1 6PN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Very worried for my Elderly Parents

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Richard Jones
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There are plenty of other sites in the UK keep away from soft up areas and learn from previous mistakes. 

Signed: ______________________________ Name (please print) ___________________________
Address: ______________________________

Date: 4-5-2002
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Mind annoyed area away from built up areas.

Signed: [signature]
Address: [address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHAT DO THESE PEOPLE NOT UNDERSTAND ABOUT THE WORD NO. WOULD THESE PEOPLE LIKE TO HAVE THE GAS STORED IN THEIR BACK YARD. THERE HAVE BEEN A NUMBER OF PROBLEMS WITH THE CAVERNS COLLAPSING CAUSING WHAT HAS BECOME KNOWN AS FLASHES THEY HAVE ALREADY BEEN KEPT AT TIMES ALREADY

Signed: [Handwritten]

Name (please print) J. T. Stonehouse

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No To Gas Storage

Name (please print) NDS SHEILA BOWE
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Cannot believe what they are trying to do. This could put peoples lives at risk. Leave us alone.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): William Kenyon
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Enough is Enough.
Go Away.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print): ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

There is no benefit to this community having this gas storage on our doorstep and putting the people at risk from the danger.

Signed: Name (please print) [REDACTED]
Address [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

To much risk for the whole area
plus not enough roads to get people away in an emergency

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: W. Watson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

THE BANKERS STEAL OUR MONEY, THEN INVEST IN ABOVE PROJECT. THEN WE HAVE TO INSORE THEIR RISK. LOOK TO PALESTINE.

P. Watson (Mr.)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Betty Tyrell
Name (please print) Betty Tyrell
Address: 432

Date: 7.5.12
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [☐] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [☐] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [☐] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [☐] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) ____________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— I ATTENDED MANY MEETINGS RELATIVE TO THE COMPANY APPLICATION AND WAS EXTREMELY PLEASED AND RELIEVED WHEN THEIR APPLICATION WAS THROWN OUT. I MOST SINCERELY HOPE THAT THIS APPLICATION BY WHITE ENERGY WILL BE DISASSIGNED.

Signed: [Redacted]
Nome (please print) MICHAEL J. O'NEIL

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) FLE O\wEN

Address: __________________________

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO TO GAS STORAGE

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) MRS M. STOCKDALE
Address
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- My husband and I bought our house in 1962, we brought up our children within the area. We have always recognized the area as a family environment. My husband died in 2012 and left the house to me. I am now a widow of 73 and live alone. I am very upset that the plans for the underground storage will affect the area I have lived in for so long. This is a wonderful and peaceful area with many places of outstanding natural

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We local residents are not going to get tired of fighting against the gas storage proposals. It is undesirable & unsafe.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) JUNITH SENIOR

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I AM PARTICULARLY CONCERNED FOR THE SAFETY & WELL-BEING OF MY MOTHER WHO LIVED IN THORNTON, 3/4 MILE FROM THE WYRE ESTUARY. WE WILL KEEP OBJECTING UNTIL HALITE BACK OFF.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) ANTHONY SENIOR

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*THEY HAVE ALREADY BEEN REFUSED 3 TIMES. WHY DO THEY STILL PERSIST IN GOING AHEAD WITH THE APPLICATION*

Signed (please print) [Name]

Address [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) Deborah Kelly
Dear Sirs

Pree sal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) Steven Kelly
Address: __________________________

Date: 01/05/12
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) M. Thomas
Dear Sirs

Presseall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presseall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I fear that we have got more than enough dangerous industrial projects to contend with, i.e. a nuclear plant not far away, and behold a shale gas drilling scheme just started up. Where will it all end, our beautiful part of Lancashire destroyed, bit by bit for ever. Amen.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) JAMES PORTER

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- *WE WANT TO LIVE OUR LIVES IN SAFETY*

Signed: _____________________________  Name (please print) ________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I see this gas storage as a massive threat to my health and security. It annoys me that people are having to repeatedly express their objection to this proposed scheme.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

PreeHall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the PreeHall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _____________________________  Name (please print) _____________________________
Address: _____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) IAN FOGG
Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Due to all the above, the gas storage must never take place here.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Christine Cook
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: Alan Cook

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am concerned with the proximity of the fracking operation for shale gas on the Fylde coast. We have already experienced earth tremors and this could affect the salt caverns.

Signed: [Handwritten Name] PATRICIA MEDDOWS

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

With the resumption of "Fracking" in the area in search of shale gas this could have a direct effect on the stability of the salt caverns to be used in storage. Earth tremors have already been experienced in the area.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

JUST THE THOUGHT OF IT MAKES ME VERY FRIGHTENED, A DISASTER WAITING TO HAPPEN.

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address:
Dear Sirs

Reesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I BELEIVE MUCH MORE INFORMATION IF NEEDED BEFORE THE ACTIVITY IS TO PROCEED

Signed:
D. A. Sub Ford

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The proximity of the proposed fracking site at Singleton increases the risk factors.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Patricia Wright
Address [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - DEFINITELY NO TO GAS STORAGE

Signed: 

Name (please print): M. P. King 

Address: 

Date: 11 - 05 - 2012
Dear Sirs

Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: -

DEFINITELY NO TO GAS STORAGE

Signed: ______________________

Name (please print)  

Address: __________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed Date: 11.05.12

Name (please print) J Wright
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _____________________________
Name (please print) S. Wright
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) HASTLE

Address: 


Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) J. HASTLE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have nothing against gas storage so long as it's done properly. There are still too many unanswered questions concerning this proposal and the fact that no lining is going to be put in place makes the scheme far too risky so near an area where people live.

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) __________________________
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeusal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeusal Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed : ____________________________
Name (please print) SHARON WRAITH
Address : ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Nothing to say in its favour.
Time Halite knew what no means.

Signed: (please print) C: THRELFA

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Very much against it

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print) [N. THRELFALL]

Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print): Norman Prater
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: PRATER MRS.
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I strongly object to all of these proposals.

DORIS MACKIE

Signed

Name (please print) MACKIE

Address
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I think this is regrettable that this scheme is being reconsidered and proposed again. The amount of gas being stored is a colossal volume, and risks to public safety and the environment cannot be discounted.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) STANLEY CROSS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I wish to register my deep concern that this is being considered once again and my objection to this scheme. It is not right to have this gas storage near so many homes and any risk at all is totally unacceptable. We should be able to live our lives without this threat over us.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) MARILYN CROSS
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

PROVEN TO BE DANGEROUS IN OTHER COUNTRIES.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: RESIDENTS HAVE MADE CLEAR THEIR OBJECTIONS SO IS THIS A CASE OF "BULLY BOY TACTICS" OF A FIRM WHO THINK IF THEY THROW ENOUGH MONEY AT REGULATORS THEY CAN BUY A RESULT. WHAT ABOUT RESIDENTS HUMAN RIGHTS TO LIVE WITHOUT THESE REPORTED THREATS - HOW CAN THAT BE RIGHT? SO NO NO NO A THOUSANDS TIMES NO

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
☑️ **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
☑️ **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
☑️ **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
☑️ **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
☑️ **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
☑️ **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
☑️ **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
☑️ **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
☑️ **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) DOREEN LEE
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Has anyone considered the danger of storing the gas so close to the area where there has been earth tremors caused by the fracking for oil. This for us local residents is a great worry

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

For Health & Safety's sake  

DEFINITELY  NO.

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Name (please print): Hilda Tisdwell
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________________________
Name (please print) ________________________________
Address: ________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- There may or may not be a disaster in the offing, but why risk it, especially in view of the other negative points. Leave us be.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) G. Coleman

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
For the above reasons, I cannot see any benefit to this area (for either residents or the environment) from this proposed gas storage. It must definitely be rejected.

Signed: (Redacted)
Name (please print): MRS E. COLEMAN
Address: (Redacted)
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signed:

Name (please print): C.W.

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) **Lynna Wood**

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

ACCIDENTS HAPPEN AND I DO NOT WANT TO LIVE CLOSE TO THE ADDLED POTENTIAL RISK THIS DEVELOPMENT POSES.

Signed:

Name (please print) A. HAMILTON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) [Signature]
Address [Address]
Dear Sirs

Pres case Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescase Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) S M Harte
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]

Date: 7.4.2012
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is a TOTALLY OUTRAGEOUS Scheme and I don't want my children and grandchildren to live in danger.

Signed (please print) ___________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) M. BARR

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preefield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preefield Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]

Name (please print): [Name]
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) C. L Buckley
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) M.J. Buckley
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Over the years MERCURY SLUDGE has been put in the brine wells on this site by ICI. If brine wells on this site are unstable or have collapsed in the past allowing a farmer with builders to disappear into the well.

Signed:

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 30 April 12

Dear Sirs

Pereassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pereassall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Over the years MERCURY SUEDE has been put in the brine wells on this site by 1C1. Brine wells on this site are unstable have collapsed in the past allowing a farm & out building to disappear into the well!!

Signed: __________________________ (Print) MRS CV STOTT
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The Preesall Salt is shallow in comparison with other salt beds used for storage. It is also in the form of a DISN (shallow) towards edges of field (model exhibited by Canatax, Inc predecessor of Halite). There is also a shale gas (fracking) project within 5 miles. Minor tremors must impact the Preesall Salt.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preeaall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeaall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________
Name (please print) ____________________
Address: ____________________________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ________________________________
Name (please print): ___________________ FLEETWOOD
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) E. Farrow

Addressee: PPA
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

What about the danger from earthquakes, especially now they have been given permission to drill in this area?

Signed: Name (please print)  BEST

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prest scream Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prest scream Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No, No, No, No, To Gas Storage.

Name (please print) MARY TREMAYNE

Sign
Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton/Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature  
Name (please print)  
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Name (please print) Kathleen Gibson]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 3-5-12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)  M. CROSS

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Prestfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestfield Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) L. CROSS

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO, ONCE AGAIN,
TO GAS STORAGE

Name (please print) McLEAN
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
Signature: [Signature]

______________________________
Name (please print): [Name]

______________________________
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I HAVE BEEN LIVING HERE FOR 20 YEARS THIS YEAR AND I REMEMBER ATTENDING THE FIRST PROTEST MEETING AT THE NORTH EUSTON HOTEL. I AM STILL AS KEEN FOR THIS 4TH ATTEMPT (BY HALITE ENERGY) TO BE DEFEATED.

Signed: C. Dale

Address:
Dear Sirs

Préssall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Préssall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) __________________________

Address: __________________________

Date: 7 5 12
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) R. MASON
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register *my objection* to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*The possible dangers make the application completely unjustified. There is too much at stake to think otherwise.*

__________________________
Name (please print)  D. Almon

__________________________
Signature

__________________________
Address
Dear Sirs

Prescass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescass Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We cannot take chances.
This is too dangerous.

Signature

Name (please print) Peter Edwards
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

√ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
√ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
√ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
√ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
√ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
√ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
√ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
√ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
√ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
√ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

THERE IS TOO MUCH AT STAKE FOR THIS TO HAPPEN.

Signed: [signature]

Name (please print): Norma Edwards

Address: [redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: ________________

Dear Sirs,

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) JAMES
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: ____________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Hilda

Address blanked out
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✅

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  David Ashworth

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) Joanne Ashworth
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________  Name (please print): ____________________

Address: ____________________
Dear Sirs,

**Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Date: 08/05

[Sign]

[Name (please print)]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

[Blank space for signature]

Name (please print) **Sandra Slater**

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Fleetwood people always get the sh*tty end of the stick with a lot of things if its not sewage they dump here. Now we have this to contend with. Disenfranchised resident.

Signed: [ ]

Name (please print) [ ]

Address [ ]

Council Tax Payer
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Mrs J. McMinn

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) WJ Duxbury
Dear Sirs

Prescalk Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescalk Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) EDUBURY
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I do not want to live on a potential bomb site. I certainly do not think it should be built. Poll stop.

[Signature]

Name (please print) CHRISTINE M. Lupton

Address
Dear Sirs

Preeceall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten comment:]

I consider the gas storage idea a very dangerous potential bomb which I do not want to be living near.

Signature: __________________________

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Absolutely disgusting and dangerous for all the population in this area

Damaging & dangerous for all who live in this area

Signed: __________________________
(please print) E.M. TAYLOR

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presetal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address (Redacted)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Address:

Name (please print) F. Kay
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This opposes the proposed scheme and can see from my home across the River Wyre. Have children within my family living adjacent to the site and this concerned that not the hidden risk have been.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Michael S Gooday

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I think it’s a dangerous idea to have gas storage in underground caverns next to a densely populated area where gas could migrate and cause problems if a major leak occurred. Also, the geology of the area isn’t suitable for gas storage and shouldn’t be allowed to go ahead.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) LESLIE A. GOODEY

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The whole thing is dangerous: it will be like having a bomb wander our homes the area is well known for being unsafe. We have to protect our family's future. Feel safe and keep our natural countryside

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): Bee Nicole Goody
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signature:
Name (please print) BERNARD SZEWIN
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preeasll Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasll Salt  
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This idea is dangerous.

Name (please print)  Greg

Date: 11/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO ONCE AGAIN

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

none of this is safe near residential areas

Name (please print)  PAT PARKER
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I would be extremely worried if this scheme went ahead, it would be a disaster

[Signature]

Name (please print)  AUDREY CLOUGH

Address
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
This is not wanted at Fleetwood, it's far too dangerous, in my opinion.

Signature:

[Signature]

Name (please print) EDNA MARSH

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Name (please print) LAWRENCE DUNN
Dear Sirs,

Prestwich Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwich Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  

Address -

Date: 5/5/2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Anthony C. Harris

Address:
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

These cover everything above

Name (please print)  MARIE HAPPS
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

absolutely against this project in every aspect - not suitable for this area what so ever.

[Signature]

Name (please print)  JOHN PORTER
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DO NOT WISH TO BE LIVING ON A "KNIFE EDGE"

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) Hilda J. Earnshaw
Address: _______________________________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Think of the money wasted on this Fiasco!!

Michael Earnshaw

Signature

Address
Dear Sirs

Presesses Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presess Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed ____________________________
Name (please print) BARBARA READ
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print): J. Matthews
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [redacted]

Name (please print) [redacted]

Address [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Under no circumstances should this be allowed to go ahead.

[Signature]

Name (please print) JOAN HALLIWORTH
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:–

THIS IS A DANGER TO ALL SURROUNDING AREAS AND SHOULD BE REGISTED AT ALL COST.

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) MARGARET CRASSADE

Address: _________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

**Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

[Signature and Name]

[Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: ____________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Very Bad

Signature:

Name (please print): J. KEMPSON

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I DO NOT AGREE WITH THE PROPOSED SCHEME.

__________________________
Name (please print) CARL DONNELLY
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

✔ I object strongly to the proposed scheme of storing natural gas.

Signed:  
Name (please print)  

Address:  

Date: 30.4.12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Sign]

Name (please print) **MARY CHANCE**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) E. ERRINGTON
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) A. Methuen MRS
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Signed]
Date:

Name (please print): James Milligan
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) STEPHEN C.R. PARKER

Address

Date: 10-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
 ☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- It is a potential disaster risk to so many lives it is far too close to the community in the area.

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) A. Robinson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Address:

Name (please print)  GRUNDY Brain
Dear Sirs

Pree sal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree sal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) SHIRLEY GRUNDY

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) R J PARKER

Signature
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

**Prestfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestfield Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) M. THOMAS
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Name (please print): DOROTHY HAMMILL

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 5-5-12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:  

Name (please print)  

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape.
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print): ________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) S. Mann
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

[Name (please print)]

[Address]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 08/08/15

Dear Sirs

Preefield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preefield Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) J Vernon
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) Greenwood
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am thinking of my House
Who is going to Buy it if this is passed?

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): J. HEPPLESTON
Dear Sirs

Preeelllssaaalll Slllllfftttsfiiieellldd UUuunnddrreeggggggg G G G Gassss S S S Ssssonnnaaallll

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) **CLENELL**

Address **

[Blank space for signature]
Dear Sirs

Preeasll Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasll Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

THE STORAGE OF GAS
UNDERGROUND
IS NOT SAFE & SHOULD
BE BANNED

**Signature:**

Name (please print): **THOMAS KIRBY**

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I don't see why we should keep going to war over this. It's our country and no one should say yes to it.

Name (please print)  **EVA CAPRIELL**

Address: **123 Street**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Beth Spencer

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many objections to the scheme have to be made before Haints realize this is not wanted in this area?

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 30.4.2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No! NEVER!

Name (please print) J. K. Dorrell
Dear Sirs

Preessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Redacted]

Signature

Name (please print)  [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 4.5.92

Dear Sirs

**Presthall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presthall Salt
☐️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:


Signature:

Name (please print)  DELIA HIRST

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

What don't you give us !
and leave the public in peace

[Signature]
Name (please print) [Signature]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) MICK ERS
Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature ___________________________ Name (please print) ___________________________

Address ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) J.P. BURKETT
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________
Name (please print)  DR. MANNERS

__________________________
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]
Name (please print) J CROFT
Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) T A WEINSCOTT
Address

Date: 3-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preessall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Space for comments]

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Signature]

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of
their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to
store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If this goes ahead it could be an accident waiting to happen, with
major consequences.

Name (please print) STEPHEN SPENCER
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

MD2/101

Date: 30-4-12

Dear Sirs

Pree Salfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree Sal
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many more times do the residents of this area have to keep saying no to gas storage, will these companies ever get the message we don't want it?

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): L. LINDSAY
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) V.S. Rawlinson

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protec Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IF Gas was stored under the River Wyre, when all the gas is used who maintains the site?
Dear Sirs

Presessal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Rejection of this scheme will save the lives of future generations.

Name (please print) MRS. M. FORSHAM
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Your Name (please print) M.J. Braysha
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) A Woodhouse
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- THE RISK TO LIFE, PROPERTY AND THE ALREADY HARD PRESSED ENVIRONMENT ARE QUITE OBVIOUS AND FAR TOO GREAT. WE NEED MORE MODERN, CLEAN RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY. FOR ONCE LETS THINK OF THE FUTURE AND NOT LEAVE ANOTHER LEGACY OF FILTH, DANGER AND DESTRUCTION FOR OUR CHILDREN. I SAY NO TO THIS SELFISH MADNESS.

Signed: [Name redacted]
Name (please print) STEPHEN MELLOR
Address [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is ABSOLUTE INSANITY

Name (please print) Barbara Mayor
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) MARGARET BRASH
Address: __________________________

Date: 30/4/12
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Please save us and our house. I moved because of a N. Pooas Station. I didn't expect this

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): ANNE PALIN

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Then in the same way, drilled in a different peck's clothing. The business of the scheme have already been rejected and I cannot believe that any safeguards drawn up can be good enough. The protest of fracking in the area is an additional danger.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print): Kennedy A Hall
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*Can these people not take NO for an answer?*

_________________________  Name (please print) E. LEADBETTER.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- When in the USA, CAMAXA HAD THE GAS EXPLOSION THE COURTS TOLD THEM NEVER TO STORE GAS IN BUILT UP AREA. THE USA IS LARGER THAN GB. BRITAIN. SURELY THERE IS BETTER PLACES IN THE USA. SO WHY ARE THEY TRYING TO BUILD GAS STORAGE OVER HERE IN A BUILT UP AREA. OUR BEACHES IN BLACKPOOL & FLEETWOOD ARE POULTED ENOUGH.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) PETER SMITH

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IT IS A DANGER WAITING TO HAPPEN

Name (please print)  *M Thomas*
Dear Sirs

Preebsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preebsall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) M. GROVES
Dear Sirs

**Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- ☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  B PEERS
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) PEERS
Ad...
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HOW MANY RISKS ARE WE EXPECTED TO LIVE UNDER? WE ALREADY HAVE TWO ATOMIC POWER STATIONS A SEWERAGE WORKS A RECYCLING PLANT.

Name (please print) M. W. WOOD

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We have no need to have all this deposit of gas, we have a beautiful Beach and pebble bed, and keep it clean & nice.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:__________________________
Name (please print) J HORKAN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) LYNN E ROBERTS
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Disaster Throughout recent history, from nuclear tragedies at Chernobyl to Fukushima, the oil rig tragedies of Alpha Pup to the 9/11 and 7/7, were all declared to have had every possible mischance avoided and eliminated. I keep it happening. The truth is that the possibility of catastrophe can never be ruled out. Therefore, the necessary precautions must be to create such

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Wouldn't it be better to build new caverns in a more suitable location far away from populated

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

When reported on the television it seems to be the Blackpool Area has this in storing I would like this changed.

Signed:

[Redacted]

Address:

[Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 6-5-2012

Dear Sirs

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comments]

[Signature]  [Name (please print)] TRACY NELCH

[Address]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 10/5  

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:  
Name (please print)  
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) _SWRIGHT_
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: 

Name (please print) : MRS. BETTY JAILER

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DON'T THESE PEOPLE EVER GIVE UP. WE DON'T WANT THEM HERE.

GO HOME YANKS!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): JOHN MORGAN
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Is any comment needed - just look at the reasons above. That says it all. USA has already had explosions. We don't want one here. Thank you.

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pressfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressfield Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

[Signature]

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosshall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Signature]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

only a mad man would allow this scheme to go ahead in such a highly populated area.

Name (please print) SORMEROD

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Transport the brine to the USA and discharge it on their coast line I do no want my coast line our coast line polluting. No short term gains think of future generations

Name (please print) ORMEROD

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Absolutely against this in our area

Signature: __________________________

Name (please print): Norah Riley

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Definitely no way.

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) Terry Nolan
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Name (please print):
Dear Sirs

Preeeil Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔  

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeil Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- As a resident in Fleetwood all my life I think we have had enough of other peoples rubbish to long. About time there was something done about it A.S.P. I am age 65 yr. say No for the last time.

Name (please print)  BRIAN YATES

Address
Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- **✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt**
- **✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

**Comment:-**

_I HAVE LIVED IN FLEETWOOD ALL MY LIFE 63 YEARS AND I THINK WE HAVE JUST ABOUT HAD ENOUGH OF EVERYONE'S RUBBISH HERE._

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) **Marilyn Yates**

Address: ____________________________
Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

OBJECT TO THE SCHEME
3 PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS
ALL REFUSED
ON THIS BASIS ALONE THIS
FURTHER APPLICATION SHOULD BE REFUSED

Signed: C. Robinson
Name (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The whole of this area is completely unsafe for the proposals! When will the proposers see reason? No! No! No!!

Unsafe on all aspects.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The concept of gas storage in this area is wholly unacceptable for all of the above reasons.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) GM RAWCLIFFE

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) David Ruston

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I objected to this scheme when Haute were named Camberac. I am still very concerned - the proposed site is far too near residential areas and is a great potential danger to us all.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) **Beryl Biston**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten comment partially visible]

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✚

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- "IT WOULD BE LIKE LIVING NEXT TO A MEGATON BOMB AWAITING TO BE DETONATED. NOT THE KIND OF STRESS NO PERSON SHOULD BE PUT UNDER."

Name (please print) D.C. UNDERDOWN

Address
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

[Address]

Name (please print) DENISE UNDERDOWN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DANGEROUS TO PROPERTY + PEOPLE.

Name (please print) Nora Collinson
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) E. CREWINSON
Dear Sirs,

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ______________________________
Address: ______________________________

Name (please print) R. Creajson
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The whole idea is blatantly harmful to the area & the people who live here

Name (please print) MRS. A. PRICE
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten note: ]

[Signature: ]

[Name (please print): ]

[Address: ]
Dear Sirs

Presetal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register \textit{my objection} to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please \checkmark:

- \checkmark The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
- \checkmark Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- \checkmark Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- \checkmark Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- \checkmark Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- \checkmark The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- \checkmark Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- \checkmark Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- \checkmark Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- \checkmark Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

\textit{It is \underline{no} for about the forth time it is \underline{not} going to change (like your name had)}

Name (please print) A. Gray
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) MRS. DOREEN PRIEST
Dear Sirs

Preenesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

totally unacceptable.

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) B. Wright
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We have a right to be heard. We do NOT want this to go ahead.

[Signature]

Name (please print)  **Andrew Yeo**

Address
Dear Sirs

Prescull Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescull Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)....

Address:...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Listen to the people, we matter. We do not want this.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) M. Harrison

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Who don't want it.

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

—TOO DANGEROUS PROJECT—

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print): ATKINSON EDWINA
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

TOTALLY AGAINST WHOLE PROJECT

Name (please print) ATKINSON EDWARD
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

As a graduate Chemist I am well aware of the potential hazards this operation could cause. It is far too close to population centres which are currently expanding & an increasing number of people could be affected if any incident occurred.

In the past we were affected by incidents at ICI which were far less hazardous than the storage of gas under pressure.

Signature: 

Name (please print): S H BEVERIDGE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There are too many residential properties near by that should an explosion occur these would be a lot of problems to local people. It would also damage the wild life which is being cultivated in the area.

Name (please print) J BEVLEIDGE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) WILLIAM HAWKES.
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: -

I feel very strongly about this scheme and wish to **underline** my objection.

[Signature]

Name (please print) **AUDREY HAWKES**
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am greatly concerned about the damage to the environment and possible accidents which could occur. I do not WANT this on my doorstep.

Signed: 

Name (please print) MRS J. BARRANS

Address: 

...
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am seriously concerned about the Health and Safety implications of the scheme, both in the short term and long term.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print)  MR. BUNNAN RATERANS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Mr. F. Donnelly

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Boxed]

Name (please print): MRS J. DONELLY

Address: [Boxed]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- WHY SHOULD OUR LIVES BE PUT AT RISK TO MAKE LARGE SUMS OF MONEY FOR A COMPANY WHO WOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO SITE A GAS STORGE COMPLEX SO NEAR TO HOMES AND SCHOOLS IN THE USA. THIS IS A NO; NO IDEA WHAT EVER THE NAME ON THEIR APPLICATION & PLANNING FORM

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) JOHN PARKER
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: THIS IS THE FOURTH APPLICATION TO STORE GAS UNDER OUR HOUSE. DIFFERENT NAMES BUT STILL THE SAME SCHEME. NOBODY UNDERSTANDS THE WORD NO, MEANS NO, TO THE GAS STORAGE. THE DESTRUCTION RISK TO OUR HOUSES AND LIFES IS GREAT. IT WOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN IN THE USA.

Signature: R. Parker
Name (please print): R. Parker
Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presfield Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Halline (canalxx) should look for gas in their own country - near their own homes. Remember the gas explosion in Indi many years ago.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I have many concerns not just for now but for the future of our town & area. Country Hall - all in public office has to make sure that this should never happen.

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) Ruth Teresa Pike
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print): LAVINIA ROBERTS
Date: 9-5-2012

Address: Backwell House, Backwell, Bristol BS16 0LE
Dear Sirs,

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Earth tremors caused by fracking for gas in the same area is a great source of concern. This must be incompatible with safe underground gas storage.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): R.M. HAIGHTON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]  [Name (please print)]  D. Johnston

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preenesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

EARTH TREMORS CAUSED BY FRACKING FOR GAS IN THE SAME AREA MUST SURELY RULE OUT SAFE UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE.

Name (please print): MR R J WEST
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please  

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Redacted]

[Redacted]  
[Redacted]  
[Redacted]  
[Redacted]

Name (please print)  
Suzanne Grundy
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The proposers of this scheme must have the common sense to see the danger to this highly polluted area do they live here themselves?

Signed: _______ Name (please print) A Thomas

Address: _______
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- [Handwritten text: We felt the earthquake all the way up here - approx 7-8 miles.]

[Handwritten signature and address covered]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

FRACKING FOR GAS ON THE FYLDE
(CRACKING THE ROCK STRATA)
STORING GAS IN THE GROUND.
HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE BIG BANG.

Signature:

Name (please print): Paul Cheekley

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not Wanted

Name (please print)  

Date: 03/05/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) D. T. Allison
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) L. Pearson

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Get rid once and for all,

Name (please print) [Robert Harrison]
Address

[Signature]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J.P. Flanagan
Name (please print) J.P. FLANAGAN
Address:  

Date: 11/5/2012
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) C. M. Flanagan
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Residents & interested parties have already made their feelings clear. They have said NO. Listen to them!

[Signature]

Name (please print): S. WILLIAM
Dear Sirs,

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) M. SNAPE
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO. THANKS
GO AWAY!!

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Gas should not be placed here in a residential area.
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) —__________

Address —__________
Dear Sirs

Presessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) C. Hornby
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect.Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Having been involved with mill earth tremors in the area, I am strongly against this project.

[Signature]
Name (please print) [Last Name]
Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I am totally against it

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print)  C BRINDLE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

LEAVE AROUND HERE ALONE !!

Signed: J. Andrews

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  T. DIVER
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: ___________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) VALERIE DIVER
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

C:

Ms B. Allinson, MD2/205

Si. A:

Don't destroy any more of this planet think about the children who will be left to sort it all out.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saitfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Signed: M02/2006

Address: P. WHALLEY

I WHOLEHEARTEDLY Voice AGAIN - AGAIN - AGAIN NO To CANTAX GAS
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Commend: 12/12/201

Signed: J WHALLEY

WHAT PART OF NO DO YOU NOT UNDERSTAND
OUR LOVELY TOWN HAS BEEN DEMOLISHED ENOUGH

NO TO CANTAY
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- We have a lovely town and I for one wish it to stay that way. We have enough rubbish dump on us as it is.

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

Signature (please print): HILDA HORSE
Address: 1234 Street, Town, Country
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

For Future Generations

Signed: [Handwritten Signature]

Name (please print) Lois Jolene Birch
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

CONCERN FOR MY FAMILY.

__________________________
Name (please print) S HODSON
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: G. Walsh
Address: Temple Quay House, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:


Signature

Name (please print)  AR Carroll

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________

Name (please print) __________________________

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

VERY BAD IDEA FOR THIS AREA, TO MUCH AT RISK

Name (please print) FRANK CHAPPELS
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 17-05-12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:
☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Great Danger to Environment

Signed

Name (please print) PAT CHAPPELL
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

UNSUITABLE

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) Brian Fleisher

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

UNSUITABLE APPLICATION ON SO MANY COUNTS.

Signed:

Name (please print) LEOU FLESHIE
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

TELL THEM TO STORE IT UNDER THEIR OWN HOUSES.
LEAVE OURS ALONE.

D. Reilly

Address:

Date: 8.5.12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): D. REILLY

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): Ben Armstrong
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: (Please print) KATHLEEN COOKSON
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO. IT WOULD BE TOO DANGEROUS.

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) I. Bentley
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No No way should this be allowed.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Object to the plans for unlined gas storage in close proximity to populated areas

Signed: 

Name (please print) Catherine White

Address: 

Date: 7/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) Michael White

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Hate most. I was unaware of the scale of this project. far too dangerous to contemplate

Signed: __________________________

Name (please print)  Emanuel Caddy
Dear Sirs

Preezell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezell Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Alan CKEY

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I do not want this gas storage in this wonderful part of the country, threatening life/animals / Beauty of Landscape / Cumbria / Lake District etc. I can't think why you would want to put such a thing by us near danger?

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) CG Mackeith
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) DAVE WALKER

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  AUDREY WELLIS
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed Name (please print) M DAVIS

Address
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE COMBINATION OF
THIS AND FRACKING
WILL BE LETHAL
NOT COUNTING THIS ON ITS OWN

Signed: S Farrow

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE ARE ALREADY HAVING PROBLEMS GETTING INSURANCE BECAUSE OF FRACKING EARLY TERRORS SOME NOT QUOTING AND INCREASED PREMIUMS IF PREPARED TO QUOTE.

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

WHO IS GOING TO PAY COMPENSATION IF DISASTER STRIKES. WHO IS GOING TO PAY THE INCREASED INSURANCE COSTS?

Signed: [Handwritten signature]

Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Effect of Brine & Discharges on Morecambe Bay

________________________
Name (please print) M Greenwood
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_ground is not static_

Name (please print) W.B. Greenwood
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print): W. Brook
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) S A Hill
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[☐] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt

[☑] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

[☑] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

[☐] Potential for a Well Head Explosion

[☐] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

[☑] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

[☑] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

[☐] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

[☑] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

[☑] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

R R Hill

[Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Prestool Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestool Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHY HERE DANGEROUS

Name (please print) W. H. CAKES

Signature

Address
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

VER Y DANGEROUS

Signed: ____________________________________________
Name (please print)  D CARTER
Address: __________________________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please mark the boxes:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]

Name (please print): C CAWLEY

Date: 10/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) R. Cawley

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If this plus the possibility of the Gas Fracking is allowed, I believe this is a deadly combination. Fracking has already caused earthquakes in this region surely this would cause possible explosions.

Name (please print) J CRAIGIE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Wyre area is Residential therefore it is dangerous for gas storage, anything going wrong would cause serious devastation.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) DAVID LEVITT
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is a very risky project & we just do not know properly the consequences!

Signed:

[Signature]

Address:

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please mark:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): Charles Edward Hole
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target - could do!
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Surely there are less risky methods of conserving sources of energy than this.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: May 2nd, 2012  

CH 40  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please ✓  

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:-  

How many more times do we all have to say no to gas storage  

Signed:  

[Signature]  

Name (please print):  

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—

Social impact on community in relation to welfare with reference to National Plan

Signed:—
Address:—
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
1) SOCIAL IMPACT OF ITS BUS SOURCING THE SALT
2) INCREASE IN RISKS NOT DUE TO ACTIVITY LIKE FRACKING NEED POINTOUT

Signed

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print)  Tracey Peden
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

P reesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 
☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) G Hulme

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): WARDLE

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Pree saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
Name (please print) WARDLE

______________________________
Address

Date: 4th May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Far too close for comfort and all of the above too horrendous to contemplate.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) MRS. M. M. BARCH
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

LOCATION OF THIS IS TO NEAR THE PENDLETON FRUIT

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

GAS STORAGE IS NOT NEEDED IN THIS AREA

Signed:

Address:

Date: 8-5-2012

Catherine Neave
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) GINA M V WADDINGTON
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) SAMUEL WALKINGTON
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) ANTHONY MORRISON

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print) Christine Maslen
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  

Address:  

Name (please print) **SHARON PARLANE**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No to Gas Storage!

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address:
Dear Sirs

PREESSALL SALTFIELD UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the PREESSALL Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THIS INTRUSION ON OUR WAY OF LIFE IS SOMETHING WE HAVE
NOT REQUESTED OR WANTED

Signed: 

Name (please print)  

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) E.C.HAMNETT
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Name (please print) B. Hamnett
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I register my opposition to the scheme.

(Signed) A. Shackleton
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

1. Great safety concerns
2. Milford Haven example

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)  F. WARD

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I oppose this project.

Signed

Name (please print) P. A. KALUNA
Address
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 05/05/12

Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I completely oppose this project.

Name (please print) B. D. Kaluza
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I strongly object to this scheme going ahead. I agree with all the potential risks you have stated above.

Signed (Name of Individual)

Date: 5th May 2019

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Safety concerns.

Signed:

Name (please print): J. Williams

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten text: PUT THIS STUPID AND IDIOTIC PLAN TO BED FOR GOOD]

Signed: [Name redacted]
Name (please print): [Name redacted]
Address: [Address redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

COMPLETE DISASTER IN THE EVENT OF ANY ACCIDENT IN THE STORAGE SCHEME.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) MISS M. DELANSY
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signed: 

Address: 

Name (please print): H. Whitehead
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Gas storage would be ruinous for the countryside status and wildlife of the area.

Signed: C Firstbrook

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Go home with your plans.

Not needed on the Over Wyre Area.

[Handwritten note: No Gas]

Signed: [Handwritten]

Name (please print): [Handwritten]

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No Gas in the Area Concerned.

Signed: T. Maguire

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- (I am aware this is attributed to Fracking)

There have already been earth tremors, potential to devalue property for miles around, insurance may become prohibitive.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

People (Gov.) deciding this do not live in the area. We have lived around Presell for 30 years.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print) **Diane KOMC**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten: NO]

[Handwritten: Signet: CLEMON]

Name (please print) LEMON
Dear Sirs

Prescill Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescill Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Williams

Signed
Address
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓  

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:-

Signed:                                       Name (please print): S. W. Hillman  
Address:  

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) C. WORRAL

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Area to Populated

Signed: Rosemary Greenhalgh

Name (please print):

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preenesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) C. BREWER
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ______________________________  Name (please print)  JOHN MATHIE
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Address

Name (please print)
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) EFFIE SHARP

Address: 

Date: 09.05.12
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) BRENDA FERNLEY
Address: [Address]

Date: 8.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) ALISON FLENEY
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I do not want this to go ahead

[Signature]

Name (please print) W M Fowden
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:______________

Name (please print): J Corrigan

Address:______________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Unsigned]
Name (please print): D Coleman
Address: [Address redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Date: 29/04/12

Address: _________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

Comment:

MY CONCERNS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN SAFETY RISKS TO PEOPLE LIVING AROUND THE AREA.

Signed: Paul Dwyer
Name (please print)

Address:}

Date: 9/5/12
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) ______________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print) S. Haynes
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print) J D BANTING
Address: ___________________________

Date: 9-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I agree with all the points mentioned above, we can do without the proposals as it would have a damaging effect on our environment.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5-5-12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE + PROFITS = COST CUTTING AND RELAXED SAFETY MEASURES, PLUS THEY ARE FRACKING FOR GAS LESS THAN 10 MILES AWAY AND WE HAVE HAD A COUPLE OF MINI EARTHQUAKES DUE TO THIS. IMAGINE THE THREAT OF RUPTURED GAS STORAGE FACILITIES THIS COULD BRING ABOUT.

Signed: [Redacted]  
Name (please print) DAVID VICKERS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"USE THE EMPTY STORAGE SPACE IN THE IRISL& NORTH SEA AREAS INSTEAD - MUCH SAFER - WHERE GAS & OIL HAVE REMOVED FROM."

Signed: John Kirkham
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) BARRY DRUMMOND

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE A VERY GREAT WORRY TO ME.

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print): ELSIE JOHN MORRISON
Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: When will these people take No in an answer.

Signed: A. M. Moran

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I sincerely hope that White Rose will finally understand the strong feelings of the local community. The Turning of NO

Signed: C.B. Hancox

Name (please print) C.B. Hancox

Address: 245 High Street, Preesall, Lancashire, FY5 4JH
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ______________________________

Name (please print): ______________________________

Address: ______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preenal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Recent local tremors have demonstrated the fragile geology of the area and emphasise how unsuitable this location is.

Signed: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

Date: 9/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Tel: [Phone Number] (please print) **JESSICA**
Post Code: **RYCAFT**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**CONCERNED FOR ALL ABOVE REASONS FOR FAMILY IN PREESALL**

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed:

Address:

Name (please print) C. Rycroft
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

CONCERNED FOR ABOVE REASONS ABOUT FAMILY IN PREESALL

Signed:  

Name (please print): D. HUNTER

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescodd Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescodd Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The people who live in the area do not want this facility and have made their views known before.

Signed: Colette Birch

Name (please print) Colette Birch

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) L. Davies
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓  
 ✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
 ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
 ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
 ✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
 ✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
 ✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
 ✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
 ✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
 ✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
 ✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:-

[Blank space for comments]

Signed: 

Name (please print): K A DAVIES  

Address:  

[Address blacked out]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There is already a known and proven risk by undertaking this work. It is unfair to the people living in the surrounding areas to put them at any risk.

Signed:

[Illegible]
Address:

[Illegible]
Dear Sirs,

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO!

Signed: 

Address:

Name (please print): Ken Hall
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten Signature]

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

THE ROADS ARE NOT SUITABLE AND WE ARE AT RISK WITH GAS LEAK.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I object strongly to the proposed scheme to store natural gas in close proximity to my home and families homes. The numerous dangers to the public, Countryside and wildlife is frightening. This must be stopped.

Signed:

Address:

Name (please print): M. FAIRBAIRN
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

I object strongly to the proposed scheme for storage of Gas so close to the area I live and many close relatives and friends also live.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescail Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Wyre Area is Residential and therefore totally unacceptable for gas storage in such high quantities.

Signed: __________________________
Address: __________________________
Name (please print) S. M. LEVITT
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Life is more important than "money".

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [REDACTED]
Name (please print)  LYNNE MOYERS
Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) CAROLE CAPPER
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Malcolm F. Capper
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group, up to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Just don't want it on our doorstep.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Fred Smith
Address: 123 Main Street, Anytown, England
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Combine this with 'Fracking' and you have a recipe for DISASTER!!

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) INGLE
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- If there is a need to store gas in the northwest, there is an approved scheme 15 Kms South west of Barrow - offshore.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print): ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please☐

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DEFINITELY NOT REQUIRED.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) C. CLARKE
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) G. CLARKE
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Why not put it near Westminster.

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

DANGEROUS PROJECT

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): J.P. WELSH
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Edward J. Sykes

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This just seems to have so many risks!

Signed __________________________
Name (please print) N. G. H. P. 

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Underground gas storage is an accident waiting to happen. Local communities must stand firm against this.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): MITCHELL

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print)  N WORRALL

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not good for the environment.

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) M. Leather
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I DON'T LIKE THE IDEA OF GAS BEING STORED UNDERGROUND

Signed:

W Leather

Name (please print)
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

**Prescram Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**  
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescram Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:-

Signed:  
Name (please print): M BAGSHAW  
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Name (please print): Mrs. B. Hornby
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- If it's dangerous in America, then it's dangerous here, & that's more important to me. Let them go back to America & do it there.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): S. HORNBY
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

we do not want crown anything.

Signature: N. Harnwell
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOTHING TO ADD TO THIS ABOVE.

Name (please print) MRS G M NASH

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ü

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No to underground gas storage

For above reasons.

[Signature]
Name (please print) CHARNLEY
Address
Dear Sirs:

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No To Gas.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): John Purcell

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[Blank]

Signed:

[Blank]

Name (please print): Mrs H. Couder
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too near residential property. How about under the Pennines?!!

Signed: [Handwritten Name]
Name (please print): [Handwritten Name]
Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) JOHN FOSTER
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  
Name (please print) MARION FOSTER

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Date: 30.4.12

Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]

Name (please print): ANN RIGBY

Address:
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) M BIRKS

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

Let Halite Energy put the gas storage on their own doorsteps, I don't want it here. It's too dangerous.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) MRS. F. A. CHAMBERS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltsfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I don't agree with this gas going under ground it could cause trouble later years.

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Joyce M. Leyland
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space]

Signed: ________________________________
Name (please print): Norman Leyland
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Dr D. R. Quin

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) A.H. Stevens
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My matter lives in Cleveleys, and will be affected by these plans.

Name (please print) Patricia Hindle
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): May Rawley

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Listen to the people.  
No means No.

Signed

Name (please print) M O. AINSWORTH

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank]

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Karina [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 8/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signature:  

Name (please print)  EMcCoaghi

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  

Address:-
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do we have to say no to this scheme one change or not even the government rejected it

Signed:  

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Hope this is the final application! What does it take to convince the company that people do not want the gas!
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I think all the above says it all.

Name (please print) Jackie Barnard
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  

Name (please print)  

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _________________________________

Name (please print): RATCLIFF

Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: J. J. Kershaw

Address: 123, Example Street, Example Town, Example Country
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) Joy Astin
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have long supported this cause—good luck to the efforts.

__________________________
Name (please print) J. Moore

__________________________
Address
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

This gas storage scheme is wholly inappropriate in a populated area & very dangerous. It needs to be refused immediately.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  
Name (please print): W. MARSH
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name being redacted]  
Name (please print) [Name being redacted]
Address: [Address being redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- To put the health, safety and financial security of myself, family and friends at risk is unacceptable and in my opinion would be an infringement of our human rights also:

The impact on our landscapes and wildlife would be devastating and irresponsible.

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

As a very good friend to one of the residents, I strongly disagree with this scheme.

Signature: Hazel Armstrong
Name (please print): Hazel Armstrong
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Prescill Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescill Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) Donna Anderson

Address
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4.5.2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name has been redacted]
Address: [Address has been redacted]

Name (please print) ES DAVID
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Name (please print) I. Harrison
Dear Sirs

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys ✓
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages ✓
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion ✓
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre ✓
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target ✓
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall ✓
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life ✓
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape ✓
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance ✓

Comment:-

Name (please print)  MRS T. HARRISON
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): J BIRKS

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeness Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeness Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) ___________________________
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presseyland Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presseyland Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IT WOULD BE DANGEROUS - DETRIMENTAL TO A LARGE AREA

Signed: N/A

Name (please print) Sam Skeats
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I do not want this scheme on my doorstep.

It would interfere with the wildlife + the countryside + farm life too

Signed, Name (please print) Jean Parkey

Address:
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________

Address: ___________________________

Name (please print)CATHERINE ARNOLD
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

In the past the Gas Company, under a series of names has ignored, the wishes of the residents, Will it be better received this time?

Signed: [redacted]
Name (please print) S. M. Hall
Address: [redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- 

Signed: ___________________________  
Name (please print)  Evan S. A.  
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A SERIOUS lack of infrastructure would endanger lives.

S Grainger
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This Scheme is a DANGER to thousands of Residents.
As for Higher Insurance - who would pay extra premium to endanger their lives!!
Would this be GREEN Energy??

Signed: ☐
Name (please print) √ B GRAINGER

Address: ☐
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs

Presfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presfield Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

[Name (please print)]

[Address]
Dear Sirs,

**Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—

Having lived and worked in the area for the past 50 years - I can safely agree with the above comments.

Signed: —

Address: —

Name (please print) MRS. A. WRIGHT
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It is long past time this scheme had a permanent refusal so that residents can get on with their lives without this constantly hanging on their minds.

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address: [Redacted]

Date: 5-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print): WORSLEY ☑
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  O. SCHUEL.
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeasll Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasll Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space]

Signed: [Blank space]
Name (please print): J. Schmalz
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) STELLA HAYES-JONES

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Increase in Traffic
Public Right of Way could be a problem.

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print): Brian Hayes-Jones
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please    

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment: This is a major threat once again to thousands of people, their homes and their peace of mind should once and for all be put out of danger and a responsible NO given to Halifax and its' cohorts.

Signed: [Signature]  
Address: [Address]  
Date: [Date]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestong Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)  D. I. Clarkson

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I don't want to live on a Time Bomb, this the fact we don't live far from a Nuclear power plant.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Peter Smith

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Please please don't ignore the concern of local people may be have unlimited resources and can be keen on applying. Local people can feel powerless under such pressure. But it is so vital we do stand our ground for what is right.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Lancashire gets all
The Rubbish Try Somewhere
Down about

Signed:

Name (please print):  James Link

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeassal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print)  
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

____________________________
Signed:

____________________________
Name (please print):

____________________________
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Anne GRIFFIN
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
□ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
□ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
□ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
□ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
□ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
□ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We don't want this worry on our doorstep.

Signed

Name (please print) Carol M Wilkins
Address
Dear Sirs

Preeasal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasal Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) K. L. Owen
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) C. [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print)  Peter English

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Also roads around the proposed site are not well maintained as it is I have suffered a puncture due to pot holes twice! These roads will not stand heavy lorries.

Name (please print)  S. Clarkson

Signature
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This storage scheme should **NEVER EVER** be allowed to happen. There are too many objections against it.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Susan Cook

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:-**

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) MRS M MANNING
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) **Mona Fiedl**

Address **Hidden**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank]

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print): S RUTTER
Address: 

Date: 10 May 2017
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  

Address:  

J. Davis
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) DMEDD

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 10.5.2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]  
Name (please print) Keiran Pople

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) R STEFAN

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Joanne Peoples
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: CH 285
Name (please print) I. ROSE
Address:}

Date: 7/5/12
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✗

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
 ✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
 ✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
 ✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
 ✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
 ✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) NETTY ROWE

Address
Dear Sirs

Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print)
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  [Redacted]  Name (please print)
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [BLANK]
Name (please print): [BLANK]
Address: [BLANK]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: 

Name (please print) AUdREy ABraM
Dear Sirs

**Preealls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preealls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

_I am against the application by Halte energy._

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print): _Laura Martin-Beck_
Address: _________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am completely opposed to the application by Halite Energy.

Signed

Address

Date: 6/5/12
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**ONLY ONE DISASTER. NEVER WITH NO SECOND CHANCE. TOO DANGEROUS.**

Signed: Mr. John Bowe
Name (please print): **JOHN BOWE**
Address: **123 Example Street,Example City, Example Country**
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) C Sumner
Address: __________________________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) R.K. Dixon
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) J. DIXON
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ______________________  Name (please print)  TV Porter
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:-

Name (please print) :- B. Roe

Address:-

Date: 27/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print): M. Somerset.
Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Malcolm Acre
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: √

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Local council say NO. County Council say NO. Public Enquiry says NO. When will Halite / Canatxx give up? Is there any point at which NO MEANS NO?

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print): __________
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

*Comment:* 

*TOTALLY AGREE WITH THE ABOVE COMMENTS!*

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print): ________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I AGREE WITH THE ABOVE COMMENTS.

Signed: M.A. Simpson (Mrs)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— Resistance and these applications beggars belief. The geological facts alone should outweigh any other argument!

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) Philip Carra
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): Nigel Carr

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Why do we keep having to write in about this.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This is the fourth application we have had to fight against a totally unsuitable and potentially dangerous place to create and store natural gas.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Having two young boys the fear of explosion would make me seriously consider leaving the area. Now this project could be considered next to me homes of 100,000 people begs belief.

Signed: KEITH JONES

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs,

Preeills Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeills Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) **JO JONES**

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Why let this through when it has been turned down three times already?

Signed:

[Signature]

Name (please print)  TREvor  WITCHET

Address:

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) R.rostroN-Parker
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

P reesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

This many times do we have to say NO!
It is not their lives and environment
that is threatened, GO AWAY PERMANENTLY
AND TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER.

Signed: 
Name (please print) 
Address: 

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]

Date: 4/5/2017

PAUL A. TAYLOR
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Totally against gas storage under the River Wyre estuary.

Signed

Name (please print) S. Ferguson
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please
- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

TOTAELY AGAINST GAS STORAGE UNDER THE RIVER WYRE ESTUARY.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) J. Ferguson

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Having given this matter considerable thought I have come to one conclusion that it would be of far too greater risk to both life and property if this gas storage were to take place beneath land up Over Wyre, 5pm.

Signed: [Name redacted] Name (please print) Minshall

Address: [Address redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Address:

S. Weatherhead
Dear Sirs,

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]

[Name]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:
- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Put it in your own back yard

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It is about time that Halite Energy (Can't xx) finally took NO for an answer.

J. Wright

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- **✓** The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- **✓** Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- **✓** Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- **✓** Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- **✓** Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- **✓** The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- **✓** Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- **✓** Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- **✓** Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- **✓** Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

What about Abbey Strand

Signed: E. Wilson

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Re-locate to a remote Island in Scotland!

Signed: D. P. T. H. (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Outrages,

Find somewhere else to release your poison!

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) Courboyn
Dear Sirs,

Peesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  

Address:

D. HARGRAVE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: B Davies

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Pree`sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree`sall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I AM SAYING NO TO GAS STORAGE AS IT IS A HIGHLY DANGEROUS THING TO DO

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print) J AHMADI

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

To Whom It May Concern:

Here as mentioned above, are but a few reasons why I feel it would be quite unsafe to have gas stored within such a close proximity to our homes, businesses, and above all people, in the Wyre.

Name (please print) [Signature]

Date: 6.5.2012
Dear Sirs

**Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*Put it in London*

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print): VALERIE MARY

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print) [AMANDA JOHNSTONE]

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preshall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preshall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE MUST NOT GIVE WAY TO THE MONUMENTAL GREED OF THESE PEOPLE IN VIEW OF THE POTENTIAL THREAT TO THIS BEAUTIFUL AREA. NO, NO, NO

Signed: [Name (please print)] C. J. NUTTALL
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name (please print)] KEITH JOHNSTONE

Address: [Address]

Date: 28/4/12
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) Andrew Lowe
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Is there any possibility
of a rather Abbeyfeale
disaster.

Signed: [Name (please print)] JEAN MILLS
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: How many more times do I have to object to this scheme. Do they not know that NO means NO.

Signed: GENUITALL

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Why don’t they let it go down & out
as they seem to get everything else.

Signed: Joyce Stopford

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Once more onto the Planning Dept.

Once more!

Will this ever end!

Signed: [REDACTED]

Name (please print): [REDACTED]

Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: All of these objections apply to this application, as they did on the previous 3 unsuccessful attempts to force this unsuitable, unsafe, unwanted scheme on the residents of the Wyre area. It must be rejected again. Lancs C/L WURS (E.C. should) then sue Halite for the costs involved in defending their residents. There are better uses for our rates.

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Contact Information]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The only thing different about this application is the change of name from Canat xx to Halite Energy.

Signed: [Handwritten]

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

These people are now on their fourth application. When will they realise that this scheme is not viable. The application should not even be given consideration.

Signed: 

Name (please print) L. A. LIGHTowler

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I can't believe you are considering this request AGAIN!!

Gas storage - fracking we just need a safe place to live.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescussion Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescussion Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My husband worked for ICI driving tankers. ICI disposed of thousands of gallons of Mercury waste into those salt caverns. Any explosion or underground disturbance would cause an ecological disaster we would never recover from.

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) S Pickup
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

> How many times do we have to say **No**

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No!!!

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) CAROLE FEE

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print): 

Address: 

Date: 4-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

I report my question, if gas storage is safe, will reputable British insurers provide third party liability at low cost? This should be a condition of any licence to store gas. Also has an engineer's report been filed reference local fracking for Shale Oil / Gas?

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape 
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: M. A. Clark  
Name (please print)  
Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Because of the natural constraint of the geography of this area any gas migration or explosion would impact on a densely populated area with limited means of evacuation.

Signed: 
Name (please print) BERNARD ALAN HOPE
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We moved here to feel safe in our retirement. Now with these proposals I do not feel safe. You cannot guarantee 100% safety.

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print): C. Hope
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

**Comment:**

THE FYLDE COAST ARE CONTINUALLY BEING BROUGHT DOWN AND CONDEMNED AS UNCLEAN AFTER MILLIONS BEING SPENT ON THE COASTLINE / BEACHES, THE ECOLOGICAL DAMAGE FROM DISCHARGE OF BRINE WILL ONLY ADD TO OUR RATING OF POOR WATER AND BEACH POLLUTION.

Signed: __________

Name (please print)  D. Meredith

Address: __________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- IT IS DISAPPOINTING THAT THESE APPLICATIONS CONTINUE TO BE PUT INTO THE AUTHORITIES ALSO THE COST IN TIME AND MONEY TO THE RATEPAYERS WHO DO NOT WANT THIS ON OUR DOORSTEP. THE WHOLE ISSUE IS UNACCEPTABLE

Signed: [Blank] Name (please print) A. Meredith

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) S CARL

Address: 

Date: 3/3/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print)  J. Carr

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too dangerous

Signed: J E Ball
Name (please print)
Address:

Date: 12-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IF THIS WENT AHEAD, WE WOULD ALL BE LIVING IN FEAR.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): Brian Ball
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Address]

Name (please print): RACHEL MAJSDOV
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Any new development should

Signed: Margaret Morris
Name (please print)
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Name (please print) Chris Rigby

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]

Name (please print) D. Rolls

Date: 3/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  STURNER

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeesal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed________________________ Name (please print)________________________
Address________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River-Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Further geological problems potentially earth movement shocks from "fracking" operations proposed in this area.

Signed: 

Name (please print) PAUL A EARNshaw

Address: 

Date: 30 April 2012
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The fact that this would be such a long-term potential danger to all our area makes all the above points valid for my generation and to leave this danger to my grandchildren is just not acceptable and any planned schemes should be scrapped.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): MRS BARBARA WOOD

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- How can any plans even be considered for such a scheme which could put all the Wyre area at risk for generations to come. Previous plans have not succeeded and these should not for all the above reasons.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Accidents can never be ruled out. However careful you are and very angry... The destruction of the countryside, house prices, help insurance.

Signed: [Name (please print) - Denise Marie]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Accidents can never be ruled out. However, careful

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) KENNEDY
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Natural beauty of the area lost forever if this plan goes ahead. This should not happen.

Signed: 

Name (please print) SMSMITH

Address: 

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SAYING NO FOR LAST TIME.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]

Date: 11.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: D. Walker

Address: Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 11. 5. 12
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✔

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too many problems
Too Risky
No to Gas Storage. No for the Last Time.

Signed: MRS F. SMITH

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): KEITH SCOTT

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DON'T WANT THIS EVER
PLEASE DO YOUR BEST TO STOP THIS FOR THE LAST TIME.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

P reelsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _____________________________
Name (please print) ________________
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— The proposed gas storage scheme is fraught with potential serious problems. The wildlife of the Bay area together with the possible effects on Fleetwood Maina and Fleetwood Golf Club should also be considered.

Signed: [Handwritten name]
Name (please print) KENNETH WADE
Address [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Residents must be listened too. We are the ones who are important, not an American Company. No Way is this Safe! Please do not put our lives and homes at risk.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Disgraceful! That this application by Canataxx (Halite) has even been allowed. Let's hope these chancers don't succeed.

Signed: T.J. Robinson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) MISS J. E. GILKISON

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THIS PROJECT IS FAR TOO DANGEROUS - ESPECIALLY BEING SO CLOSE TO RESIDENTIAL AREAS

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE WHOLE PROJECT IS TOO DANGEROUS TO ESTABLISH IN SUCH A BUILT-UP AREA. PAST EXPERIENCE IN THE U.S.A. HAS PROVED THIS.

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) Geoff Stubbs
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Salt Field Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print): M. Forrest

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): B. Forrest

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

NOT IN MY BACK YARD
TRY LONDON

Signed:________________________
Name (please print):__________
Address:______________________

Date: 3/5/12
Dear Sirs

Prestell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOT IN MY BACK YARD
TRY LONDON

Signed: ------------
Name (please print): ROY BROWN
Address: -----------------------
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHAT A TERRIFYING THOUGHT.
THIS CANNOT BE ALLOWED
SO MANY PEOPLE AT GREAT RISK.

Signed:__________________________
Name (please print): J.M. O'HARA
Address:__________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) CATHERINE O'HARA

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This scheme is absolute madness and should be thrown out for the final time. Grave danger for all nearby.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) A. Morris
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: James P. Thompson
Address: 123 Doe Street, London, UK
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 30 April 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This is a completely and utterly a disaster waiting to happen. The possible resultant, leakage and ignition of gas would engulf a large area of population & wildlife. The safety record of this company bears scrutiny, to a finite detail.

Signed: Name (please print) David Thompson

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed (please print) J.Knowles

Address:

Date: 2.5.2016
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:−

The Scheme is unsafe.

Name (please print) HARRY STEEL
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Name (please print) BEATRICE STEEL

Address:  

Sign:

Date: 3-5-12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature] PAMELA WADE
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ (please print) SAMANTHA BOLTON

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This project provides no significant benefits to the Lyde. Who picks up the costs, the displacement and caring for affected citizens, when things go wrong? Tax payers!!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) D.W. SHEPHERD
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This project must not be allowed to continue

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) **Sharon Couch**

Address:  

[Address Information]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [J.S. Blakey]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeassal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) C. Powell
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preset Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prewell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [

Address: [ ]

Name (please print) J R Powell
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) ANN LEE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: V. MALLARD
Name (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The more this is researched, the clearer it becomes that this site is unsuitable for gas storage.

Signed: ________________________________ (please print) MRS N WAWLEY
Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- **SAFETY CANNOT BE GUARANTEED.**

The Geology of the Preesall salt beds are totally unsuitable for the proposed underground gas storage as it is split into many faults by which the gas could escape by migration. Even the covers would not be lined. Also, I am very concerned about the 50 million tonnes of rainwater-laden brine being dumped in the sea which would destroy the bird life and fish in the area.

Signed: __________
Name (please print) PAT SMITH

Address: __________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The geology at the Preesall salt mines are unsuitable for gas storage also the risk of an explosion from gas leakage. There will be also ecological damage to the sea bed and fisheries if the fifty million tonnes of brine is pumped into it.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) L. C. SMITH
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my *objection* to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) \[signature\]

Address:

Date: 28.4.2012
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ **The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt**

☑️ **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**

☑️ **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**

☑️ **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**

☑️ **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**

☑️ **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**

☑️ **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**

☑️ **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**

☑️ **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**

☑️ **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:-

Signed: (please print) **Brenda Molloy**

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________________________ Name (please print)  

Address: 
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: 

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print)  

Address:  

Date: 1/5/12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This site is as insecure as it can be for the proposed purpose.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) M. A. Thornton
Address:
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register *my objection* to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) ________Jeffrey Ogden
Address: __________________________

Date: 29/4/2012
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Worried and concerned about safety aspect for myself, husband and young family. Also, the destruction to the wildlife.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) ELAINE PEARSON
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) M. Pearson

Address: 123 Street, Town, Country
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please _

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]

Date: 3.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

- Potential for a Well Head Explosion

- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— Geology unsuitable. Would destroy wildlife due to brine discharge.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) M. Greenbank

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

An accident or other "mishap" would be a complete disaster to the area at Thornton where I live. I am totally against this development.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) HELEN M. JASON
Address: [Address]

Date: May 2002
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

[Address]

[Name (please print)]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

**Signed:**

**Name (please print):** [Redacted]

**Address:** [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed (please fill in)

Name (please print) LYNDI UNACE

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I feel very strongly that Halite Energy or anyone else should not be allowed to store gas beneath the River Wyre. I would feel very insecure and would always worry as to what was going to happen.

Signed: 
Name (please print) C. WARING

Address: 

Date: 12/05/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE BULK STORAGE OF GAS OR ANY HAZARDOUS MATERIAL SHOULD NOT BE UNDER OR CLOSE TO RESIDENTIAL AREAS.

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print) R. WARING
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:
Address:

Name (please print) CARLA - SWIFT
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 
Name (please print) ALAN DALE
Address: 

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

**☑** The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

**☑** Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

**☑** Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

**☑** Potential for a Well Head Explosion

**☑** Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

**☑** The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

**☑** Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

**☑** Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

**☑** Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

**☑** Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Having looked for information on the internet regarding this proposed project, finding very worrying reports, I cannot believe this project is being put forward, the close proximity to surrounding housing should be unthinkable.

Take a lesson from the USA.

Signed: [Blank]

Name (please print) M.E. DORAN

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I presume the money in the brown envelope isn’t enough yet!! Otherwise we wouldn’t be going over this ground yet again?

Signed: [signature]

Date: 15/12

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment: I am extremely concerned about the unsuitability of the uninlined caverns which have been chosen to house such a dangerous substance as gas. Surely containers with so many flaws in their structure would never be approved for such closely built for storage of this nature. The safety and the lives of thousands of people in this area would be constantly at risk if this ill conceived scheme ever goes ahead.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]

Date: 03-05-2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The owners of Halite Energy (formerly Unibaxx) have now spent years of negotiation, huge amounts of money attempting to have their plans approved to enclose their capital outlay. If their scheme is allowed to go ahead, there will be many miles away from this area when the predictable large scale explosion occurs.

As a resident, I feel strongly that they should not be allowed to gamble with the lives of the people of this area for profit.

Signed: John Smith
Name (please print) E J Ash
Address: 123 Main Street
City: Bristol
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) MR R A CHEW

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
NOTHING IS RISK FREE; THEREFORE TO EVEN CONSIDER THIS PROJECT IN A BUILT UP AREA, IN MY OPINION IS NOT ONLY WRONG BUT MISGUIDED.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address Line]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]

Address: [address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell-Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeasll Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasll Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IF THIS PROJECT GOES AHEAD IT WILL BE A DISASTER TO EVERYTHING THAT IS LISTED ON YOUR PARTITION. ME AND MY WIFE COULD NOT MOVE HOUSE AS NOBODY WOULD BE PREPARED TO BUY OUR HOUSE ON A UNDERGROUND BOMB.

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address: [Address]
Post Code: [Post Code]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall-Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) M.A. WAROEN

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]

Date: 3/5/12
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: A. Hollingsworth
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) G. Housecroft

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

When gas has been stored this way elsewhere it has been proven to be unstable. I do not want this to be unstable. I do not want this potential for explosion on my doorstep with evacuation an almost impossibility.

Signed:  

Address:  

[Handwritten name]  

[Handwritten date] 3.5.12
Dear Sirs

Presensall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presensall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE WYRE ESTUARY HAS SPECIAL PROTECTION OF WILDLIFE & BIRDS
THIS IS AN AREA OF PEACE WHICH I DO NOT WANT TO SEE INDUSTRIALISED

Signed: [Blurred]

Address: [Blurred]
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address:

Name (please print) [Name]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: F. Hersee
Address: 172

Date: 2/5/2012
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print) NORMA ZAOZ ELH

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeasl Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): ROBERT ZADZIRNY

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Please give your most careful and thorough consideration to this 4th application for "Gas Storage" in our area. It has been a very big worry for residents here for many years because it is a very dangerous development. Should it be refused yet again? Please put our minds at rest. Thanking you in anticipation.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- 3 previous applications to store "GAS" underground in our area have been refused, now we have a 4th application - nothing has changed it still is a very dangerous development & a very worrying thing for residents in a big area. Hole 7 should be once again refused & never allowed to be put forward again.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) **Leonard Groves**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preefield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preefield Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I totally object to this proposal.

Signed:
[Blank]
Name (please print) David Beaver
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- It is now more important than ever that this application be rejected as we do not know if/how the nearby 'Fracking' activity will effect the local geology.

Signed: Mr M Beaver

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) IAN WILLIAMSON

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No Risk Assessment will be good enough!

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- **☐** Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

As someone who works in the Fleetwood Area, I am very concerned about this proposal.

Signed: ____________________________________________
Name (please print) Amanda Seddon
Address: ____________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

All the above are relevant, but Nobody knows the long term effect and if anything happens that is detrimental to the area, it will be too late to rectify the fault.

Signed:

[Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): B. M. Benson
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________  Name (please print)  ________________
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) M. MACDONALD
Address:

Date: 1/5/2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: R. Lawson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressel Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) **MRS A - TITTLE**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): W. K. TITLE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space]

Signature: [Blank space]

Name (please print) Mrs. [Blank space]
Dear Sirs

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: B. M. Bullock
Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This will be a disaster for the Fylde coast.

Signed: [Name (please print)]
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood; Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________  Name (please print)

Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Pree살 Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pream Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Print Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of
their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to
store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: PA MILLER  Name (please print)
Address: }

Date: 1/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

Thomast Miler
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Home (please print) ____________________

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]

Date: 1st May 2012
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The area is too unstable for gas storage. It is also too close to built up areas and would not be allowed in the USA. There have already been explosions in that country.

Signed: [Handwritten name redacted] (please print) [Handwritten name redacted]

Address: [Handwritten address redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The reasons listed on the att. leaflet are sufficient in themselves.

We need to protect our homes - and the surrounding land & wildlife. They should not be allowed to submit more applications!

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestong Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]

Date: 1/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _____________________________
Name (please print) J. McMillan

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Home (please print) _________________
Address: __________________________

Date: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[Handwritten comments]

Signed:
[Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do we have to say NO.

Signed:

Name (please print) M. Gilfoy

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) **MRS M. RIGBY**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This scheme could prove disastrous for this area.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It would not be good for

the area.

Signed: S. H. TARD
Address: Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The scheme could prove disastrous for this area

Signed:

[Redacted]

Name (please print)

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  SEAN   Name (please print)  MURGATROYD

Address:  

[redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) [Name]
Address [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Prescull Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescull Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [SIGNATURE]
Name (please print) Michael Dickinson
Address: [ADDRESS]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store-natural-gas-under-the-River-Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) Sheila Dickinson
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Pree'sal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Combined with the effects of the fracking process, already believed to have caused geological instability in this area, gas storage seems to be a really dangerous proposal.

Signed: MRS. JOAN HARRIS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  S. ANDREWS.

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

All in one way - Viciously the most important.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preslesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please☐

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preslesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
 THIS PROJECT IS TOTALLY UNSUITABLE AND POSES GREAT DANGERS ESPECIALLY IF LINKED TO OTHER DRILLING SITES

Signed: [Handwritten]

Kathy Haywood

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) Irene Fox
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten name]
Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preselsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preselsall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 4-5-12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print)  C S REIMUR

Address:-
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I strongly object to Halite's assumption that I must live next to such potentially extreme danger

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): DEREK HUBBARD

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I strongly object to this possibility and sincerely hope it will not take place. I don't want it's live next door to a potential bomb.

Signed: ___________________________
Name (please print) C.R. DAVIES

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I support the above reasons which cover most of the points to object to the proposed scheme.
Therefore I want to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I support the key headings of concern which seem to cover all the points for objections against Gas Storage.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) FRANCES A. MILLS
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presfield Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Having lived with the IOCIL in our backyard for many years I feel we now should be able to look forward to a future with no hazardous gases possibly leaking into our back yard.

Signed: [Handwritten]

Name (please print): [Handwritten]

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs,

Prescally Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescally Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Gas should be stored in sealed and controlled containers, an earthquake no matter how slight could open fissures allowing the escape of gas.

Signed: [Signature]  Name (please print)  [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presseall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presseall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

On walking my two step grandchildren along these areas, they said "This is just heaven" so please do not spoil it for future generations. The thought of a terrorist attack does not bear thinking about.

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) M. D. CREW

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

As a local guide in Thornton, I recalled those areas, my own children and now my grandchildren also have done the same. This must be kept as it is, for future generations.

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) PHILIPPA HODGSON

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Michael

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The whole area will be blighted indefinitely if this dangerous scheme is allowed to go ahead

Signed: HENRY BEE

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 1.5.12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]  
Name (please print) SUSAN BEE

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **☑**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

```
SERIOUSLY THINK!
OUR FUTURE!
CHILDREN'S FUTURE!
FYLDE COAST FUTURE!
```

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) S. BRIGGS

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

LEARN BY AMERICA'S BIG MISTAKE,

Signed: G. Briggs

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- It is diabolical that Halite, under whatever name, continue to pursue a project that makes no sense in this area. It is sad that financial gain is put ahead of the welfare of the local population for all the above reasons.

Signed: [Blacked out]

Name (please print) MRS. J. PRICE

Address: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature] Name (please print) ACapo Price
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 30/4/12

Dear Sirs

Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- **✓** The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt
- **✓** Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- **✓** Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- **✓** Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- **✓** Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- **✓** The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- **✓** Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- **✓** Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- **✓** Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- **✓** Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do they have to be told that this is a dangerous thing

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: P.J. Hamilton

Address: 56, Quay Street, Fleetwood, Lancashire, FY7 4UY
Dear Sirs

Presfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River-Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presfield Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preeassal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassal Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preen Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preen Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- STOP THEM AT ALL COST

Signed: W. Stewart
Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am appalled that Halite Energy (aka Canatax) keeps making applications to store natural gas in this area. Please, please refuse this - the area is quite unsuitable & unsafe.

Signed: M.K. Cowey

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preenshall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenshall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOT WANTED IN THIS AREA OR RESIDENCY

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- **☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:-

Too dangerous to even consider.

Signed: [Blank]

Name (please print) R. PAXTON

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Prestons and Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

For the Fourth & Hopefully Last Time, I Object to this Proposal

Signed: [Handwritten Name]

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) SKITTERALL
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) Ann Frankland
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 1/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I BELIEVE THAT THE WYRE ESTUARY HAS A GREAT POTENTIAL FOR LEISURE AND TOURISM, WHICH WOULD BE PUT AT GREAT RISK IF THIS UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE SCHEME GOES AHEAD.

Signed: Terence Henson
Name (please print)
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Address: ____________________________
Home (please print) Rita Henson
Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- How is it that Halite think the UK is safe for this type of UGS when in the USA they are not allowed to place a site within 3 miles of any habitation or business premises?? National Grid has stated that the UK will have twice as much UGS as it needs.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) BRIAN WILSON

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I hope this is the last time we have the worry of the possibilities that could happen should Halite get permission for this foolish scheme. It is not needed, why spoil this lovely area for financial gain, because this is what it is?

Signed: [Handwritten signature]
Name (please print) Joan Wilson
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am also concerned to what impact the Fracking for Shale Gas in this area would have should another mini-earthquake happen.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Another concern, who knows what any explosion could do in the underground fracking. Could there be a travelling underground connection? If so, many more underlying areas would be affected.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 🗿

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*I don't want this gas any where near my home or the home of our children and grandchildren. Tell them to put it in their ass. Back yard, Not ours.*

Signed: __________________________ (please print) S.M. Houden

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Stupid idea! There is no guarantee that the gas will not leak. No-one in this area wants it. It is only people who want it are those who are going to make money out of it. They don't live here!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): Peter Holden
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

- The initial report by The Planning Inspector concluded the scheme was not viable, not safe and did not provide sustainable infrastructure to monitor unforeseen events or accidents. The geology is not suitable in this part of the UK.
- Expert adviser focused on research findings, without evidence of tried and tested implementation in practice.
- The key success criteria cannot be achieved long term in this specific unique location.

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print) Liz Wilson

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Geological evidence of risk from faulting and small size of potential storage well established by last enquiry about rejected the proposals. At present no priceable storage of Nat. Gas would be available.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
TOTALLY MAD IDEA
BY HALITE ENERGY
(BET NONE LIVE IN THIS AREA)

Signed: [Name]  
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature (please print) [Redacted]

Address [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 1/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: M. Ross

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

W. Ross
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

INSURANCE IS A PROBLEM NOW DUE TO OUR FLOODPLAIN STATUS.

Signed: Ian Selby
Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please:**

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

*Shouldn't have been allowed to get to this stage in the first place. It's ludicrous.*

Signed: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

**K. Selby**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The long term outcome of "Gas Storage" in my opinion being to close to build up areas is a disaster waiting to happen. "Let's all remember it could happen."

"Try talking to Germany."

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) Raymond John Barnes
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check the following:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Thornton is a dumping ground for everyone's rubbish.

Signed: [Mark Davies]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print): D PORTER
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) MRS C. A. BURNETT

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) M.W. Burnett
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: W. Jensen

Address: 20

Date: 30/04/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Ron Jensen (please print)
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 2-5-12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  

Name (please print)  

Address:  

Alain Kemp
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ______________________________
Name (please print): SARAH JANE KEEN
Address: ______________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preenesal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenesal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— I am deeply concerned with Halite Energy's request to create 19 unlined caverns to store gas. It is a highly dangerous request and should not be granted. The number of very dangerous risks to the local people and environment are frightening. I would also ask Haur what has been done in the site.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*IT IS ALL VERY WELL THE PEOPLE FROM HALITE (BANANAS) TO SAY IT IS SAFE TO Pour GAS INTO SALT CAVERNS, BUT I HAVE NOTICED THAT THE SAME PEOPLE ARE FROM AMERICA AND WILL BE A LONG WAY AWAY WHEN IT ALL BLOWS UP!!*

Signed: [Name (please print)] ELIZABETH

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

EXTREMELY DANGEROUS

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Very dangerous to the local residents.
No care and thought for the local community, have you checked what is in the salt pits??

Signed: N. Parmar
Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have lived here all my life, with this it will be ruined. We have a duty to our children and grand children. Also do you remember Alcester?

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  MARGARET

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Dianne Sweeney
Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print): S. Sweeney - Farrell
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am very afraid as a resident. The risks seem great and it makes me very anxious.

Signed: JUNE N BROOKES
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The potential dangers of this Scheme would probably leave this area devoid of capital investment.

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) Colin D Postle
Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Will America never learn when we say NO we mean NO!!

Signed: 
Name (please print) Mr. Worth
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

we don’t want it here!

Signed:

Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________

Name (please print)  ________

Address: ________

The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 02|05|12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How is anyone to know what ICI pumped out into the river??

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  F. Moore  WHITE

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We have family in Thornton, Poulton, Hambledon, Preesall and Pilling. That'll be four generations wiped out when it blows up!!

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): J. L. BARRITT
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print): J L BARRITT

Address: 

Date: 2.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DON'T FORGET WHAT HAPPEN IN KANCAS USA.

Signed

[Redacted]

Name (please print)  B FEATHERS

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Name (please print) R HALSTEAD

Address: 

313
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—

I object strongly to the proposed scheme, it is far too close in a heavily populated area.

Signed: C SWIFT

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Surely Enough Common Sense would not be a bad idea.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

All of the above reasons show that this project of gas storage should never be allowed.

**Signed:**

[Name]

**Address:**

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Please shop this ridiculous scheme once and for all.!

Signed:

Name (please print) DAVID BARKER

Address:

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blank]

Name (please print) Beryl Aslin

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
I attended a presentation at Thornton given by The LINE and was assured that the storage cavens would be lined - now I am informed they will be unlined !. I am and never will be confident that the proposed storage facilities will be safe and believe that it's should never go ahead in such a densely populated area.

Signed ___________________________
Name (please print)  JEAN WALL
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print): [Blank]
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

UNSUITABLE GEOLOGY OF THE SALT FLAT COUPLED WITH FURTHER DRILLING RISKS - CAUSING EARTHQUAKES FROM LOCAL GAS FRACTURE DRILLING RIGS.

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print)  [Signature]

Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) ________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: George Goulding
Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Majorie Richmond
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]

Name (please print) MRS J. P. BURGESS

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address:
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

1. **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
2. **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
3. **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
4. **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
5. **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
6. **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
7. **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
8. **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
9. **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
10. **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]

D. CRITCHLEY
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Margaret Nicol

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: (please print) [Signature]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) D. CRABTREE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]

Date: 11.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signed: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

Name (please print) S.GILLOT
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [redacted]

Home (please print) MARK WALLACE

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □ [Select]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Space for comment]

Signed: [Space for signature]
Name (please print) [Space for name]
Address [Space for address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: __________________________
(please print) J. Sadler

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Carolyn Markey

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) [Redacted]  
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 11/05/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________

Address: ____________________________

Lynne Niland
Dear Sirs,

Presell Salt field Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓ 

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) J. Jones

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Address:

Name (please print):
Dear Sirs

**Preeusal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeusal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________
Name (please print)  **DAVID JONES**
Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This is very dangerous

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Too close to housing

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): D. Addis
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Printed Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Space]

Name (please print) [Space]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print): ________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) Julie Eydmann
Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [ ]

Name (please print) [ ]

Address: [ ]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address:

Date: 9.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: M Jennings

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Presfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presfield Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Having resided in this area all my life - I feel the whole idea of Gas Storage in Preesall unbelievable. This is, in my opinion, quite "out of the question" and should be withdrawn without hesitation.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): E. M. SANDIFORD

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A very difficult and risky proposition.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print)  
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Why were these people allowed to come back again & again? Do any of them live in the area? Where do they live — would they want these problems in their area?

Signed: [Redacted]
The (please print) Brother Fleming
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:  

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  

Name (please print)

Address:

Date: 13/8/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Look offshore, not on land

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) PETER HIRST

Address: ________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- THIS CRACKPOT SCHEME SHOULD BE REJECTED WITHOUT WASTING ANY MORE TAXPAYERS MONEY ON FURTHER APPLICATIONS. WHAT WAS OBVIOUSLY UNSAFE AT FIRST APPLICATION SOME YEARS AGO REMAINS UNSAFE AND WILL NOT CHANGE. LIVES ARE AT RISK AND YOU SHOULD CONSIDER YOUR PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.

Signed: [Redacted] Name (please print) K Howell

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presnell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presnell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Stop this scheme now, before it's too late.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

ANY ONE OF THE ABOVE STATEMENTS IS SUFFICIENT REASON TO HALT THIS DANGEROUS PROJECT.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) T. Smedley, (Ne.)

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 13.5.12

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This proposed scheme (in whatever version) is far too close to any settlement and should again be refused. Would 'Halifire' have it close to their homes?

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print)  TRISH DOBSON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- There's already enough poaching being dumped in the Wyre - from presumably Vortex. I've lived here all my life and don't wish to see any further damage to the Wyre Estuary.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print): J. PRESTLEY

Address: __________________________

Date: 12/5/12
Dear Sirs

Prescell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - No -

Signed: S. Priestley

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presessal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The Wyre estury is a natural paradise that should not be spoilt the gas storage and the disturbance that this will create.

Signed: ____________
Name (please print) A. Hamer
Address: ____________
Dear Sirs,

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
GAS FRACKING IN THE AREA HAS ALREADY CAUSED 2 TERRORS TO THE LAND CLOSE TO WHERE THIS GAS STORAGE WOULD BE SO THIS IS TOO DANGEROUS FOR US TO LIVE HERE

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HEAD ABOUT THIS THROUGH A CLIENT & PAPERS SHOULD HAVE MADE PEOPLE AWARE!!

CANT BELIEVE YOU EVEN THINKING ABOUT IT!!

Signed: K. Coopere

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

Dont Do it!!!

Signed: 

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I am shocked and appalled that you are even debating this!

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Pres all Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pres all Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

**HALITE ENERGY SCHEME MUST BE STOPPED FOR ALL OUR WELL BEING AND SAFETY AND THAT OF FUTURE GENERATIONS.**

Signed: 
Name (please print) **BARBARA MEEHAH**
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This Scheme must be stopped immediately now.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*WHEN THE GOVERNMENT AS ASKED TO APPLY FOR 10 YEARS FOR ANY GAS STORAGE ANYWHERE STOP WASTING OUR MONEY, THE GOVERNMENT*

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This Project would reduce the Wyre to a timebomb waiting to explode. No good will come of this move.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

These Big Companies are Ruining our Countryside And is a Worrying Prospect to live with.

Signed: [signature]

Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I AM ALSO CONCERNED ABOUT THE GEOLOGY IF THE FRACKING GAS EXTRACTION TAKES PLACE LOCALLY.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) WHIPP D. A. U. O

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not a good idea for this area.

Signed: ________________________________
Name (please print) **SHIRLEY SCOTT**
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Storing gas in very close proximity to the "fracking" operations could cause a major disaster. It has been proved that the "fracking" operations can cause seismic movements and that occurs where gas is stopped, then we could be looking at a serious situation.

Signed: Neil Scott

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This scheme has only adverse affects. There are no advantages whatsoever for the people who live locally.

Signed:  
Name (please print)  MOIRA MATTHEWS

Address:  

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My family live in this area and will have to live with the uncertainty of accidents happening.

Signed: [Signature]
Home (please print) M WILLIAMS
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Although I do not live here, I regularly bring my family to visit. This is a lovely area which would be spoilt.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestfield Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

This is a very dangerous application by Halite. The people in this community do not live here and face all the uncertainty.

Signed: P. M. Howe

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THINK OF THE LONG TERM DANGERS FOR WYRE BOROUGH.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: -

\[\text{NO NO NO NO TO GAS STORAGE AT PRESSELL}\]

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: A. Storrie

Address: 

Date: 11.05.2012
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) USTOTT

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:   
Name (please print): 
Address:  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- seen enough in america dangerous

Signed: _______________________
Name (please print) A. JOHNSTONE
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

**OBJECT TO THE PROPOSED SCHEME.**

(DANGEROUS)

Signed: [Signature]

[Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) [Redacted]
Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- All the above points are very pertinent. In addition there has already been 2 reported incidents undetected, seemingly by the company’s security. Safety cannot be assured and the potential risks are too great, the project is too close to residential homes. Our Area needs to be preserved – not blighted. I strongly object to the proposed storage.

Name (please print) PATRICIA WHITTAKER

Address: [Redacted]

Date: 12 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

SAFETY IS ESSENTIAL AND IT CANNOT BE GUARANTEED. THE STORAGE WOULD BE TOO CLOSE TO CIVILISATION. OUR AREA SHOULD BE SAFEGUARDED AND PRESERVED - I EMPHATICALLY OBJECT TO THE PROPOSED STORAGE.

Signed: Olive Whittaker (Mrs)
Address: 399 DATE: 12 May 2012
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name (please print)] IA IN DUNN

Address: [Address Information]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This scheme is totally unacceptable, there are too many dangers to both human life and wildlife!

Signed:

[Name]

Address:

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE JUST WANT TO FEEL SAFE IN OUR COMMUNITY.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 11/05/2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address:

Date: [Date]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: M. E. Kirby

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) Susan Kirby

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________ Name (please print) J. PRESTON

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print): ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Do not store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary - you wouldn't do this near your home so don't do it near MINE

Signed: [Blank]

Name (please print) LOUISE HALL

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THIS AREA IS A TOURIST AREA IT DOES NOT NEED THE ABOVE RISKS THROWN AT VISITORS IT WILL TURN THE RESORTS INTO "NO GO" TOURIST AREAS.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Location]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted], Name (please print) MAUREEN TAYLOR
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten name]

Address: [Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs,

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: W.J. Swancey
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preeyll Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeyll Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) ROBERT EATES

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Address:

Name (please print)  MARCUS PALASZczuk
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- 1. Leaks off the coast of Wyre are already polluting which killed many local residents and in America how many times must we say no to this gas storage scheme?

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- What benefits would we get out of Saltfield Underground Storage

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presents Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I am absolutely fed up of the persistence of these companies. We do not want gas storage in this area, we already are classed as a no go area for insurance because of flooding. I want to feel safe in my property - no gas storage, no fracking, no flooding. Please, in the future, I wish they would go away - leave us alone.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________________
Name (please print) __________________
Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I can't believe you're considering something so dangerous.

Signed: H. I. Schpillar
Name (please print)
Address
Dear Sirs,

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) M. Storrie
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- CAN OUR ELECTED MP'S NOT PREVENT THIS COMPANY FROM CONTINUALLY APPLYING TO CREATE THIS FACILITY.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________________________________________________________
Name (please print): PAMELA PUSHER

Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: M S. JRIGHT

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preset Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:

[Name]

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: John Howarth

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) N. KEPESLEY

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Would be a constant worry to local people due to the potential dangers and would be of no long term benefit.

Signed:

[Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please: √

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

No long term benefit to local people but possible long term problems for local people!

Earth quakes from local fracking operations will have an unknown impact on this proposal.

900 million m³ at 1000 psi = HUGE BOMB!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) J. H. LUMLEY

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✔

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: _____________________________________________
Name (please print) S. CRACKLES

Address: ________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Salfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) MRS M CRACKLES

Address: __________________________

Date: _______________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHO CAN PUT A STOP TO THIS ONCE AND FOR ALL?
CHANCELLOR OF DUCHY OF LANCASTER
THE RIGHT HON LORD STRATHCLYDE
ISN'T IT PART OF HIS JOB?

Signed: [REDACTED]
Name (please print) [REDACTED]
Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: On top of all this what damage could the Hydraulic Fracturing (Fracking) cause if it can cause terror near Blackpool? I think the risk of gas migration is too high it is not possible for anyone to say 100% what's happening underground? I would rather be safe than sorry store natural gas there is nothing natural about this.

Signed: [Name] (please print) Mrs J RAIKRIK

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prestwood Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwood Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This should not be considered again!

Signed: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

PreeSall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River-Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the PreeSall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This matter needs to be finally closed for good.

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print) MISS J. STIRRUP

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]

Date: 4-4-12
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blank]
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The worst possible thing for this area.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) T. MEIKLE
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The worst possible thing for this area.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of
their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to
store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too Dangerous.
Definitely not wanted.

Signed: D Hall
Address: [Blank]

Date: 4.5.2
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: THIS PLAN FOR GAS STORAGE HAVING PREVIOUSLY BE TURNED DOWN UNDER THE NAME OF CANATXX, AND NOTHING ALTERED TO THE DANGERS FROM IT I APPEAL FOR IT TO AGAIN BE REFUSED.

Signed: _____________________________ Name (please print) _____________________________

Address: _____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 14. MAY 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

AGAIN I APPEAL FOR THIS SCHEME TO BE REJECTED, ON HEALTH, ENVIRONMENT AND DANGER GROUNDS.

Signed: [Redacted]  
Name (please print) Pauline Thompson
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

GAS IS WET INHERENTLY
AND SALT DSSOLVES IN A
DAMP ATMOSPERERE (NOT WANTED)

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) C.M. HALL

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I definitely agree with all the above reasons for not storing anything under the River Wyre estuary.

Signed:

Name (please print) DIRES CROMPTON (T.R.S)
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[Please select the appropriate boxes]

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am totally against this and feel it must not go ahead for all the above reasons.

Signed: [REDACTED]

Address: [REDACTED]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 14-5-2013

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  
[Signature]

Name (please print)  
Joan Burden

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [ ]

Name (please print) [ ]

Address [ ]
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): SHEENA HENDRIE

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print)  NEIL HENDRICKS

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A LOT OF PEOPLE GOT KILLED IN INDIA DUE TO GAS EXPLOSION.
I AM SAYING NO TO GAS STORAGE

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): A C JANE
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) **A.S. HOSKIN**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There's enough drilling going on in this area — no more please.

Signature: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Plessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Plessall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too much drilling happening in this area. Have suffered earth quakes quite recently.

Signed: [Name]  Name (please print) Malcolm Smith

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Sign]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): G. White
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print) : G. WHITE

Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print) AJ RAE

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) OLIVE TOUCH

Address: [Address]

Date: 06/05/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THERE IS NOTHING IN THIS PROJECT WOULD BENEFIT THE LOCAL COMMUNITY WHAT SO EVER

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THIS PROJECT WOULD DO NOTHING TO OUR COMMUNITY BUT ENDANGER IT.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) Hazel Hill

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Perey Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Perey Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________

Address: __________________________

Name (please print) Coral Smith
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:__________________________

Name (please print): PETER SMITH

Address:________________________

Date: 14-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please tick:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— The uncertainty over the potential for gas leakage and consequent hazard to local population, wildlife and environment represents a totally unacceptable risk. This scheme, already rejected 3 times should never be allowed to rear its ugly head again and should be knocked on the head once and for all.

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print) 🅛.isDirectoryFolder? Peter Sandiford

Address: ____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I don’t understand why a company can reinvent itself under a new name and make an application which has already been forcefully rejected two or three times!! It is time the law that allows this to happen is revised. We do not want natural gas here - ever!!
or any other potentially hazardous chemicals!

Signed:  
Name (please print) M. A. SANDIFORD

Address:  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
There are too many potential risks to make this a viable proposition.

Signed: __________________________  Name (please print) BO'SURHIAN
Address: __________________________

The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol    BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs,

Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  (please print)  A. O'SULLIVAN

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

PressSaltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the PressSalt Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [REDACTED]

Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [REDACTED]  Name (please print)  [REDACTED]
Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Presale Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre-estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presale Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature]
Name (please print): B Dearden
Address: [address]

Date: 15/5/12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

Comment:- I live in Sheltered Accommodation, the age group 60+ with many disabled or poorly mobile folk. The areas both sides of the estuary are predominantly older people, in any day, whom would not be able to evacuate themselves. Also how could the project be secured against terrorism? How do you fence of a river?
Dear Sirs

Prestsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestsall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am in agreement of everything I have ticked

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- How can the safe containment of large volume underground gas storage be guaranteed in a tourist orientated peninsula which has been and looks set to further be subject to Earth tremors due to controversial 'fracking' exploration. In time yet to come, will the 'illumination' of Blackpool and surrounding area hit the headlines?

Signed: [Name (please print)] Mr. Gregory Matthews

Address: [Redacted]

# For all the wrong reasons!
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- NOT ONLY BUT ALSO AT A TIME OF RECESSION, THE EFFECT ON HOUSE PRICES AND INSURANCE IS A REAL CONCERN TO RESIDENTS

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) MRS KIM MATTHEWS
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presetill Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetill Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

What does this firm not understand about the word NO.
How many times do we have to say NO, NO, NO

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): A S. RANDS

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not in the interest of the people of Wyre.
There is no guarantee against human error.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- This project [Gas Storage] is commercially driven, in the interest of Speculators, with no consideration for the future welfare of the people and their children who live in the Wyre.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) G. BANCROFT

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestsalt Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestsalt Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Too DANGEROUS

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

60,000 people in close proximity to this location. Any statistician will confirm what has has happened once an explosion will have been again - the only unknown is when.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

THE WHOLE SCHEME SOUNDS HORRENDOUS PARTICULARLY WHEN COUPLED WITH THE "FRACKING" PLANT NEARBY

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) MA E. RENSHAW

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - This proposal is of greater concern since 'fracking' began in the Fylde area and earth tremors were felt. This area is unsuitable for gas storage in my opinion and why should it be given permission when residents raise all these valid concerns.

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) J. MOORE

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

---

Comment: "Fracking is a new activity in the nearby vicinity which has begun since earlier proposals were put forward. This is itself is a worry but the impact of further underground work ie gas storage may further destabilise the local geology. Halflife are trying to wear down locals, councils and patience of money runs out. What on earth can be so significantly new in this latest plan to make residents earlier objections invalid?"

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]

Post Code: [Redacted]

Date: 9/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print)  MRS BOARDMAN

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I am concerned for the wellbeing of my parents who live in the Cleveleys area. Huge scale gas storage, combined with the new practice of ‘fracking’ in the vicinity makes this latest proposal preposterous! I am also concerned about the issues raised by United Utilities regarding escape of gases into the water supply system. How many more times do we need to say NO!?

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs

Pressal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I am concerned for the well being of my parents who live in Anchorsholme, and also for myself due to the concerns raised by United Utilities. I think this application should be rejected.

Signed: Andrew Moore

Address:
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✗

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) MR C NICHOLLS

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) JO NICHOLLS
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) M. J. SHAW
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:
Name (please print) M SHAW
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 13th May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Safety cannot be guaranteed — far too risky.

Mr Peter Scott

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My daughter and grandson live in Preesall and the proposed scheme causes me great concern, for the reasons above.

("I visit three times each week to provide childcare")

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) MRS VIVIEN SCOTT

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) C. Catterall
Address [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 14-5-

Dear Sirs

**Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Catterall

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 10-05-12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- What about the risk from the fracking at Sunketton. It has already caused minor earthquakes. Will it cause gas explosions.

Signature: ____________________________  Name (please print) ROSS SMITH

Address: _______________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 10.5.12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is a no brainer- the ground in that area is so unstable. Pits appear and and get bigger and bigger for no apparent reason. How will the Fracking at Singleton affect this? we don't know!

Signature:  
Name (please print)  Nicola Smith
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- We have already had one well head explosion there are 160's of others all over the area. What happens when they all explode at once? How would any sort of evacuation take place when only one road in and out of these areas

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) ____________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- For the past few years this situation has been a real worry for all the people in the area, so let's once and for all get it sorted to our satisfaction, and say No To Gas Storage.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) M. Davies
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

STORAGE OF GAS

WOULD BE DETRIMENTAL IN ALL ASPECTS OF QUALITY OF LIFE.

Signed: Name (please print)  

Address:  

Date 11-05-2012
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 29/04/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  
Name (please print)  PAUL VAN NOOIJEN

Address:  

[Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 29-04-12

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Rosemary Van Noije
Name (please print)
Address
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature

Name (please print) GREGORY O'GARA

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please☐

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): S. Holden

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:________________________
Name (please print): I. HOLT
Address:__________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) □ □ □ □ □ □

Address
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) M S HEALD

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
Name (please print): W. A. HEAD
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Prestesal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesal Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOT NEEDED AS SAFE GAS STORAGE
15 KMS. OF SHORE WEST OF BARROW

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) IAN CORRIGAN
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: MRS A DANIEL
Address: 123 Example Street, Bristol, BS1 6PN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [signature] (please print) Mr. S. M. Daniel
Address: [redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

All of the Above

Signed - Name (please print) A W Thornton
Address -
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: There is too much at risk. The area is highly populated, too many lives at risk. It will upset the balance of nature. The treat of a terrorist attack. No way should planning be given.

Signed: [Name]
	Name (please print) MR J C BAXTER

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) **BRENDA KEVAN**

Address: ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 9.5.12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is a money making scheme which affects local people by people who don't live in the area.

Name (please print) John Keavan
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: The area isn't the right place to put a gas storage unit 2 1/2 mile 500 yards from a well head at the bottom of Preesall hill which will put the 2 schools + houses in Danger & the Fauvetele goes I am very worried for the safety of myself + families + every other person who has had to live with this for the last 10 years we will not be able to sell houses if insurance will be sky high

Signed: [signature]

Name (please print) IJ Dewarbrick

Address: [address]

Date: 2/5/12.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

-------------------------------------------------------------

Sign  Name (please print)  CLAIRE CARDNO
Addressee
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Date: 6/5/12

Name (please print) SAMUEL COUCH

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preebsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preebsall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THIS AREA IS TOTALLY UNSUITABLE FOR GAS STORAGE AND I VERY STRONGLY OBJECT TO IT.

Signed: ________________________________ Name (please print) SUSAN ARMSTRONG

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)  Laura Raby

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please √

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 
Name (please print) Peter Raby
Address: 
W_OID_32812
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol    BS1 6PN

Date: 14/05/12.

Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I have objected to this before on several occasions for all of the above reasons and still feel very strongly that underground storage of gas is not suitable at this location. I hope really feel will be the last occasion to object.

Name (please print)  Mr M.R. Anderson

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I strongly object to this scheme for all of the reasons above, and as a resident of the area this will affect. I feel this is very worrying for the future of our area.

Signed: Mrs J. Keane
Name (please print) JANE KEANE
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If there was a risk of an explosion then the road system of only one road in and out of this area would clog-up and cause panic and confusion. This is not the right area to put this gas — there are too many people living in a small radius.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): **MARION C. HATTON**
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) JAMES HATTON

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) MA WHALLEY

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [ ]
Name (please print) [ ]
Address: [ ]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It is obvious that this application should 100% be refused given the reasons why we should object.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): James Powis
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

100% Objection that this Application should be refused based on the reasons why we should object

Signature: __________________________ Name (please print) __________________________

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [WHITTLESTONE]
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- ANYONE WITH ANY SENSE SHOULD BE ABLE TO SEE THE IDEA IS FLAUED FROM BEGINNING TO END

Signed

Name (please print) MR R CLARKE

Address

Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
EVERYONE SHOULD OBJECT TO THIS RIDICULOUS SCHEME AND LIKE ME I AM SURE THEY WILL

Name (please print) B.J. CLARKE
Signature
Address
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt.
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) M. Cocksedge
Address:  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

EVEN THOUGH WE LIVE IN THE
RISK AREA COMPANYS WILL STILL RIP
US OFF OUR GAS PRICES WE WOULD BE
RISKING ALL I BENEFITING NOTHING

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presnell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presnell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten name]
Address: [Handwritten address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 15.05.2012

Dear Sirs

Prestea Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestea Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): STEPHEN PHOKE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A scheme totally out of keeping with the safety and environmental needs of the area.

Signed: [Redacted]

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A potentially dangerous and environmentally unfriendly scheme to be utterly condemned.

Name (please print): D. J. Walker

Address: 49

Date: 12 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This is all about people making money and No thought to other people or Wildlife

Signed: [Name (please print) - M. Fausby]

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 16/05/2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:

It seems that the north west of England is of little consequence to the politics of the country - and can be used as a dumping ground. No thank you.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I FIND IT HARD TO BELIEVE THE HALITE ENERGY STORAGE PROPOSAL WOULD EVEN BE CONSIDERED DUE TO THE PROSPECT OF 'FRACKING' IN THIS AREA WHICH HAS PREVIOUSLY CAUSED MINOR EARTHQUAKES.... THEY MUST BE MAD!

Name (please print) 
Address

Date: 13/5/18
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The residents of Wyre are strongly against your proposal so please don't write words over our environment & discharge all we intend to present our neighbourhood and keep it safe.

Signed: [Incubation]
Name (please print) A.M. DEES-JONES
Address: [Incubation]
Dear Sirs

Preetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preetall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) K. Clarke
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I agree with everything stated above.

____________________________
Name (please print) F STANLEY

____________________________
Address
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please √

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I say No to Gas Storage

Dangerous.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Doreen Chadwick
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- HOW WICKED TO EVEN THINK OF IT!!! DEFINATE NO, NO, NEVER!

Signed: M.W. EMMETT Name (please print)

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: These do not change and spoil the Wyre Peninsula & surrounding land, keep it as it is, for nature & people to view & walk in nature. As it always was.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Gordon Proctor

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) Marie Proctor

Address: ____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________ Name (please print) CAROL APRALL
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Presasll Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presasll Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  Irene Copley
Name (please print)

Address:  63

Date:  

Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

*I DO NOT WANT THIS PROCEDURE TO CARRY ON. THERE ARE TOO MANY RISKS TO FAMILIES AND LONG TERM EFFECTS ON HOUSE PRICES + INSURANCE*

Signed: [REDACTED]

Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print): [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Signed:

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) I. Barton.
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Name (please print)  Karen Edwards

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): T. Boardman
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 

Name (please print): J. Boardman

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

must never go ahead in the first place.
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 11 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*My objection to the scheme, is as stated above.*

Signed:  
Name (please print)  

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestwood Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwood Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print): ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

**Presetal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- ✔️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presital Salt
- ⬜ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ⬜ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ⬜ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*Please do not let this happen*

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) D. LARGE
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

OBJECTIONS AS ABOVE.

Name (please print) MARGARET FRASER
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Has the hallmarks of an environmental disaster in the making.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NO WAY DO WE WANT THIS.

Signature: ___________________________  Name (please print) FREDEAM CALVERT
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

----------

Signed: [Name]

Date: 12/12/12
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 12/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) HELEN BUBBINS

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) KEITH BUBBINS

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- If my house blows up I will drag the people responsible through every court in the the land.

I have pets + it’s not fair.

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) J. Goodwin

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Protect the wildlife!

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print):look
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: No to gas storage, Knottend is a lovely little village with lots of wildlife and country walks

Signed: A Rock

Address: 123 Any Street

Date: 5/05/2012
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and insurance

Comment:-

*Please heed the strength of public opinion.*
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) [Signature]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Stop wasting time and money in trying to force through dangerous & environmentally damaging proposals

Name (please print)   AC MAY

Address:  

Date: 5/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________  Name (please print)  B. Smith
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

[Signature]

Name (please print) T. Tranten
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) HAYWOOD

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): 

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) C A Brown
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:  

Name (please print)  

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9/15/11

Dear Sirs,

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [✓]

[✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt

[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

[✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion

[✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

[✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

[✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

[✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

[✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

[✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) DA. Shown.

Address
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- 900,000,000 m³ of stored underground gas with 'fracking' going on around the corner? The Americans don't like us, because - - - ?

Signed: [Name redacted]

Address: [Address redacted]

Name (please print) CHRIS BELL

Date: 10/05/12
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsular & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature

Name (please print) SALLY MONKS
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- A change of company name does not change the circumstances or the answer:

NO!

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) Craig Best

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) 

[Signature]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am very surprised that this company, using another name, is again pushing to get this this highly dangerous gas storage scheme through. I urge that this application is rejected. If this goes through it will place thousands of peoples lives at risk. Many people will face a future of living on top of or near an area with the potential of causing a huge blast. Like living with a huge bomb beneath them. I have read reports of huge explosions occurring in other countries with loss of life, with similar storage. This area is not the place for such a storage scheme. Please reject this application.

Name (Please Print) -

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

[Name]

Address:

[Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The equine industry in this area will be destroyed by the increased traffic and disruption on quiet rural roads.

Signed __________________________ Name (please print) GEMMA GAYBURN

Address ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please select:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestong Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Heavy traffic whilst on holidays through country roads.

Signature:

Name (please print) S. Pickering
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6-5-12

Dear Sirs,

Prescath Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescath Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[signature]

Name (please print) ROBERT PILKINGTON
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Paul BOND

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescaille Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescaille Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- As well as damage to the lovely over Wyre countryside if the authorities permit the use of fracking in this area to extract gas then surely it cannot be safe to store gas underground when it has been proven that fracking causes earth tremors.

Signature:                                   Name (please print) John Pilkington

Address:                                   

Date: 3 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I strongly object to the...
Dear Sirs,

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I disagree because of the reasons above, we have enough problems and concern with the fracking going on around us.

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 10 5 12

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ________________________________

Name (please print) JOANNE OOLPHIN
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **☑**

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

Signed: [Signature]

Address: [Address]

Date: 10.5.2022
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) **Carol Colman**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

(please print) NICOLADARPHIN

Address: __________________________

[Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

I object due to the reasons above.

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): **Christine Dolphin**

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Another application?! Are they going to keep asking for essentially the same thing rejected before?

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**  
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓  

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

[Blank space for signature]

Name (please print)  

[Blank space for address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THEY SAY LIFE IS FRAUGHT WITH DANGER SO WE DO NOT NEED A MAN MADE ONE PLACED ON OUR DOOR STEP

Signature: ___________________________ Name (please print) M. BOND

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
No I would not like to live in an area that's a target to the environment, there have been enough changes to Fleetwood already.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) David Brown
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presale Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presale Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: - Who let them drill in the first place, its a good track record so far. Two EARTHQUAKES We came to live here because of scenery out to sea, the views around the area is great. All will be lost on a large earthquake, don't bother about Sellafield, our time bomb is currently two miles away. RIP

Signed: [Redacted]  
Name (please print)  P ROGERS  Mr

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Totally disgusted with them getting to drill for GAS, we have had two earthquakes so far. If the next is bigger and goes under the sea bed = WE ARE ALL DEAD in this area NO to GAS storage, NO to drilling for it. The company doing all this don't care about US HERE it's all about Money.

Signed: Name (please print) Mrs P Rogers

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔:
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I STRONGLY OBJECT TO UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE NEAR ANY RESIDENTIAL AREA.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) MARTIN CARTER
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presseall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presseall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: READING UP ON THE POSSIBLE DEVASTATING EFFECTS OF UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE SO CLOSE TO RESIDENTIAL AREAS IS EXTREMELY WORRYING AND I AM DISGUSTED THAT SUCH IDEAS & PLANS ARE BEING CONSIDERED. I STRONGLY OBJECT TO SUCH IRRESPONSIBLE

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) KATHRYN CARTER

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comments]

Signature: [Blank space for signature]

Name (please print): [Blank space for name]

Address: [Blank space for address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

[Blank space for comments]

[Signature]

Name (please print) B. A. BESWICK

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________  Name (please print): __________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:
- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  L CLIFFE
Address:  

The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 12-5-12

Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 
Name (please print) D. CLIFFE
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 13.5.2012

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My objections to the proposed scheme remain exactly the same as for the previous applications for similar schemes. This dangerous scheme is totally unsuitable for a populated area.

Signed: T. Barnes

Name (please print) T. Barnes

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: If the scheme application were to succeed the residents of the area would be forced to live with all the above serious dangers and disadvantages with loss of quality of life and without any particular safeguards or recompense.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 12/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The residents of Wyre will not receive any profits from this scheme. Those who are responsible for granting planning permission for this scheme to go ahead must also be responsible for compensating any Wyre resident who may.

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) VIVIANE HUDY

Add: ____________________________

[Blank space for address]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Handwritten Name]  Name (please print)  Rachel Chant

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please mark:
- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: 
Name (please print) Sarah Morgan
Address: 

Date: 13/05/2012
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed at: ___________________________  Name (please print)  Phillip Hodder
Address: ____________________________  _______  _______  _______
Dear Sirs

Preckall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preckall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:___________________________________________
Name (please print) Sarah Meyer
Address:___________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presail Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

for the last time I hope,

Please no gas storage

Signed

Name (please print) V Jackson

Address
Dear Sirs

Prestwick Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwick Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We need to protect the environment. Find a safer place. Get a petition on line for real effectiveness.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) S. HEARS
Address: [Address]
Date: 30/11/2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print) CM Minshull

Address: __________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 7/5/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Far too dangerous for humans and animal life - both now and future generations.

Name (please print) Joyce GARNER.
Dear Sirs,

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Not necessary.

Name (please print) M. PHILZACKLEA
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I consider Gas Storage scheme to be totally unnecessary & it hurts my heart to think that there is even the slightest possibility of it happening.

Signed: JGY

Name (please print): JGY
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

[Handwritten: His mark is major damages.]

Signed: [Handwritten]

Name (please print) GENTLE

Address: [Handwritten]
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am extremely concerned for the safety of my family if this scheme gets the go ahead. No one can confirm that there are no fissures in the geological strata where the gas can escape.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:--

I am concerned for the safety of my family if this scheme goes the go ahead. Also I am concerned about the damage it would have on the environment. The area already has problems reaching standards e.g. this would cause further problems.

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) Alison Tickle
Address: ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 11.5.12.

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- **✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:-

I think the above says it all, lets hope this finishes it!

Signed:  

[Handwritten signature]

Address:  

[Handwritten address]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [signature]
Name (please print): [name]
Address: [address]
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ☑ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten comment]

________________________
Name (please print) (Signature)
Addressee (please print)

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) MYS TEDDER
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print):  \[\text{[Redacted]}\]
Address:  \[\text{[Redacted]}\]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) G.A. Matthews
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Address:

Name (please print) CORNELL
Dear Sirs,

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) ANNE ROBINSON
Address: ____________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

A. DEFINITE MD in EVERY ASPECT

Signature: ____________________________ Name (please print) B. BENNETT
Ad: ____________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 10-5-12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature

Name (please print) S. I. Whiteside

Address
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This area has far too much industry as it is and has had for years with the ICI, find somewhere away from residents.

Signed: [REDACTED]

Name (please print) MRS. JONES

Address: [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I strongly object. We need clean fresh air or suffer from lung disease. Men, women & children who suffer in this way, need the air that we breathe. Not the threat of pollution of this illness.

Signed: Patricia Anne

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 11/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preset Salfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature

Name (please print)

Address
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 10-5-2012  

Dear Sirs,

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [✓] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [✓] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [✓] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [✓] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [✓] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [✓] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [✓] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [✓] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [✓] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If Halite is successful in their application to store vast quantities of gas under the River Wyre and surrounding areas, it would be a catastrophe waiting to happen, and our properties would be worthless.

I say NO to their application, let them put the Gas in their own back yard.

Signed: [Name (please print)] Ruby Lloyd

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terror
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Effluent from Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:


Signed: [Name] (please print)

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ___________________________ Name (please print): RITA BRATT
Address: _____________________________________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 10/5/12  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:-

Name (please print): Irene Bratt
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I like to go fishing in this area, I know how potentially dangerous gas is! I want to be able to release without that sort of fear 😞

Name (please print): BRIAN SCALLS

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten note: UN SAFE THINK OF THE ONES TO COME AFTER US. ?]

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): J M RIDGWAY

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Prensa Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prensa Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
 =~ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
 =~ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:__________________________
Name (please print) James Marc Reeves
Address:__________________________
Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please mark:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Signed: [Handwritten Signature]

Name (please print)  L. BROWN

Address: [Handwritten Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE CANNOT TAKE CHANCES IN SUCH A GEOLOGICALLY UNSTABLE REGION.

Roy

EWS
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

MY ONLY COMMENT WOULD BE ARE NOT ALL THE ABOVE, REASON ENOUGH?

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) **NEIL CHAPMAN**

Address: __________________________

Date: **13.5.12**
Dear Sirs

Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Address: [Redacted]

Name (please print): M Tippins
Dear Sirs

Preeisa1 Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeisa1 Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please put a stop to this.
Nobody wants to live with a time bomb in their back yard.

[Signature]

Name (please print) Davidson
Dear Sirs

Presassel Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presassel Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print): OW BARRETT
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I don't understand why this has been given permission to go ahead. This has been banned in their own country.

Signature: ___________________________  Name (please print) Patricia Warmiswan

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Please consider the adverse consequences seriously. They are life threatening!

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): R Brewer

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
□ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
□ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
□ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
□ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
□ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
□ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
□ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
□ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
□ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [name]
Name (please print): June Fo
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Signature]

Address
Dear Sirs

Preezas Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezas Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I AM A 77½ YRS OLD DISABLED PENSIONER WITH FAMILY IN THORNTON. I SHOULD NOT WANT TO DIE LEAVING THEM WITH THIS STUPID IDEA!

Signed: Mrs. J. Murray
Name (please print)
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A badly thought out scheme with very little thought other than profit for Halite etc. No area of day got a seat on a small scale it will ruin the coastline original

Signed: ____________________________
Name (please print) J.H. Bond
Address: ___________________________

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Given the number of potential risks and detrimental factors to the residents of the area I am horrified that this issue is still ongoing. We still have local memories of what can happen when gas explodes underground (Abbeystead) if you multiply that hundreds of times this scheme should not even be on the table.

Signed:  
Name (please print)  
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I agree with all the objections to local gas storage. The people of this distinct will never permit such a plan to succeed.

Name (please print) MARGOT ROSKELL
Dear Sirs

Pressesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signature: [Blank space for signature]

Name (please print): Richard Ingle
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

As a frequent visitor to family in this area, I object to these plans.

Signed:

S. A. A. N

Address:

Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Above comments say it all.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: -  HALITE/ CANYATX KEE COMING BACK WITH THIS GAS STORAGE APPLICATION, BUT REGARDLESS OF HOW MANY ALTERATIONS TO THE PLAN THE TOP & BOTTOM OF IT ALL IS THIS, GAS WILL STILL BE STORED IN A UNSUITABLE SITUATION, NO GO!!!

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): J.M. CULSHAW
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- After living in this lovely area for 40 yrs, should this application be allowed, my first reaction will be to put my house on the market due to move out of the area. Despite house & business values most likely to be devasted, I am left to highlight!

Signed:

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: If we must have a gas facility in the area I would much rather have the possible threat from fracturing rather than the certainty that this storage facility will sooner rather than later explode! At least Cuadrilla are doing their homework and making sure we cover our daily telephone charges with defence.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

About time this cavalier attitude towards peoples' well being was Halted.

Name (please print)  Michael Porter
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) CAROLINE PORTER
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  SARAH PORTER
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 13/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)   Michael John Porter
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: 

[Name] (please print) 

Address: 

(Avenue)
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 1-5-12  

Dear Sirs  

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please:  

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:-  

Signed: [Signature]  

Name (please print): [Name]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 1/5/12

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

____________________________________________________________________________

Signature:  

Name (please print)  RABJOHN
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  
BS1 6PN  

Date: 1/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comments]

Signed [Signature]

Name (please print) __________________________

Address __________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 15/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) G. Farrens
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescill Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescill Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How often do we have to say no before they realise we mean it.

______________________________
Name (please print) J. Edwards
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ___________________________  
Name (please print) J. T. MATTHEWS

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DO NOT WANT ANOTHER ASBESTOS INCIDENT. ALSO, IF THE LEACHING GOES AHEAD THERE WILL BE A RISK OF MORE EARTHQUAKES.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Name (please print) JENNIFER CHEW

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protec Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Stop letting them re-appeal- please just put a permanent ban on this awful plan.

Signed

Name (please print) VICTORIA J MILLER
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) STEVEN MICLELL

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassal Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- All the above are of great concern. No one knows what has been dumped in the salt mines. There is too great a risk to human life. It would destroy the countryside and wild life. It must be No to gas storage.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2017

Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Waste of Salt & all of other points listed

Name (please print) K.M. Baxter

Address
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 14.6.2012

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I’m particularly concerned about the adverse effects as my daughter and son-in-law are dairy farmers in Out Rawcliffe.

Joan A Hughes

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 11/5/12

Dear Sirs

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print): Raymond Jones

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6. 5. 12.

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print): C. A. G. CORRIGAN

Address:  

283
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑  The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐  Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑  Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐  Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐  The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑  Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑  Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐  Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐  Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print)  H. LANGHORNE

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 6.5.12

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestonsalt Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________
Name (please print) Alan Cornthwaite
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) B. Cummings
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I would also like to add a further reason to the above - Please consider the impact on our future generations if this monstrosity is approved. I appeal for sanity to prevail & turn this scheme down.

Signed: [Name (please print)]

Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): Barbara Church
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

HOPE WE WIN

Signed

Name (please print) B. CHURCHILL

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) ROBYN TAYLOR
Address 13.5.12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________
Date: 7.5.12

Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presassal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presassal Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) Alan Williams
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

[Name (please print)]
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as ! wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Unstable Land and Too Many Associated Risks.

Signature

Name (please print) Darryl S Birch MBE
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We are about to have Fracking, we certainly don't want Gas Storage!

Name (please print)  M GEE
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

9 object in the strongest possible terms that a scheme like this should even be considered in an inhabited area. It's potential consequences are unthinkable. Please don't allow this scheme.

Name (please print): CARRON E. MORLEY

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 11th May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓:  

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-  

THE ENTIRE SCHEME IS A GAMBLE & COULD BE QUITE PERILOUS FOR ALL WHO LIVE IN THIS AREA. PLEASE REFUSE!

Signed:  

Name (please print)  

Address:
Dear Sirs

Pressla Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressal Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This application has been turned down three times. I don't know any reason why it should be allowed to go ahead. People living in these areas should be allowed to have the last say.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) T. HUGHSO

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Hughson.
Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 

Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
□ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
□ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
□ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
□ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
□ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
□ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:__

Name (please print)  J Hughes

Address:__


Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

At Singleton, Poulton we lived (3-4 miles to this area) the process of 'fracking' has restarted. In the last 12 yrs this has already caused 2 minor earthquakes - felt as far away as Lancaster City!! This added to crack earth, cause toxic gas - a potential to crack earth & cause leaks & explosions

Signed: D. CURRAN
Name (please print)

Address: }
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

See above objections.

Name (please print) MARY CRITCHLEY
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

________________________
Name (please print)

Date: 8/5/2012

________________________
Signature
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

[Name (please print)] MR JONES
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 11 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- After 34 yrs in the Nuclear Industry as an Analytical Chemist & chemical problems, I find the proposal seriously flawed in most areas. We always tried to decide what is possible and what can happen - how could this be avoided, and would the worst event be survivable? I see no answer to these possible problems hence to go ahead under any circumstances.

Signed: D. HOLFORD

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Jean C. Holford
Dear Sirs

Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature

Name (please print)  MARGARET CROMPTON

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print) Purvis
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ________________________ Name (please print)  Mrs. Heather Hamblin

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
not enough research done and I do not want to feel the tremours again or feel the house shake again

Signature: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

not enough research done
Do not want to feel the tremors or the house shake again

Signature: [illegible]
Name (please print) H. C. Thompson
Address: [illegible]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print)  **Mr. C....**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 18/5/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: __________________________  
Name (please print) C. BARRETT

Address: __________________________

[Blank space for address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) E WRIGHT - SHOTTON

Address
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 10/15/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am also very concerned about the risk of explosion or damage due to earthquake from the fact of local shale gas extraction (Fracking)

Signed: __________________________
Name (please print): ______ MEAD-MASON

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyrê Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I totally oppose this gas storage proposal, especially at a time when the Govt are allowing drilling for shale gas, which through fracking causes multiple earthquakes. Gas storage or fracking are a disaster in waiting.

Signed: [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 11.5.12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I AM TOTALLY OPPOSED TO THIS DEVELOPMENT WITH ALL THE INHERENT DANGERS IT PROMISES.

Name (please print) Mr. C.C.L. Gleave
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Opposed to the Development
for the above reasons

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House 
Temple Quay 
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 11/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: [Blacked out]  
Name (please print)  

Address: [Blacked out]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

Name (please print):
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Having undergone a similar scenario when I lived in Essex (Canvey Island), I object to once more having to fight for a peaceful place to live, without unnecessary menace.

Name (please print) J. BARNES
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ________________________________  Name (please print)  J.L. MILNER

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signature: [illegible]

Name (please print) AL MILNER

Address: [illegible]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House 
Temple Quay 
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 20/05/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signature ___________________________ Name (please print) ___________________________

Address ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 10-5-2012

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- PLEASE DO NOT LET THIS WONDERFUL WILDLIFE SITE BE RUINED. THIS TYPE OF INDUSTRY IS TOTALLY UNSUITABLE TO BE NEAR SCHOOLS, HOUSES AND FISHERIES.

Name (please print)  PATRICIA BENTLEY
Address:  

[Signature]
Dear Sirs

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target.
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:–

I am a long standing member of RSPB and regularly walk around the lanes and areas that will be affected.

Signature: ________________________________
Name (please print)_______________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 11/05/12

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WE DON'T WANT IT ANY WORSE A NEAR OUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS, STOP THIS NOW AND NEVER LET IT GO AHEAD

Name (please print)  ELSA KIRKLEY

Address:  

Signature:  

Date: 11/05/12
Dear Sirs,

Presessal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessal Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— I do not understand when 3 previous applications have been turned down, this company can yet again apply for the right to use part of Wyre to store gas. Surely no more applications should be considered.

Signed: (Print) MRS E. SHAW
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I have grand children grown up here and I object to all the above because of the damage that will be done to the environment and possibly their health.

Signed: [Name]
Address: [Address]

Date: 8.05.12
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I object to everyone of the above objections. There are fractures in the rocks all around the salt caverns and these would give rise to many leaks and the brine in the sea would kill much sea life.

Name (please print) ALAN RICE

Signature
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 3/5/12

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: _______________________________

Name (please print)  P. A. ROLEFE

Address: _______________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ____________________________ Name (please print) ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) A. KHAMBAY

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 7/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I do not think gas storage is safe and therefore do not want this site in our area.

Signed:

Name (please print) Susan Kinnear

Address:  

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ☑ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ☑ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ☑ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ☑ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ☑ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ☑ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-  

A totally unnecessary disruption of the local environment.

Signed: [Blank]
Name (please print): [Blank]
Address: [Blank]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THIS APPLICATION IS CLEARLY EXTREMELY UNDESIRABLE AND CREATES A DANGEROUS RISK TO ALL LOCAL RESIDENTS.

Signature

Name (please print) G.A. Counsell

Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

__________________________
Name (please print) CRINION E H

__________________________
Address
Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) M. CROOKS

Address
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [✓]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) Vera L Jones

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Should be stored in a remote area where there would be no danger to people or homes. Look for somewhere else not in our area.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) MU V. HIGHER.
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs,

Prestwall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The proposed storage is not being sealed & any leakage would not be contained as numerous faults already exist in the area due to ground subsidence.

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print)  N. FLETCHER

Address:

The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 9.5.12.
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The area of the proposed site is subject to geological fault. Hence the number of fenced-off areas where the ground has suffered subsidence & as dangerous to the number of caves caused by subsidence.

Signed: ____________________________ Name (please print) G A Connolly

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]

Name (please print): [Name]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) A. Whitaker
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 10/5/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

(Signed)

Name (please print)

Address
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): J. Hargreaves
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- ![Handwritten Comment](https://example.com/handwritten_comment.png)  

Signed: [Handwritten Signature]  

Name (please print) [Handwritten Name]  

Address [Handwritten Address]  

Date: 11th May 2012
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________  Name (please print)  L. loops

Address: ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 11.5.12  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please ✓  

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre  
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:-  

A SERIOUS DANGER TO ALL WILDLIFE AND HUMAN LIFE  

Name (please print) CURTIN MURPHY  
Addressee:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
This scheme has the potential to cause a huge explosion resulting in many fatalities and disaster for the environment. With the threat of an explosion very likely as ‘leaking’ will now continue in the future area.

Signed: [Name redacted]
Name (please print) MARGARET MURPHY
Address [Address redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 18-5-2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:__________________________

Name (please print): SHEILA M. CRITCHLEY

Address:_________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 10/5/2012

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE SCHEME IS WHOLLY UNSUITABLE FOR A SITE SUCH AS THIS WHICH IS SO CLOSE TO A MAJOR POPULATION CENTRE.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) DAVID CRITELEY

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Previous planning applications all refused. This is a similar application but smaller, the principle being the same - so the answer MUST be the same!

Signed: __________________________ Name (please print) NORMAN IRISH

Address: __________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑/ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) JOYCE IRISH

Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

If it goes ahead it would be an absolute disaster

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) SHIRLEY FLETCHER
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Blank space for comment]

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]

Name (please print) MIKE BURNS
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

[Sign]

Name (please print) A.W. Shaw
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print) [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The safety of people must come first.

The risk of collapse must be considered in caverns that have been disused for so many years. X weakness in strata must be occurring.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) MRS M. EVANS
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It is absolute madness to even consider the proposed scheme. It is a clear case of bullying for money and no consideration at all for people living in the area and for what there could be a disastrous outcome.

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) H.M. EULPIN

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol   BS1 6PN

Date: May 11th

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
Name (please print)  CT Evans

______________________________
Address:  

______________________________
Signature:

______________________________
Date: May 11th

Dear Sirs

Pree saliva Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please**

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree saliva Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:-**

We do not need any more of these schemes in our town. We already have a sewage plant which has caused the people of Cleveleys to put up with reproachable smells. Please find somewhere else to store your gas.

Name (please print) **E. PARKER**
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☐ Evacuation of Thornton./ Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) Robin Duke

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: As a long-term resident of Preesall & after years of protesting against the implementation of gas storage within the Over Wyre community area, I stand by my objections to Halite’s & any other company’s gas storage schemes in this area & the potential risks to community health, standards of living & environmental impact. It is unfair to allow repeated attempts to set up schemes that would endanger our community.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) **ROBERT PAINE**
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preealls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Name (please print) HAROLD BOYES
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 10/08/2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- if your ideas are so brilliant, why do you have to copy again under another name. Christians were a wolf in sheeps clothing. Now we have Hitler & Mussolini, both in wolf sheeps clothing. Even "sensible" had more sense. Why can we not always be honest. No big can American? We DO NOT WANT YOU!!!

Signed: [ ]

Name (please print) [Jean Boyes]

Address: [ ]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over ‘Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

IF THEY HAVE BANNED IT IN AMERICA WITHIN A 3 MILES RADIUS OF ANY POPULATION WHY SHOULD WE HAVE IT HERE?

Signed: John Edwards
Name (please print) J. Edwards
Address:
Dear Sirs

Presail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☒ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presail Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☒ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ..........................  Date: ..........................

Name (please print) \textit{Michael Hewitt}
Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ELYSE HEWITT
Address: [Redacted]

Date: 7th MAY 2012
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

AS NATURAL GAS IS EIGHT TIMES MORE POWERFUL THAN TOWN GAS, I FIND THE COLOSSAL AMOUNT OF GAS TO BE STORED, IS UNSAFE TO THE POPULATION.

A Plumber.

Signed: K.A. Higley

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten note: Fear of an Explosion]

[Signature Blacked Out]

Name (please print) MARGARET RATT
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol  BS1 6PN  

Date: 12/5/2012

Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My objection to the proposed scheme speaks for itself, with all the above boxes I have ☑. Accidents can never be discounted or human error. It is too near peoples homes.

Signed: [Redacted]  
Name (please print) MARY ELLIOTT  
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prescass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescass Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print) Irene Smith
Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 11/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________

Name (please print) R. Smith
Dear Sirs

Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood
- The Scheme would provide
- Ecological Damage from
- Destruction of Countryside
- Impact on Recreational Use & Land
- Long Term Effect on House Prices

Comment: Send them packing!
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I strongly object to this taking precious land that belongs to the Wyre Community by the residents, pollution to wild life, danger to residents of huge health hazard to residents, explosions to surrounding.

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 11/5/2012

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

It would be a hazard to the environment.

The parts that have been raised against this proposal remain of great concern to the residents of poisoning and the

Fylde Coast Coast (OBJECT)

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): [Name]

Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- **This site is a tidal estuary. The amount of silt & mud moved by the tide coming in & out twice daily can cause changes to the river bed, therefore making it unstable and erosion can occur. This is not a suitable place to store gas which might leak & migrate or become unstable. The health of residents is at stake!**

Signed: D. Berry

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- FOR ALL THE ABOVE REASONS, I STRONGLY OBJECT, I AM A VOTER, LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE DO NOT LET THIS GO AHEAD

Name (please print) R W KEARNEY
Address
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Far Too Dangerous

Signature:                                      Name (please print)  G A Hurton
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- **This proposal is far too dangerous**

Signed by: [Redacted]

Name (please print): D I Hurton

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Proseal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Proseal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) ELAINE COWAP

Address [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Having lived by the salt flats in Cheshire for many years I realize how unstable they are a field for 10 years then a disaster and the next 10. R Gar

Signed_________________________ Name (please print) _______________________

Address_________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
Salt flats + mines are unstable - check with Cheshire Council - it would be like sitting on a time bomb

Name (please print)  C. HILTON

Date: 11.5.12
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 10-5-12

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- ☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________  
Name (please print): D.S. Whiteside

Address: ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Presessall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presessall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:                               Name (please print)  S BRADFORD
Address:                               

Date: 5-5-12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

WHEN IS THIS FIRM GOING TO PACK UP AND GO HOME.

Signature: ________________________________ Name (please print) John R. Bradford

Address: ___________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We don't think it will cause higher house insurance prices or affect value of our homes.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print) M. Wilkinson
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prestop Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestop Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

we have enough potential risks in the area.

Signature:

Name (please print)  S. Z. Wilkinson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4.5.2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

[Handwritten note: 'Consider under ground / earth quakes from Fracking, then returning gas a couple of miles away, a disaster waiting to happen. (Gone, Fugitive, Safety last.)']

Signature:

Name (please print) ALAN G. STOCK

Address:
Dear Sirs

Presael Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presael Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) ALISON BONNER

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

A dangerous idea

Name (please print) M. J. MAN

Address:
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signature: [Redacted]  Name (please print): P. CHAPMAN
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: John Jackson

Name (please print): John Jackson

Address: 123 Main Street, Fleetwood

Date: 11-5-2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

My biggest concern is the risk of gas migrating from the storage caverns through the porous and faulted rock, and ending up in homes and workplaces.

The danger can only be made worse by the fracking at Singleton, with its likelihood of causing earth tremors.

Signed: ________________________________  Name (please print)  S.M. JACKSON

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

✓ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
✓ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
✓ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
✓ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
✓ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
✓ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
✓ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
✓ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
✓ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This idea of a Gas Storage here is too dangerous. It could lead to a major catastrophe!!

Signature: [Redacted]

Name (please print) MICHAEL ROBINSON

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presells Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presells Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

How many times do we have to say NO!

It is not safe

Name (please print) CHRISTINE BAGGER
Address

Date: 12/5/2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Patricia [Redacted]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Having explosions & earthquakes from fracking, only a few miles away from leaking Storage of 900,000,000 of gas is a recipe for disaster for the future for the area & the community of Wyre (and beyond).!!

Signed: Name (please print) ANYE STOCK
Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 26-5-13

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Have just moved to this area - worried about these proposals

Name (please print) B. Simpson

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

*worried about the future in our new home.*

Signed _____________________________  
Name (please print)  
O.J. Simpson

Address ___________________________ 

Date: 11/05/12
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I TOTALLY AGREE WITH MY HUSBAND COMMENTS PLUS I REALLY HOPE THERE IS A DEFINITE NO IN CAPITAL LETTERS AND IS MEANT AS NO MEANS NO WE DO NOT NEED A DISASTER TO LIFE, HOMES, WILDLIFE WHO WILL PAY FOR THIS

Signed: [Redacted]  
Name (please print) MRS C CONNOLLY

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Prewsalt Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prewsalt Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

NOT IN OUR BACKYARD, ITS OUR QUALITY OF LIFE & RISK TO LIFE & LIMB, MY HUMAN RIGHTS AREA BEING BREACHED BIG TIME.

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) CONNOLLY

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please ✓

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I STRONGLY OBJECT, THIS SCHEME WILL BLIGHT THE WHOLE AREA

Signed: [Handwritten signature]

Address: Hidden for privacy
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Preston Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Clevelees
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed:
Name (please print) Eileen Masson
Address

Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ____________________________

Name (please print) K.W. Greenfield
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I think that there are great potential risks to the community especially when fracking with the possibility of "Earth Movement" takes places.

Signed:  
Name (please print): SANDEN, JUNE  
Address:  

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]

Date: 10/5/12

Address:
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: __________________________

Name (please print)  S. STANGER

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:—

It's absolutely imperative that the proposed scheme does not go ahead for all the reasons listed above.

Name (please print) Colin Perry
Address
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
This must not be allowed to go ahead!

Name (please print) Rose Ann Perry
Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt

☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

This coupled with the fracking is just a disaster waiting to happen. This application should be denied once and for all - its a disgrace that is being reconsidered for a second time.

Sian Joyce

Address: Sian Joyce, 123 Main Street, Anytown, Country, UK
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]

Name (please print): C. Bloom

Address: [Address]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 10-5-12

Dear Sirs

Pioresall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pioresall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Name (please print)  S Bloom
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:  

Name (please print) M.R.W.E. GRAY

Address:  

Date: 10th May '12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Just one of the above would be sufficient to worry me.

B.E. EDWARDS

Name (please print)
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Other Concerns:

End

Destruction of countryside from Kraft in Notley when installing pipe line required damage to road infrastructure. Well populated area with primary schools of St Aidans CE High school. No gas sensible employment. No commitment to insurance.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print): PAUL WISEMORE

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-
As a former resident in Stainnie, I enjoyed and still make visits to the countryside over Wyre, and believe this area of wildlife will be ruined with this development.

Signed: [Signature]
Address: [Address]

Name (please print) J Bottomley
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- Now residing in Bolton, but living in Fleetwood for 20 years, making daily deliveries in the Area. Consequently, I regularly noticed ground collapses. How can anyone be certain that gas will not escape within the last 7 days. The brining waters of the Tyne coast did not pass the tests. The Brine discharge will not improve matters.

Signed: R. Bottomley
Name (please print)

Address: [Handwritten address]

Date: 10th May 2012
Dear Sirs,

PRESALL SALTFIELD UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print) K. Howard
Address: ___________________________
Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Stop it now before we have a major disaster.

Name (please print) B Dunne

Address
Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— It would be foolhardy to go ahead with this scheme especially with the above ten legitimate reasons, extremely powerful reasons why not to go ahead.

Signed: R. DONN

Address: Temple Quay House, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN
Dear Sirs,

Preenesal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Name]
[Address]

Name (please print) Marie Pinches
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

"Why not put it on your own doorstep.

Name (please print) **BARBARA YORKE**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Having walked, ridden or cycled in the area for many years I have seen ponds appear where the sand has sunk. The area is totally unsuitable. Sand unstable.

Signed: [Redacted]
Name (please print): Susie
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- The proposed sight is very close to areas of large population. It has the potential to put many people at risk.

Signed:

Name (please print) Carol Parkinson

Address: 347

Date: 11/5/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- I can't believe that this is being considered again. What part of NO do these people not understand. If they really want it, put it under their own houses along with the fracking! NO, NO, NO. NO

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: DUMPING 50 MILLION TONS OF SALT INTO THE SEA OFF ROSSALL POINT WILL DESTABILISE THE NATURAL BALANCE FOR OUR MARINE PLANT LIFE AND THE FOOD THAT OUR FISH FEED ON. WHY NOT JUST USE THE APPROVED SCHEME 15 KM. SOUTH OF BARROW - IT COULD STORE THIS GAS AND WOULD NOT CREATE POSSIBILITIES FOR EDGE OF LIFE.

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Name (please print) Mr. Revinson
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestonsal Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

Signed: W H Walker
Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

We don't want it. Full stop.

Signature: [Redacted]
Name (please print): M WALKEN
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:

[Signature]

Name (please print): P. McHlOON

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 11/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

There are too many factors pinpointing just how dangerous this installation would be.

Name (please print) June Sykes
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-


Signature

Name (please print) GRAHAM SYKES

Address
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 11/05/12

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

ILLOGICAL

Signed: L. Clough
Name (please print): L. Clough
Address: 250

Date: 11/05/12
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:- We do not want this store for natural gas near our children, pets and homes. If you so named people who support this put it under your homes and see if you like it.

Signed: C Clough

Name (please print) C Clough

Address
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Once a scheme has been refused permission, that should be the end of it. Don't keep applying until it is accepted. I am very disturbed at the risks involved. If health and safety took as much objection to this as they do for other things like climbing a ladder than they would stop this.

Signed:   

Name (please print) T. H. Averon

Address:  


The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 5-5-202

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:  
Name (please print):  
Address:
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:— I object because it is so near to the beautiful Over Wyre Villages, Rossall & Fleetwood doing ecological damage to rare plants & wild life. There would be leachant risk to the area & it would not be ring fencedtesting of the dangers. Why should we risk future generations with the destruction of the area and health hazards which would follow. NO WAY.

Signed: RITA Thornton
Name (please print) RITA THORNTON
Dear Sirs,

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

- [☑] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [☑] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [☑] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [☑] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [☑] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [☑] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [☑] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [☑] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [☑] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [☑] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:-**

**Signed:**

**Name (please print):** [Redacted]

**Address:** [Redacted]
Dear Sirs,

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:  

Name (please print) Craig Morris

Address:
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- **The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys**
- **Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages**
- **Potential for a Well Head Explosion**
- **Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre**
- **The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target**
- **Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall**
- **Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life**
- **Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape**
- **Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance**

Comment:-

[Signature]

Name (please print) [REDACTED]

Address [REDACTED]
Dear Sirs,

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my **objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Sign:__________________________________________
Name (please print) ____________________________
Add:__________________________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: 

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: Michael Cassid

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

A PLAN AS OUTRAGEOUS AS THIS ONE DOES NOT EVEN WARRANT CONSIDERATION!!

**Signature:** [Signature]

**Name (please print):** IAN BROOKS

**Address:** [Address]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE COULD BE DANGEROUS OR FATAL FOR MANY PEOPLE .......

Name (please print) Anthony Brooks

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Coupled with Gas "Fracking" Proposals a Rural Area will be turned into an Industrial Area, this is not what Residents elected Local Politicians to Promote

Signed: [Redacted]  Name (please print) G M Homan

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature: ___________________________ Name (please print) ________________
Address: ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 10/5/12

Dear Sirs,

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register **my objection** to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signature:  
Name (please print) ALMA WRIGHT

Address:  

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rössall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) TAN WRIGHT

Address:
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8.5.2012

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion

☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre

☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Damage to property during recent earthquake related to fracking investigations.

Name (please print) W.G. Howarth

Address
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- ✔ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- ✔ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- ✔ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- ✔ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- ✔ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- ✔ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- ✔ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- ✔ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- ✔ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

The recent earth tremor caused damage cracks in the drive which has been re-blocked for safety reasons, and the bedroom window cracks (diagonally) - replaced.

Signed:

Name (please print) Frances M.A. HOWARTH
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print)  Sue Duke

Address:  

Date: 09/16/12
Dear Sirs

Presseall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presseall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I am very upset we have come to this. We never have a conversation these days. I never knew how well paid they are until I read it in the Gazette.

Signed: ___________________________

Name (please print) ____________________________

Address: ____________________________
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

☑ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I am very upset we have come to this. We never had a concern before these days. I never knew how well our area will react to the situation.

Signed: [Redacted]

Name (please print) [Redacted]
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol  BS1 6PN

Date: 11.5.12

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☒ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☒ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☒ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☒ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☒ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☒ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☒ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: [Signature]
Name (please print): [Printed Name]
Address: [Address]
Dear Sirs

Presale Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presale Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

I live in the over Wyre village of Pilley 5 miles away from Presale, my family also live here. My grand children go to senior school at St Adew's, Presale and our medical centre is at Presale so we are very much affected.

Signed: C. A. SANSOME

Address: [Redacted]
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☑️ The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☑️ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed:

Name (please print) _____________________

Address: ________________________________
Dear Sirs

Presess Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

☐ The Unsuitable Geology of the Presess Salt
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☐ Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☐ Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☐ Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
☐ The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☐ Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☐ Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☐ Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☐ Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

Signed: ___________________________ Name (please print): ___________________________

Address: ___________________________
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4/5/12

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:
- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula & Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:-

once an application has been refused
it should not be permissible to submit
multiple further applications for a
similar scheme. once wrong always wrong!

Signed: [Name]

Address: [Address]
Subject: Re: Awaiting Form 10

The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

______________________________
Comment:
same idea different company still NO.

First Name:   Ryan

Surname (please print)  Walderman
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
Main concern is affect on geology of land which has been proven in last Planning Inspectorate's report to be highly unsuitable for such a scheme.

First Name: Francesca

Surname (please print) Stubbs
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  

First Name:  Ronald  
Surname (please print)  Clarke
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **BRENDA**

Surname (please print)  **NELLIST**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: MARY
Surname (please print) CLARKE
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  MICHAEL
Surname (please print)  STEELE
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Check mark]

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________

First Name:  RUTH

Surname (please print)  STEELE
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
And also for our children!

First Name: Sarah
Surname (please print) Ollerton
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  Paul

Surname (please print)  Nellist
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Its about time our countryside and surrounding areas are left alone for local people to enjoy, not turned into a potential 'ticking time bomb' for profit and greed. Remember Abbeystede? I do!!

First Name:  **Anne-marie**  
Surname (please print) **Clarke**
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ________________________________

First Name: Simon

Surname (please print) WITCHER
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________

First Name:  Janet  
Surname (please print)  Witcher
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I may live in Oxfordshire, but I grew up in Thornton and my response is related to the many family and friends that still live in the area.

First Name: RICHARD

Surname (please print) LAWSON
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please ✓  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name:  Ian  
Surname (please print) DAVIES
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: All the above reasons are causing my parents much concern.

First Name: Chris
Surname (please print) Parkinson
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 🗼

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
100% NOT WANTED

First Name: KENNETH

Surname (please print) KINGSTREE

Date: 9 May 2012
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Prèsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prèsall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
I am Objecting to this Proposal yet again. When will it sink into everyone’s mind. IT IS NOT WANTED HERE  

First Name:  OLWYN  

Surname (please print)  KINGSTREE
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preswell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please ✓**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preswell Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name: Gerard
Surname (please print) Mulroy
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Claire
Surname (please print) Currie
Dear Sirs

**Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rosshall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Why should a beautiful area be spoilt for the storage of gas for use by large built up areas. Despite the fact that this is a fossil fuel and therefore we should not be using it.

First Name:  Claire
Surname (please print) Harris
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________________________________________________________

First Name:  Ronald

Surname (please print)  Clarke
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: [ ]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Why won't Halite Energy take no for an answer. No-one wants this on the Fylde. In conjunction with the proposed fracking this presents great danger to this area.

First Name:  Hilary

Surname (please print)  Lawson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

__Comment:_  
This scheme should not be allowed to go ahead. Three previous applications have been refused. Storing gas in the disused salt-mines in Preesall would be dangerous and damaging to the environment.

First Name:  **Avis**  
Surname (please print)  **Sykes**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment: The United Kingdom does not need this type of Gas Storage. This is purely a commercial endeavour which provides no increase in security of supply. No issue with commercial endeavor but not with these risks.  
First Name: David  
Surname (please print) Ord
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name:  charlotte
Surname (please print)  underdown
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
ICI pollution for years now more, bring it on we are only people. Money has much more worth, RIGHT????

First Name: Heather
Surname (please print) Fish
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Global Fat Cats ruining our earth  
First Name:  Rebecca  
Surname (please print)  Fish
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Gas escape down main sewer from Fleetwood to St Annes  

First Name: Thomas  
Surname (please print) Fish
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: John
Surname (please print) Fish
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Gas storage, Fracking and a Nuclear Power Station in the area. What will be next??????

First Name: Caroline

Surname (please print) Fish
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

---

Comment:  

First Name:  judith  
Surname (please print)  Robson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
We have been objecting to these plans for years, my insurance has confirmed we will NOT be covered in any circumstances. We do not want this in our area. I do not want my children growing up in it's shadow.

First Name: Maureen
Surname (please print) Blair
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Jean

Surname (please print) Mooney
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Please go home we don't want you here

First Name: John
Surname (please print) Cartridge
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment: Please go home we do not want you here  

First Name: John  

Surname (please print) Cartridge
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Please]

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: natalie

Surname (please print) leonard
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:   
First Name:   Eric

Surname (please print)   Cooper
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Joanne  
Surname (please print) Cooper
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Alan
Surname (please print) Carr
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please ✓  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name:  Maureen  
Surname (please print)  English
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Janet

Surname (please print) Carr
Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Oliver
Surname (please print) Princep
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: _

First Name: PAULINE
Surname (please print) ENGLISH
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✅

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Silt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name: Sarah

Surname (please print) Princep
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossal
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Karen
Surname (please print) Martin
Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Please](check)

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name:  **Christine**

Surname (please print)  **Pointon**

Date: 9 May 2012
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Checkmark]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **Stephen**
Surname (please print)  **Martin**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________

First Name:  **Jane**

Surname (please print)  **Martin**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: John

Surname (please print) Martin
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Jim

Surname (please print) Pointon
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name:  Pauline
Surname (please print)  Lythgoe
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **David**

Surname (please print)  **Lythgoe**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **Carole**

Surname (please print)  **Butler**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  David

Surname (please print)  Butler
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Unsafe - not tested enough and danger to the environment  

First Name:  David  
Surname (please print)  Zeke
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of t! he Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: **Linda**
Surname (please print) **Butler**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: William
Surname (please print) Hancock
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  Peter
Surname (please print)  Butler
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name:  **Gladys**

Surname (please print)  **Hancock**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This scheme is a threat to my children, grand children and great-grandchildren. Put an end to it now.

First Name: Elsie

Surname (please print) Butler
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
I think this is a very unsafe venture with too many environmental concerns to both the general public and wildlife.  

First Name:  ali
son  
Surname (please print)  colley
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please **✓**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Andrew
Surname (please print)  Jones
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons. 

Please  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name:  Rebecca  
Surname (please print)  Jones
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

For how many more years do we have to keep fighting to prevent this dangerous scheme from going ahead? Please let this be the last appeal and allow us, householders and tax-payers, to get on with our lives.

First Name: Edna

Surname (please print) GRIME
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

☑️ [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
☑️ [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
☑️ [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
☑️ [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
☑️ [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
☑️ [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
☑️ [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
☑️ [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
☑️ [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
☑️ [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I am disgusted at the amount of public money being wasted in allowing this proposal to keep being re-submitted. PLEASE STOP IT NOW!!!!

First Name: John

Surname (please print) Butler
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
I am disgusted at the amount of public money being wasted in allowing this proposal to keep being re-submitted. PLEASE STOP IT NGW!!!!

First Name:  Susan

Surname (please print) Butler
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
We should not have to keep battling on to prevent this crazy scheme from going ahead. Common-sense should have told the authorities that gas storage under the River Wyre is much too dangerous.

First Name: Brian

Surname (please print) GRIME
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

The 'Fracking' activities in our area need adding as another major reason for rejecting this gas storage proposal. Imagine an earthquake started by 'Fracking' causing fractures and gas escape. ...

First Name: John

Surname (please print) Lawson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs

Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of t! he Brine at Rossal!  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
let this be the last time for this application. You can change your company name as many times as you want, and give us all your safety lies, but at the end of the day the geology of the land will never change!!

First Name: Pauline
Surname (please print) Russell
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: Andrew
Surname (please print) Russell
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Laura  
Surname (please print) Russell
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Adam

Surname (please print)  Russell
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Jake  
Surname (please print) Russell
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________

First Name:  **Kitty**

Surname (please print)  **Wong**
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________
First Name:  lynne
Surname (please print)  howard
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Known geological faults exist in this area. Also subsidence is periodically reported from the old ICI Salt Mines. Now it is likely that go-ahead will be given to 'fracking' with further risk of earth movement.
First Name:  Janette
Surname (please print)  Prior
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
We should be concentrating on improving sustainable resources. This project will support long term increases in CO2 rather than reductions needed. Too risky in populated area. This area is ideal for wind farms.

First Name:  lorayne

Surname (please print)  ferguson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
The potential for catastrophe both to people and their environment is horrendous. This should not happen.

First Name:  **Myra**

Surname (please print)  **Daws**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Go away find somewhere else.

First Name: Hazel
Surname (please print) Ball
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Find a different area a long way south would be preferable.

First Name: Allan
Surname (please print): England
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

We don't want this near my parents

First Name: Dana

Surname (please print) Reilly
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name: Mary

Surname (please print) Bond
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________

First Name:  Les
Surname (please print) England
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  

First Name:  George  
Surname (please print)  Bond
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Nicola

Surname (please print) Bond
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: No thanks no in my back yard.

First Name: June
Surname (please print) England
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Please](check)

-[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
-[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
-[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
-[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
-[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
-[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
-[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
-[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
-[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
-[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ________________________________

First Name:  Theo

Surname (please print)  Slade
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

*Please ✓*

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  **sarah**  
Surname (please print)  **slade**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: paul

Surname (please print) slade
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  john  
Surname (please print)  anderson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________
First Name: greta
Surname (please print) anderson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
I don't want all this waste dumped in our sea, and the worry EVERY DAY of gas escaping through some fracture somewhere. The lessons should have been learned from disasters elsewhere!!!!  

First Name:  **Will**  

Surname (please print)  **Hooper**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I am 14 years old and would like to grow up knowing that my countryside is a safe place. This has too many dangers attached to it.

First Name:  Heather

Surname (please print)  Hooper
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
Absolutely ridiculous proposal - do they not understand that this is not wanted?  

First Name: Gillian  
Surname (please print) Hooper
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Family members live in the potentially affected area, which is a huge concern for us. The dangers are there for all to see. It will be a travesty if this gets passed.

First Name: Brian
Surname (please print) Hooper
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
Please leave our beautiful coastline unspoilt and a safer place for our children - and THEIR children.  

First Name:  Julie  

Surname (please print)  Hooper
Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I believe that first and foremost, this is a money-making scheme by the company involved. Simply re-branding and subsequently re-submitting a similar proposal seems scandalous. Absolutely NO!!

First Name:  Ian

Surname (please print)  Hooper
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
we have friends who live in fleetwood, and also we once had a caravan on the sportsman caravan park stamline, we do know how it will effect the area.

First Name:  sheilagh

Surname (please print)  maguire
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: neil
Surname (please print) clayton
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Far too close to residential towns and villages. I really can't believe that anyone would consider such a scheme. Greed can only be the answer for anyone wishing to go ahead with this.

First Name:  **David**

Surname (please print)  **Pennington**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: The potential risk and threat that this gas storage unit presents, outweighs any necessity for the unit. It may be argued that it may never happen but who said that in Kansas and how many fatalities were there!!

First Name: Angela
Surname (please print) Jones
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Pr ease check the following points.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  
Surname (please print)  edwards
Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I use this area for walking and horse riding. The gas storage would have a BIG impact on the ecology of the area and increase in traffic. The danger of the mines being disturbed by fracking needs considering.

First Name: JANET

Surname (please print) BEBBINGTON
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Samantha
Surname (please print) Burden
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Project Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Gail
Surname (please print) Davies
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Paul

Surname (please print)  Brookes
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The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ___________________________________________________________
First Name:  **Dawn**
Surname (please print)  **Christie**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:   
First Name:  Terry  
Surname (please print)  Davey
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Prestatyn Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name: Thomas

Surname (please print) Armer
The Planning inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________________________

First Name:  Tracey

Surname (please print)  Barnes
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

As an large property owner (shard farm) we would actively seek compensation through courts due to property devaluation as a direct result should Gas storage go ahead.

First Name:  Russell

Surname (please print)  Cardwell
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This would be totally devastating for the area for wildlife peoples' health ruining the economical wealth of the area, why are we even thinking of the destruction. We live here we say NO

First Name: John
Surname (please print) Wright
Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
As a recreational runner I currently enjoy the relatively quiet roads and tranquil surroundings and I don't see why this should end!!

**First Name:** Sarah

**Surname (please print)** Marsden
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
DeSTRUCTION OF COUNTRYSIDE AND WILDLIFE
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  Doris
Surname (please print)  Carter
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Please](https://example.com/checkmark.png)

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:   Rowland  
Surname (please print)  Marsden
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Our whole area and homes are being put at great risk I just can't believe we are having to object again.
First Name: Anne
Surname (please print) Wright
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I object in the strongest terms to this plan predominantly because of the mass destruction of our tranquil surroundings for which we have all paid extremely dear!!

First Name:  Rosemarie

Surname (please print)  Marsden
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 9 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
I am concerned for the safety and well being of my mother who lives in Thornton, if this scheme is allowed to go ahead

First Name: **Marisa**

Surname (please print) **REID**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Checkmarks]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

---

**Comment:**  

First Name: mark

Surname (please print) haugan
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
Instability of land and risk of accident. I ride my pony in the area regularly. On Sat 18 June 2011 while riding at 9am I witnessed brine spewing across the road from Brine Well 45. The road was impassable.  
First Name: **Pamela**  
Surname (please print) **Wilson**
Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossali
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This will affect my family

First Name:  janet

Surname (please print)  Bowden
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This will affect my family
First Name: Geoff
Surname (please print) Bowden
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name:  Amy

Surname (please print)  Taziker
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ![ ]

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Joan
Surname (please print) Taziker
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  

No to underground gas  

First Name:  **Thomas**  

Surname (please print)  **Taziker**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs  

P Reevesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Thomas
Surname (please print)  Taziker
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Joanne
Surname (please print) Jones
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Colin
Surname (please print) Jones
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Please](Please)

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Far better that equivalent of Halite's expected profit & development costs be put towards reuse of Morecambe Bay Gas Field, which is safely removed from human habitation.

First Name:  Ken
Surname (please print)  Prior
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name:  Faye
Surname (please print)  Nowotarski
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Beverley
Surname (please print) Agland
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prewsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Prewsall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name:  Peter

Surname (please print)  Agland
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Preston Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Not acceptable

First Name: sandra
Surname (please print): johnstone
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
A totally inappropriate proposal for all of the above reasons.

First Name:  Diane

Surname (please print)  Cocks
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name: Matthew

Surname (please print) Allison
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pree'sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pree'sall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: **Michelle**

Surname (please print) **Allison**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please:  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
As a Wyre resident I do not agree with the proposed scheme and consider the risks to be high and very dangerous.  

First Name: **Kaya**  
Surname (please print) **Mather**
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
As a Wyre resident I do not agree with the proposed scheme and consider the risks to high and dangerous for commercial gain.

First Name:  **Jasmine**

Surname (please print)  **Mather**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeceall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeceall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
No to gas storage

First Name:  **Paul**

Surname (please print)  **Callaghan**
Dear Sirs

**P reesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
As a Wyre resident I do not agree with the proposed scheme and consider the risks to high and dangerous for commercial gain.

First Name: Aisha

Surname (please print) Mather
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltsfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
No to gas storage

First Name:  Patricia Lindsay

Surname (please print) Ogden
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
As a Wyre resident I do not agree with the proposed scheme and consider the risks to be high and dangerous for large underground Gas storage.

First Name: Gulsen

Surname (please print) Mather
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeasall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I don't want gas storage in this area

First Name:  John
Surname (please print)  Stewart (jnr)
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Prestesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

**Comment:**  
As a Wyre resident I do not agree with the proposed scheme and consider the risks to high and dangerous for commercial gain.

First Name:  **Edward**  
Surname (please print)  **Mather**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preehall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preehall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: No to gas storage

First Name: John

Surname (please print) Stewart (snr)
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I do not want gas storage to go ahead in this area

First Name: Lesley  

Surname (please print) Stewart
Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________
First Name:  Liam
Surname (please print)  Richards
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Kathryn  
Surname (please print)  Nisbet
Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I do not want this gas storage to go ahead I am expecting a baby and do not want to bring a child up near gas storage

First Name: Lindsay
Surname (please print) Dust
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The impact that this will have on the local businesses that rely on tourism will be devastating. Not to mention that the cost of insurance will reach a ridiculous high and the property value will plummet.

First Name: Tammy
Surname (please print) Burnip
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I don't want to live in an area where there is to be gas storage

First Name: Bethany
Surname (Please print) Dust
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________________________

First Name: Michael

Surname (please print) Brown
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**  
I have always been against this and thought it had been stopped as many of my family which has approx 60 members with all the extended members all who live locally

First Name:  **Elizabeth**  
Surname (please print)  **Gordon**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preealls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preealls Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

---  

Comment:  
I am against gas storage in this area  

First Name:  Andrew  

Surname (please print)  Gordon
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

**Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
A dangerous blot on a beautiful environment!

First Name:  Tracey

Surname (please print)  Murray
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Braid at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
My concern is for all the residents in the area covered by this unrealistic and unnecessary project.

First Name: Barbara

Surname (please print) Richardson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Brett

Surname (please print) RUND
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please ✓  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
My worry is for the well being and safety of my daughter who lives in the area and without whose care I would be left alone in the world  

First Name: Edna  

Surname (please print) Dewhurst
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
As guardians of this land for our Future generations how can we look our children in the face if this goes ahead

First Name: **Eileen**

Surname (please print) **Richardson**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Outside of the National Parks we have very little wild areas of natural beauty left so why then do we have to ruin Burrows Marsh and Barnaby’s sands which also serve as havens for what little wildlife remains.

First Name:  Tom
Surname (please print)  Richardson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Name:</th>
<th>PATRICIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surname (please print)</td>
<td>WARRINGTON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: DEREK
Surname (please print) WARRINGTON
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: John

Surname (please print) Pennington
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________________________

First Name:  **Lynn**

Surname (please print)  **Pennington**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House 
Temple Quay 
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✅  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Chris

Surname (please print) Fagan
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **Stephen**  
Surname (please print)  **Fagan**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Kate  
Surname (please print) Fagan
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________

First Name: Sandra

Surname (please print) Fagan
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name:  Mo

Surname (please print)  Pinney
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Joe
Surname (please print) Hodgkinson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **Robert**  
Surname (please print)  **Howard**
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
How many times do we have to keep these pirahas away from our wildlife and our community

First Name:  Alan

Surname (please print)  Towers
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

*Please check:*

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I strongly object to Gas Storage beneath the River Wyre!

First Name: Laura

Surname (please print) Went
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**[X]** The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I strongly object to Gas Storage beneath the River Wyre!

First Name:  David

Surname (please print)  Went
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

**Pottesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pottesall Salt  
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I strongly object to Gas Storage beneath the River Wyre!

First Name: James
Surname (please print) Went
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presalls Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presalls Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I strongly disagree to Gas Storage beneath the River Wyre!

First Name: Laura

Surname (please print) Went
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preston Salthill Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salthill
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

I strongly object to Gas Storage beneath the River Wyre!

First Name:  Merilynne

Surname (please print)  Went
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please☑️  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment: I am worried for my family if this goes ahead as they live in fleetwood  
First Name: carrol  
Surname (please print) Furnell
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of Brine at Rossall  
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  

First Name: Tina
Surname (please print) Thoms
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Another risk is the twice daily change of pressure of the tidal water over the top of some of the storage caverns, and the potential problem of the nearby gas Fracking process has not been assessed, in conjunction

First Name: Merle
Surname (please print) Nickson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Concerns over well-being of family living in the area.

First Name:  **Martin**

Surname (please print)  **Postles**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: If this project goes ahead who is going to monitor it, and what measures will be in place to protect the population in the event of an emergency? What is the estimated loss of life in a major explosion?

First Name: Richard
Surname (please print) Bentley
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of Brine at Rossall  
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
This is the fourth time this company in one form or another has submitted a proposal. This should not be allowed as it has been turned down three times already they are wasting a lot of peoples time and money.

First Name: Bryan  
Surname (please print): Gallagher
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
this is not suitable for this area due to the unstable geology.

First Name:  stephen
Surname (please print)  ehlas
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
with fracking for gas in the area i feel it will cause big problems & as fracking has already caused 2 earth tremors in the area it is NOT suitable to store large amounts of gas in this area

First Name: john
Surname (please print) ehlas
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: j & c
Surname (please print) kenny
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Please stop this company from trying to wear down our community and resources for a scheme that would decimate our special and beautiful environment.

First Name: Michael
Surname (please print) Lingard
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Simon  
Surname (please print)  Shearer
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Deborah
Surname (please print) Shearer
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: berrt
Surname (please print) scott
Dear Sirs

**Prossall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prossall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________

First Name:  **George**

Surname (please print)  **Scott**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

**Comment:**  
First Name: elizabeth  
Surname (please print) scott
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________
First Name:  peter

Surname (please print)  scott
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  It is nothing short of an outrage against our communities that we have been put in the position of having to object yet again to these proposals. It is a disgraceful waste of public money and private resources.

First Name:  Fiona A

Surname (please print)  Lingard
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
i think fleetwood has enough to put up with we have to live with the smell from the water treatment plant  
what other smells will we have to put up with it cannot be healthy or safe  

First Name:  mark  

Surname (please print)  wynne  
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Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Its just totally unacceptable for this area

First Name: Lynn
Surname (please print) Barker
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: it would be far too bigger risk to the environment and life

First Name: June
Surname (please print) Wynn
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestwood Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestwood Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of T1 he Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: health and safety risk
First Name: david
Surname (please print) fielding
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

gas storage does not sound safe in this area.

First Name:  barbara

Surname (please print)  fielding
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

health and safety risk

First Name:  david

Surname (please print)  fielding
Dear Sirs

Preeasal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasal Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Ross! all
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Peter

Surname (please print)  Worthington

Date: 8 May 2012
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This is a much too ambitious project in which safety cannot be guaranteed. Under no circumstances should it ever be approved.

First Name:  Elizabeth
Surname (please print) Andrew
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This is a much too ambitious project in which safety cannot be guaranteed. Under no circumstances should it ever be approved.

First Name: James

Surname (please print) Andrew
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Considered dangerous to the population.

First Name: Margaret
Surname (please print) BURKE
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I believe that the project is a knee jerk reaction to short term solutions. Greater emphasis should be placed on extending Nuclear Power Generation to meet long term demands.

First Name: Michael

Surname (please print) BURKE
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name:  Zakk  
Surname (please print)  French
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeass Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeass Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Joanne  
Surname (please print)  French
Dear Sirs

**Prewesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prewesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Matthew
Surname (please print) Watson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Vicki  
Surname (please print) Watson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preliminary Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preliminary Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  

First Name: Peter
Surname (please print) Watson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  

First Name: Pamela  
Surname (please print) Watson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________

First Name: joanne  
Surname (please print) cooper
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

*a totally unacceptable suggestion*

First Name: **Margaret**

Surname (please print) **Lawson**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: WILLIAM
Surname (please print) ASTIL
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: **LILLIAN**
Surname (please print) **ASTIL**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: WILLIAM
Surname (please print) ASTIL
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

- **Check box**  
  - [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
  - [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
  - [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
  - [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
  - [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
  - [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
  - [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
  - [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
  - [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
  - [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

**Comment:**  
Don't want it............. No way  

First Name:  Julie  
Surname (please print)  Smith
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Lynsey  
Surname (please print) Pearson
Dear Sirs

Presto Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presto Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: Neil
Surname (please print) Geddes
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**  
3 previous applications have been turned down so why has another application even being considered ????

First Name: paul

Surname (please print) parkinson
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: At this time the policing of the area is very poor run by impolite security guards who seem very poorly trained and not quite sure of there rights which will lead to confrontation if this is not addressed

First Name: shaun
Surname (please print) savage
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
There has to be other way that we as a nation can find a suitable energy source. This cannot go on, things have to change and you know this. Take the step Rachael

First Name: Rachael

Surname (please print) Hirst
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
These are our homes, this is where our children grow! The government tells us there is an ever-present terrorist threat and yet you plan to put a bomb underneath us! Fracking and Gas Storage... NO!

First Name: Richard
Surname (please print) Fradgley
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Clearly our concerns were valid during the three previous applications that were left unsupported. Nothing has changed. It is still dangerous, unnecessary and unwanted.
First Name: **SHELLEY**
Surname (please print) **FARRAR**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This must not go ahead the fracking in Preesall has already caused earth tremors. When an accident happens you could not evacuate families with one exit route it means we are living on a time bomb.

First Name: **DAVID**

Surname (please print) **FARRAR**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Firstly - If nothing has changed since the last time they applied (other than their name) then nothing should change with the decision. Secondly - What impact does the fracking have? Earthquakes?

First Name: Anthony
Surname (please print) Reeves
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Gas Storage plus Fracking = potential disaster! Also what has changed (other than their name) since the last application was refused?? Nothing? So the decision should remain.

First Name: **Lynne**

Surname (please print) **Reeves**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to
register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the
following reasons.

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
We already have hydraulic fracking in the same area that has caused minor earthquakes. We are going to poison are surrounding land or their will be a massive explosion and many lives put at risk.

First Name: **KAREN**

Surname (please print) **FARRAR**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 3 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
NOTHING, especially gas should be stored in natural caverns!

First Name:  Jennifer

Surname (please print)  Peet
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
I cannot believe that natural caverns which are not purpose built to store gas are even being considered for this purpose. If gas were to escape the consequences to people and wildlife could be horrific.

First Name: Lisa  
Surname (please print) Rund
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Andrew

Surname (please print) Eaves
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Blanche
Surname (please print) Mitchell
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Tanya
Surname (please print) Burton
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Isaac

Surname (please print)  Burton
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Katrioa
Surname (please print)  Fraser
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeaall Saltfield Underaound Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeaall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Matt
Surname (please print)  Williams
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Dear Sirs

**Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Anne

Surname (please print) Wilkinson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressal Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Keren

Surname (please print)  Plymers
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preenaall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name:  David  
Surname (please print)  Bingham
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

---

Comment:

First Name: Jackie

Surname (please print) Thoms
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt

[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys

[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages

[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion

[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre

[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target

[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall

[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life

[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape

[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Andrew

Surname (please print) Joard
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Stupid & dangerous to even consider in layered salt area.

First Name: Larissa
Surname (please print) Lopes
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Melodie

Surname (please print)  Travers
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X]The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ]Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X]Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ]Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ]Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ]The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ]Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ]Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ]Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ]Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  

First Name:  Jack  

Surname (please print)  Thoms
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name:  Eimer
Surname (please print)  Kilroe
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: MAD PLAN!!!! IN LAYERED SALTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!

First Name: Penelope

Surname (please print) Travers
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
[] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Ridiculous and dangerous.

First Name: Chris
Surname (please print)  Carlisle
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Mariot
Surname (please print) Leslie
Dear Sirs

Pressal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressal Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name:  jeanette
Surname (please print)  easby
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________

First Name:  

Surname (please print)  

Luquer
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **Robin**

Surname (please print)  **Harvie**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Laurence
Surname (please print) Harvie
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 8 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presali Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name:  Keith
Surname (please print)  Earnshaw
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Suzy
Surname (please print) Socker
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Pruesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pruesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **Keith**  
Surname (please print)  **Farnshaw**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name: **Ruth**

Surname (please print) **Joad**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Richard  
Surname (please print) Hirst
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Samantha
Surname (please print) Hirst
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This proposal must not be allowed to happen as it is incredibly dangerous and in the wrong geological structure entirely.

First Name: Sian
Surname (please print) Sinclair
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I have visited the area on many occasions to see friends and this gas storage idea in layered salt is totally crazy as any google search will demonstrate. Totally irresponsible.

First Name: Sue
Surname (please print) Martin
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeol Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeol Salts  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

---

Comment:  
Layered salt is an absolute non starter and totally impractical and unsafe for gas salt.

First Name:  **Alberto**

Surname (please print)  **Antonini**
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The geological structure in this area totally unsuited to gas storage of any kind and in any way.

First Name:  Monica

Surname (please print)  Atzei
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeasell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasell Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I object in the strongest terms...a crazily dangerous and irresponsible proposal.

First Name:  Helena
Surname (please print)  Walsh
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
My friends live within a few hundred metres of the site and have studied the proposed storage (in layered salt)! I must register my objections on the grounds of safety to the local population.

First Name: Joyce

Surname (please print) Gregory
Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
To propose such a scheme in layered salt is scandalous and utterly irresponsible. The very real danger to local residents is huge.

First Name:  **Rhian**

Surname (please print)  **Price**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton &amp; Cleveleys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Potential for a Well Head Explosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Impact on Recreational Use &amp; Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comment:
Crazy plan on layered salt!! Madness and so dangerous I can't believe it's even being considered.

First Name: Clare

Surname (please print) Sandford
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I can't believe this is even being proposed in a layered salt environment. Such a risky proposal is unbelievable!

First Name: Brisca

Surname (please print) Boyom
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

P reesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
This project must not be allowed to go ahead as the layered salt in this area is absolutely not suitable for gas storage of any kind. The plan is foolhardy, inherently dangerous and may have fatal consequences.

First Name:  Richard
Surname (please print)  Hogarth
Dear Sirs

Præssall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Præssall Salt
[] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The scheme is ridiculously dangerous as the layered salt geology in this area is entirely unsuitable for such a project. The whole proposal is fundamentally and potentially catastrophically flawed.

First Name: Richard
Surname (please print) Hogarth
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltsfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This would be just an accident waiting to happen.

First Name: Leigh
Surname (please print) Arthur
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I feel that the potential for a disastrous explosion to be more a case of "when" rather than "if". I see no reason at all why our area - or indeed any - area should be put at this horrendous risk.

First Name: Andy
Surname (please print) Murray
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of t he Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
NO TO GAS STORAGE!!!

First Name: Becky
Surname (please print)  Davenport
Dear Sirs

Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I was born and raised in Pressall close to the proposed scheme. I am a Chartered Member of the Institution of Gas Engineers and Managers. I consider the evidence for rejecting the proposal to be overwhelming.

First Name: Geoffrey

Surname (please print) Parkinson
Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________

First Name:  Joan
Surname (please print)  Platt
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
The risk of a similar disaster to the one in Kansas is a risk too far.  

First Name:  Patricia  

Surname (please print)  Ryder
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of Thi Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: For all the above conceivable possibilities. Can't even bear to think of earthquakes.!!!!!!!!!!

First Name: Fay
Surname (please print) Beavers
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: IAN
Surname (please print) FAIRBROTHER
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insuree

Comment:
First Name: AUDREY

Surname (please print) FAIRBROTHER
Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: SARAH
Surname (please print) SUMNER

Date: 7 May 2012
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
Although I no longer live in the area, I am concerned for the safety of my family.

First Name:  Claire  
Surname (please print)  Parkin
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prescill Salfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescill Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  LOUISE  
Surname (please print)  MATHEWS
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossal
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  STEVEN
Surname (please print)  MATTHEWS
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Niall  
Surname (please print)  Campbell
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Morecambe Bay must be protected due to all the wildlife there. Once it is damaged / lost it will NEVER recover. This plan WILL CAUSE DAMAGE.

First Name: Margaret

Surname (please print) Aspinall
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**P렉sall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pereaall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
This whole plan can only damage an area of outstanding natural beauty - Morecambe Bay. Think of the damage over-fishing of cockles caused. The area MUST be protected for generations to come.

First Name:  Janet
Surname (please print)  Aspinall
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: michelle

Surname (please print) campbell
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: are halite willing to compensate residents for any damage caused by the setting up of the storage caverns, the damage to the environment, incidents caused by defects in their storage arrangements.

First Name: John

Surname (please print) Danson
Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Do HALITE have a method statement covering the evacuation of over 100,000 people from the area in the event of any incidents occuring

First Name: Frances
Surname (please print) Danson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
are halite willing to compensate residents for any damage caused by the setting up of the storage caverns, the damage to the environment, incidents caused by defects in their storage arrangements.  

First Name:  john  
Surname (please print)  danson
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Preston Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________________________________________

First Name:  jane
Surname (please print)  cornerford
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: michael
Surname (please print) jackson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Linda
Surname (please print) Jackson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [x] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
I don't want to have my children grow up in a town with the threat of an unstable gas storage that is possibly leaking out harmful and toxic gasses that my children will be breathing in, I would sell my home.

First Name: ANDREW

Surname (please print) PEARKSON
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of t! he Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
We Do Not want this here in our town, surrounding towns or out in the salt marshes or cavens, We love our town and we dont want this causing unnessary damage to our people and everything living init.

First Name:  CHARLOTTE

Surname (please print)  PEARSON
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

**First Name:** Sarah

Surname (please print) Clarke
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Chris
Surname (please print) Melling
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Its been refused before there is no reason for the community, local council, lancs council, or the government to reconsider their original decision.

First Name: Michael

Surname (please print) Ball
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Patricia  
Surname (please print) Greenwood
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Lorna

Surname (please print) Dennett
Dear Sirs

**Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

*First Name:* Edward  
*Surname (please print):* Greenwood
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
NO! NO!! NO!!! We do not want this anywhere near our homes or our beautiful surroundings. Kath Roe.
How is it that this has been disallowed once? Now we're having to fight it again.

First Name:  **Kath**
Surname (please print)  **ROE**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Why should we have this in our area, let them have it on their own land. When something disastrous happens, it will be too late, and the 'powers that be' will just say 'we didn't realise'.

First Name: **janet**

Surname (please print) **bracewell**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rosall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Can you just take a very big NO!!! once and for all. Please. !!!

First Name:  David

Surname (please print)  Chadwick
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall all  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I wish to object strongly to this proposal, mainly on the grounds of safety. This development is far too close to residential areas. It needs to be located at a more suitable location.

First Name:  William
Surname (please print)  Lewtas
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________________________________________

First Name: James
Surname (please print) Higham
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Not on my doorstep. No way could the peninsula be evacuated quickly with the current road structure, putting many lives at risk in an emergency.

First Name:  **Janine**

Surname (please print)  **Hall**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Nothing has changed from the original application. This project is a risk to the Wyre area, with no benefits to the local people.

First Name: Graham

Surname (please print) Hall
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
If this scheme goes ahead it will be an ecological and economic disaster for this area. I also have severe concerns about health issues and the danger of explosions so near to residential areas.

First Name: Rod
Surname (please print) Train
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
First Name:  Lynn
Surname (please print)  Train
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Pauline  
Surname (please print)  Powell
Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
It is an outrage to consider such a scheme in an area of outstanding beauty.

First Name: Stanley
Surname (please print) JOHNSTON
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Anne  
Surname (please print)  Duxbury
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I am very concerned for my family and other relatives and friends who live in the Fleetwood area.

First Name: Joan
Surname (please print) Whiteside
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Jean

Surname (please print)  SMITH
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________
First Name:  John M.
Surname (please print)  SMITH

62
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Prereesell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prereesell Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rosall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
It would be totally incompatible with development of gas extraction by "fracking" in the general area.

First Name: Robert
Surname (please print) PYRAH
The Planning Inspectorate
Tempie Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: Sam
Surname (please print): Hughes
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of t! be Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________
First Name:  **Julia**
Surname (please print)  **Hughes**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Lorraine
Surname (please print) Jackson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Heads Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Daniel

Surname (please print) Masters
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Charlene
Surname (please print) Jackson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Hayley
Surname (please print) Shone Ellison
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:    
First Name:  Linda
Surname (please print)  Jackson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  

First Name:  Geoffrey  

Surname (please print)  Shone
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name: **Andrew**  
Surname (please print) **Jackson**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife  
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name:  **Heather**

Surname (please print)  **Shone**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestfield Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestfield Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Wellhead Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The scheme would provide a new terrorist target
[ ] Ecological damage from discharge of the brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of countryside and wild life
[ ] Impact on recreational use & landscape
[ ] Long term effect on house prices and insurance

Comment:

First Name: Tracy

Surname (please print) Shone Ellison
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  **Matthew**  
Surname (please print)  **Witrylak**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:                                                                
First Name:  Mal
Surname (please print)  Ellison
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Christopher
Surname (please print): Witrylak
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Its time to call an end to this stupid idea to store gas in an underground system that no one really knows truly the underground geology of Over Wyre.

First Name: Kevin
Surname (please print) Clutton
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Patricia
Surname (please print): Cooper
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Ian
Surname (please print) Cooper
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  Moira

Surname (please print)  Appleby
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: David
Surname (please print) Bradley
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The proposed plan has a terrible effect on my home and my family

First Name: Andrew
Surname (please print) Langwade
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:** This is dangerous for the future of our countryside and our own safety

**First Name:** Wendy

**Surname (please print):** Langwade
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Precall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Precall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of t! he Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
This is the third time that I am registering my objection to this proposed scheme. I am concerned about the possibility of detrimental damage to the environment and the health and safety of all residents.

First Name: Pauline

Surname (please print) CHEAL
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This is the 3rd time that I am registering my objection to this proposed scheme which is a measure of my concern for the possibility of detrimental damage to the environment and the health and safety of all.

First Name: Lawrence

Surname (please print) CHEAL
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Emma
Surname (please print) Pinnock
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**  
First Name: **Kyle John**

Surname (please print) **Worthington**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Justin David
Surname (please print) Worthington
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Jack

Surname (please print) Worthington
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name:  *Rebecca*

Surname (please print)  *Worthington*
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preasalt Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Silt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Eileen Parry
Surname (please print) Worthington
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
I am most disturbed that this threat is still looming over us after all this time and our previous objections, the Planning Inspectors need to listen to us and reject this proposal once and for all  

First Name:  John

Surname (please print) Worthington
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
8. Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
9. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
10. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: **NO!**

**First Name:** michael

Surname (please print) **helsby**
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
do not want this

First Name:  jodie

Surname (please print)  helsby
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

1. The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
2. Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
3. Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
4. Potential for a Well Head Explosion
5. Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
6. The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
7. Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
   Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
8. Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
9. Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: NO we do not need or want this

First Name: keith

Surname (please print) helsby
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012.

Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: we do not need this along with fracking

First Name: shane

Surname (please print) helsby
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
This proposal does not seem to fully cover the dangers and risks. Once again it seems as if profit before people and wildlife is the overriding consideration, is this another Bhopal in the making?

First Name:  John

Surname (please print)  Gordon
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Recent earthquakes caused to the Fylde Coast by attempts to get at gas by fracking don’t auger well or inspire confidence in the safe storage of vast amounts of gas nearby !!!!! NONSENSICAL & DANGEROUS!

First Name: Stuart
Surname (please print) WEBSTER
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The area has a very large population of elderly residents and would make any emergency evacuation extremely difficult.

First Name: Eric
Surname (please print) Newton
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine' at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
In addition to all the reasons listed, such a high investment in gas diverts funds away from deployment and research of other forms of renewable energy.

First Name: COLIN

Surname (please print) CURTIS
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Why don't they store the gas in their own country?

First Name: Brian

Surname (please print) Sapey
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
Disgraceful and such a worry.  

First Name:  
Moyna  

Surname (please print)  
Sapey
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
I believe this to be very bad idea, symic teribles in this area, from the drill for shall gas!! has already caused earth tremors. This is one more reason this shouldn't be allowed. I am strongly against this

First Name:  Anthony

Surname (please print)  Bonney
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
1) The area is already prone to earthquakes; even more so with 'fracking'. 2) Morecambe Bay/Fylde coast water contaminated - this requires cleaning - not more contamination.

First Name:  **Anthony**

Surname (please print)  **Rose**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
A thoroughly unsound and ill thought out proposal. This could cause untold damage and harm to a very large area of north west Lancashire which is heavily populated.

First Name: Ernest
Surname (please print) Langford
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
It is appalling that sheer greed should drive people to propose schemes that endanger life and well being. This is a poor proposal that has nothing good to be said for it.

First Name: Nigel

Surname (please print) King
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Præsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Præsall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This is a despicable thing.

First Name: Joe

Surname (please print) Berry
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
I strongly oppose this and would urge you to reconsider  
 
First Name:  *Heather*  

Surname (please print)  Jones
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Just wish these people would take the hint, we don't want this in the UK, let alone Over Wyre. All of the above covers it. Just leave us be....

First Name: Janine
Surname (please print) Berry
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The ecological damage would be huge. The area is densely populated at Thornton and Cleveleys. Evacuation in the event of a disaster / extra traffic would be impossible with such an inadequate road system.

First Name: Anne
Surname (please print) Protheroe
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This is a dangerous way to store gas round here with the faults in the earths geology which can cause dangerous threat to residents.

First Name:  Helena

Surname (please print)  Mell
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This project brings a number of potential health hazards to this area, and the risks are being underestimated in an attempt to push this through with little or no regard to the local community.

First Name: John

Surname (please print) Bennett
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 7 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Craig
Surname (please print) Blount
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 7 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  
I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name: Brenda  
Surname (please print) Roberts
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
I fear for the safety of my family and the population of the area

**First Name:**  **Barbara**

**Surname (please print):**  **Quinn**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
I live about 4 miles from here but members of my family live in the immediate area. It fills me with horror that my little grandchildren could be living on top of this danger. Would you be happy with this?

**First Name:** Barbara  
**Surname (please print):** Ivel
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
DeSTRUCTION of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I wonder whom could honestly say they would be happy to live near to such a vast gas storage sight, I certainly wouldn't and no amount of safety measures would convince me otherwise.

First Name: Gail

Surname (please print) DOOLEY
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Considering that this scheme has been turned down four times before, why is it these Americans can keep keep causing causing upset for our residents. This scheme should be stopped once and for all.

First Name: Vera

Surname (please print) Aspinall
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Maureen

Surname (please print): Spurr
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  Jack
Surname (please print)  Spurr
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
ARE YOU TRYING TO DESTROY WYRE? FRACKING LEADS TO EARTHQUAKES. WE KNOW. WE FELT THEM. NOW YOU WANT TO ADD TO THE RISK!!!!

First Name:  G

Surname (please print)  CROSS
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: damien
Surname (please print) griffin
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  samantha
Surname (please print)  griffin
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: **KEVIN**

Surname (please print) **HODGKINSON**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

If this were allowed a vast area of this place we call home would be spoilt forever and that is the case even if there isn’t an explosion. Many peoples lives would be bighted by worry also.

First Name:  **ANNE**

Surname (please print)  **HODGKINSON**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

---

Comment:  
First Name:  Irene  
Surname (please print)  Irvine
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I will be moving to Preesall with my wife and young son this year and I object to the gas storage on safety grounds.

First Name: neil
Surname (please print) eastwood
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
What part of 'NO' do these people not understand?

First Name: Valerie
Surname (please print) thornes
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

My family live in the area and my husband and I and our 1 year old son are hoping to move to Preeall this year. I am very concerned about our safety and environmental issues

First Name:  susan

Surname (please print)  eastwood
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Reginald
Surname (please print) Thorne
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Nothing has changed in relation to the geology and safety risks associated with this scheme since the previous enquiries which rejected it. Hence there seems to be no reason to accept it now.
First Name: TRUDY
Surname (please print) GREENWOOD
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Premeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Premeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Nothing has changed in relation to the geology and safety risks associated with this scheme since the previous enquiries which rejected it. Hence there seems to be no reason to accept it now.

First Name: JOHN

Surname (please print) GREENWOOD
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeasil Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeasil Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I am appalled that this has gone on so long and I am concerned for my family and friends living in the area. Does this company not the meaning of the word "NO".

First Name: **JANE**

Surname (please print) **PELOS**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prescail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescail Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
These are the main reasons for my objection but along with the possible fracking which is likely to go ahead in the future, I see this as a recipe for disaster.

First Name: **JOHN**

Surname (please print) **PELOS**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [x] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**

First Name: **audrey**

Surname (please print) **eden**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________________________

First Name: harry
Surname (please print) eden
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
You people must be nuts if you think it's a good idea to store this much gas underground so close to people's homes. Please don't do it!

First Name: Leia

Surname (please print) Vogelle
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: no storage and power to the people

First Name: John

Surname (please print) McMillan
Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
no storage and power to the people

First Name: julie

Surname (please print) mcmillan
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ⌅

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Andrew Paul  
Surname (please print)  Groves
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please ✔**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Sait  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**  
First Name:  **Annette**  
Surname (please print)  **Groves**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please✓  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name:  Jill  
Surname (please print) Collinson  
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The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Silt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Janet
Surname (please print)  Collinson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ________________________________________________________________________________________
First Name: Jo
Surname (please print) Brady
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please: ✓**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Louise  
Surname (please print)  Collinson
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I wish the country side to stay as it is having lived in Stalmine/Preesall all my life, i would also like my children/granchidren to be able to live a long and happy life in Presell.

First Name: Lynn

Surname (please print) Parsons
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Silt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Jean

Surname (please print) Brunt
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

**Please ✓**

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name:  **mark**

Surname (please print)  **SMITH**
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name:  melanie
Surname (please print)  SMITH
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
To close to a lovely area and residential properties.

First Name: Valerie

Surname (please print) Airton
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Many potential risks to the area may not be realised and this is an unproven project in the longer term.

First Name: Peter

Surname (please print) Airton
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

- [X] Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: Caroline
Surname (please print) Hargreaves
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: Barbara
Surname (please print) Grimes
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please check:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
All of the above are relative and significant to the proposal. My main concern is the location of the development within areas of population, considering the FACT that the quantity of gas to be stored has the equivalent energy potential of EIGHT MILLION TONNES of TNT! Noteworthy also, is the fact that Stag/Gateway already have permission to store 1.5 trillion cubic meters of gas in salt caverns out in the Irish sea, well away from any populated areas, as a viable alternative

First Name: **William**

Surname (please print) **Gornall**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Mike

Surname (please print)  POLLARD
Dear Sirs

**Prestat Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestat Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Lived here all my Life and the area is and always be the , unknown in respect of these caverns We dont want it to be allowed under any circumstances It would be a Disaster

First Name: Yvonne

Surname (please print) Rawcliffe
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I think that we should not be having a second attempt by these people the whole Idea is ridiculous Who wants a Bomb Building on their doorstep quiet apart from the possible pollution aspect,

First Name: Stan
Surnname (please print) RAWCLIFFE
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I am totally against this proposed scheme.

First Name: Rebecca

Surname (please print) McBride
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
As a non expert I have to accept the concerns about safety from those who are. I am also very concerned about the environmental impact on the unique area which is Over Wyre.

First Name: Bill

Surname (please print) Cavanagh
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
I object to this proposed scheme.

First Name:  Louise

Surname (please print)  McBride
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Wellhead Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Please reject this scheme.  
First Name:  Janet

Surname (please print)  McBride
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Pressall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [X]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pressall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
It deeply angers me that this is the fourth attempt albeit under a different name by this company to try imposing this scheme on the people of Wyre, we still don't want it, ever.

First Name: Peter

Surname (please print) McBride
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  

First Name:  MA
Surname (please print)  Cornthwaite
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please [ ]  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

**Comment:**  
Is preposterous! How can you someone want to do such a thing. I am against this and all of my is as well! If this happens then we will be moving!  

**First Name:** Daniel  

**Surname (please print):** Roskell
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Abu

Surname (please print) Khalifa
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I wouldn't want to remain in the area if this plan went forward as I wouldn't feel safe.

First Name: Anthony
Surname (please print) Cunningham
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preset Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X]The Unsuitable Geology of the Presess Salt
[X]Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X]Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X]Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X]Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X]The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X]Environmental Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X]Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X]Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X]Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Vincent

Surname (please print)  Markowiec
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________________________

First Name:  Muriel

Surname (please print)  Markowicz
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration: Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
For all the above reasons I strongly object to the proposals.
First Name: Stephen
Surname (please print) Brooks
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeaall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeaall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
For all the above reasons I strongly object to the proposals.

First Name:  Margare

Surname (please print)  Brooks
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name:  Shaun  
Surname (please print)  Elliott
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![ ]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Sandra  
Surname (please print)  Ridings
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presell Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presell Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
This should not be allowed, my parents live in Fleetwood and I am concerned for their safety.

First Name: Terence

Surname (please print) Spurr
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 6 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: Has there been any investigation into how the gas storage and nearby fracking by Cuadrilla might interact? I have no confidence in the regulatory bodies to be fully accountable.

First Name: Tina
Surname (please print) Rothery
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name:  julie

Surname (please print)  clark
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Freesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: My main concern is the potential risk of geological instability due to the proposal for fracking in this area. My brother in law lives in Thornton and has made us aware of this.

First Name: David

Surname (please print) Handley
Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
My main concern is the potential for geological instability should the fracking proposals go ahead. My brother and his wife live in Thornton and have made us aware of these proposals.

First Name: Jean

Surname (please print) Handley
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 5 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

**Prescall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

Please ✓  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name: **john**  
Surname (please print) **campion**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please □

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
When other companies are being given permission to go fracking for gas oil in the locality this storage operation seems incompatible and unsafe.

First Name:  David

Surname (please print)  Upward
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rosall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: I wish to vote against the application.

First Name: Freda

Surname (please print) Thistletwaite
Dear Sirs

Presents Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
It is not right that connected companies should be allowed to make repeated applications in this way. It is a waste of public money and the time of a good many people.

First Name: Joanne

Surname (please print) James
Dear Sirs

**Prestatyn Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestatyn Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ____________________________

First Name: Laura

Surname (please print) Green
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- Please:
  - [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
  - [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
  - [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
  - [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
  - [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
  - [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
  - [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
  - [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
  - [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
  - [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________________________

First Name: Jane

Surname (please print) Green
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [ ]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: __________________________________________________________________________
First Name: Susannah
Surname (please print) Green
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  __________________________________________________________

First Name:  Michael  
Surname (please print)  Green
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X]The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X]Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X]Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X]Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X]Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X]The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X]Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X]Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X]Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X]Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I am strongly against the scheme to store gas so near to human life. Our countryside and wild life must be protected from this disastrous proposal. This will effect thousands of families. Please do not allow this

First Name:  Keith
Surname (please print)  Livesey
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Pruesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Pruesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I strongly object to the proposed scheme to store gas in my area and this should not be permitted under any circumstances. Human, wild life and the countryside should be paramount.

First Name: Julie

Surname (please print) Livesey
Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: ________________________________________________________________________________

First Name:  Margaret D

Surname (please print)  Prescott
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Stewart
Surname (please print)  Prescott
Dear Sirs

**Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
I would prefer to see hundreds of wind turbines than gamble with the risks involved in this project. When all is said and done it is merely another way of a massive company finding another way of making money.

First Name:  **Norman**

Surname (please print)  **Pilling**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**PRESALL SALTFIELD UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please 

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
I really hope this matter is resolved on once and for all, it seems clear to me the people of the fylde don't want this.  

First Name:  Paul  
Surname (please print)  Musson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Check Mark]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
And has anyone given consideration to what might happen when "fracking" resumes and causes the inevitable earth tremors? Normally, they might be of little consequence but when you have caverns full of gas??

First Name:  Mike

Surname (please print)  Ashworth
Dear Sirs

Presthall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presthall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
DeSTRUCTION OF COUNTRYSIDE AND WILD LIFE
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Why must we time and again have to restate our deep unhappiness with this proposal, its potential adverse impact on human and natural life.

First Name: Paul
Surname (please print) Clemence
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Patricia

Surname (please print) Holland
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Please let this be the last time we have to object to this ludicrous scheme

First Name: Maureen
Surname (please print) Lewtas
Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
Totally unsuitable scheme. Think about the people living in the area.

First Name:  Ray  
Surname (please print)  Alder
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeusal Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeusal Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This is a totally unsuitable scheme especially when it is so near to residential property.

First Name:  **Janet**

Surname (please print)  **Alder**
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 5 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name: Giles  
Surname (please print) Weavill
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- **[X]** The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
- **[X]** Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- **[X]** Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- **[X]** Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- **[X]** Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- **[X]** The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- **[X]** Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- **[X]** Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- **[X]** Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- **[X]** Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name:  **Joseph**

Surname (please print)  **Weavill**
Dear Sirs

Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wildlife
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: Adam
Surname (please print) Weavill
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prescail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prescail Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  George  
Surname (please print)  Weavill
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Janine
Surname (please print) Weavill
Dear Sirs

**PreeSall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the PreeSall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name: Dianne

Surname (please print) McKnight
Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Frank
Surname (please print): McKnight
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name: Janet  
Surname (please print) Carroll
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preezall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [x] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preezall Salt  
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
- [x] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
- [x] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
- [x] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
- [x] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
- [x] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
- [x] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  James  
Surname (please print)  Carroll
Dear Sirs

**Preston Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preston Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:_____________

First Name: Louis
Surname (please print) Prescott
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: Jason
Surname (please print) Prescott
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeeall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Julie
Surname (please print) Ryan
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Human error is responsible for many tragedies and this scheme is too close to residential areas. It would be a disaster waiting to happen.

First Name: bernard

Surname (please print) altham
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Alison

Surname (please print)  Sellars
Dear Sirs

**Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

![Checkmark]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
You cannot be 100% sure how safe this is, the devastating explosion in the USA proves this. You cannot take chances with peoples' lives. The ground will be even more unstable with fracking going on in the area.

First Name:  Peter
Surname (please print)  Wakefield
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please:

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: David
Surname (please print) Collinge
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ☑

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Jacqueline
Surname (please print) Collinge
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs,

**Prestons Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestons Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Peter

Surname (please print) Harding
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesail Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of חופhe Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 
First Name: **Carmel**

Surname (please print)  **Harding**
Dear Sirs

Presentsall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please: [X]

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presallsall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
It was thought that Abbystead was safe until gas seeped into it.

First Name: Sheryll
Surname (please print) Lett
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✔️

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The reasons this proposal has already been refused are still very much apparent and have not been resolved. Only corruption will allow this storage to be passed.

First Name: David

Surname (please print) Lawson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 5 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:

First Name:  jo
Surname (please print)  quaye
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [X]

- [ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Edmund
Surname (please print) Parkinson
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
Could we possibly re site this under your house & all your relatives houses instead please... go on it'll be safe won't it?!

First Name:  David

Surname (please print)  Williams
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Presetall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons:

![ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presetall Salt  
![ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
![ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
![ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
![ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
![ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
As a homeowner and father of 2 I am strongly opposed to this development. I am all for development of the area, new housing, waste reprocessing plant but this scheme is doomed to failure.

First Name: **Andrew**

Surname (please print) **Heath**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
With fracking restarting in the area which has been linked to the possible cause of earth tremors, this could increase the risk of gas escaping and explosions and fireballs occurring.

First Name:   Christine

Surname (please print)   Gaskarth
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  

First Name:  gwen

Surname (please print)  wilsworth
Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preenall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preenall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: This proposal ignores the safety and wishes of local residents and must be stopped.

First Name: Lynda
Surname (please print) Harris
Dear Sirs

Preresall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- The Unsuitable Geology of the Preresall Salt
- Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
This is a ludicrous proposal and extremely foolhardy and dangerous given these gas storage areas are in a man-made earthquake zone on the back of the fracking exploration. I am totally against this proposal.

First Name: Ralph
Surname (please print): Harris
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
The above says it all ???

First Name: Martha
Surname (please print) LATHAM
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Presall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Presall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Emma
Surname (please print) Greenwood
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Peter  
Surname (please print) Barrow Peter B
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- [X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Antony

Surname (please print)  Greenwood
Dear Sirs

Prestall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Prestall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: Nicola
Surname (please print) Glass
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preeassall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please [

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preeassall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
First Name: Alison
Surname (please print) Glass
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

- [X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
- [X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
- [ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
- [ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
- [X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
- [ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
- [X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
- Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
- [X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
- [X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:  
First Name:  Ian
Surname (please print)  Glass
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

**Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.**

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons,

Please ✓

[ ] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[ ] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[ ] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[ ] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[ ] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[ ] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[ ] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[ ] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

**Comment:**
First Name: **jacqueline**
Surname (please print) **JAMANT**
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol BS1 6PN

Date: 4 May 2012

Dear Sirs

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

Please ✓

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment: 

First Name: anthony
Surname (please print) damant
The Planning Inspectorate  
Temple Quay House  
Temple Quay  
Bristol BS1 6PN  

Date: 4 May 2012  

Dear Sirs  

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.  

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to 
register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the 
following reasons.  

Please ✓  

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys  
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages  
[X] Potential for a Well Head Explosion  
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre  
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target  
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine at Rossall  
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life  
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape  
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance  

Comment:  
First Name:  Sylvia  
Surname (please print)  Ashworth
Dear Sirs,

Preesall Saltfield Underground Gas Storage.

I am requesting the Protect Wyre Group to present this letter to you as part of their evidence as I wish to register my objection to the proposed scheme to store natural gas under the River Wyre estuary for the following reasons.

[X] The Unsuitable Geology of the Preesall Salt
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Fleetwood, Thornton & Cleveleys
[X] Gas Migration Risk to Over Wyre Villages
[ ] Potential for a Well Head Explosion
[X] Evacuation of Thornton / Fleetwood Peninsula and Over Wyre
[X] The Scheme would provide a New Terrorist Target
[X] Ecological Damage from Discharge of the Brine! at Rossall
[X] Destruction of Countryside and Wild Life
[X] Impact on Recreational Use & Landscape
[X] Long Term Effect on House Prices and Insurance

Comment:
I HAVE BEEN INFORMED THAT IN AMERICA SUCH A SITE IS NOT ALLOWED WITHIN 30 MILES OF A INHABITED DWELLING, IF THIS IS TRUE THE SAME LAW SHOULD APPLY OVER HERE.

First Name: JOHN

Surname (please print) WILLIAMS